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University Calendar 
College Year of 1937-1938 
1937 
First Summer Term 
Ju·ne 14, Monday. Registration. 
June 15, Tuesday. Classes begin. 
Jtuy 16, 17, Friday, Saturday. Final Examinations. 
Second Summer Term 
.July 19, Monday. Registration. 
July 20, Tuesday. Classes begin. 
Angust 20, 21, F1·iday, Satu1·day. Final Examination . 
First Semester 
September 10, Friday, 4:00 P. M. Meeting of the Faculty. 
September 13-15, Monday-Wednesday. Freshman Day . 
Septem!ber 15, Wednesday. Registration of Upperclassmen. 
September 16, Thursday, 8:00 A. M. Instruction begins. 
September 25, Saturday, 12:00 Noon. Registration for the first semester closes. 
October 27, Wednesday. Honor Convocation. 
October 30, Saturday. Homecoming. 
November 18, Thursday, 5:00 P. M. Mid-semester reports due. 
November 24, Wednesday, 5:00 P. M. Thanksgiving recess begins. 
November 29, Monday, 8:00A.M. In truction re umed. 
December 18, Saturday, 12:00 Toon. Chri tmas recess begins. 
1938 
January 3, Monday, 8:00 A. M. Instruction resumed. 
January 22, Saturday, 8:00 A. M. First semester final examinations begin. 
Ja11uary 29, Saturday, 12:00 Noon. First emester final examination end. 
Second Semester 
January 31, Monday, 8:00 A. M. Registration for all tudent . 
February 1, Tuesday, 8:00 A. M. Instruction b gin . 
February 12, Saturday, 12:00 Noon. Registration for econd m ter close . 
April 5, Tuesday, 5:00P.M. Mid-semester report clue. 
April 12, Tuesday, 5:00 P.M. Easter recess b gins. 
April 20, Wednesday, 8:00 A. M. Instruction re umed. 
May 28, aturday, 8:00 A. M. Second seme t r final xamination begin. 
June 4, Saturday, 12:00 Noon. Second sem st r final xamination end. 
June 5, unday, 10:30 A.M. Baccalaur at rvk 
June 5, Sunday, 3:00 P.M. Sixty-fourth Annual mm nc m nt. 
Recognition by Accrediting Agencies 
Valparaiso University hold member hip in the following accrediting 
associations : 
The North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary 
Schools. 
The Association of American Law Schools. 
The American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy. 
Valparaiso University is approved Qy: 
The Indiana State Board of Education as a class ((A" college 
and university for teacher training. 
The American Bar Association. 
The Board of Regents of the University of the State of New 
York (The College of Liberal Arts) . 
The Committee on Admissions from Higher Institutions of the 
University of Illinois as class teA" in all departments of the 
College of Liberal Arts. 
The Council on Medical Education and Hospitals of the Amer-




~:·Board of Directors 
WILLIAM C. DICKMEYER, President 
WILLIAl\1 F. BoEGER, Vice-President 
REv. PAUL F. MILLER, LL.D., Secretary 
JoHN A. SAUERMAN, Treasurer 
Term to Expire 1937 
HENRY A. DAHLEN _______________________________ South Orange, New J ersey 
REv. 0. A. GEISE~IAN, M.A, ___________ ____ __ ________ _____ Oak Park, Illinois 
PRoF. WALTER A. MAIER, Ph.D. _________________________ Saint Louis, Missouri 
REv. Lours N UECHTERLEIN ___________________________ Saint Joseph, Michigan 
FRED WEHRENBERG-------------------------------------Fort Wayne, Indiana 
JoHN A. SAUERMAN _______________________________________ Chicago, Illinois · 
Term to Expire 19 3 8 
WILLlAM F. BoEGER--- ----------- - ---- --- ________________ __ Chicago, Illinois 
HARRY A. EBERLINE _____________________________ . _______ __ Detroit, Michigan 
HENRY A. ULBRICH, M.D. _________________________________ Detroit, Michigan 
PAUL KLITZKE--------- -- ---------------------- ______ ___ Hammond, Indiana 
REv. LouiS J. SmcK __________________ _________ ___ ____ Saint Louis, Missouri 
CHAS. J. STAERKER------------------------------------------Cleveland, Ohio 
Term to Expire 1939 
REv. G. CHRISTIAN BAR'l'H---- --------------------- ---------Cincinnati, Ohio 
WILLIAM C. DICKMEYER ________ _____________________ ___ Fort Wayne, Indiana 
ERNEST J. GALLMEYER---------- -------------------~ ----Fort Wayne, Indiana 
REv. PAUL F. MIJ.LER, LL.D. _____________ _______________ Fort W ayne, Indiana 
RoBERT C. MoELLERING _____ ____ __ ______________________ Fort Wayne, Indiana 
EDWARD W. J AEGER _____________ _________________ ___ _______ Chicago, Illinois 
*1 936-1937. 
Standing Committees of the Board~:·::· 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
WILLIAM C. DICKMEYER, (President), Chairman 
REv. PAUL F. MILLER, LL.D. 
JOHN A. SAUERMAN 
FRED WEHRENBERG 
pAUL KLITZKE 
COMMITTEE ON INSTRUCTION' 
WILLIAM F. BoEGER, Chairman 
REv. 0. A. GEISEMAN, M.A. 
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND INVESTMENT 
JoHN A. SAUERMAN, Chairman 
pAUL KLITZKE 
CHAS. J 0 STAERKER 
COMMITTEE ON BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 
FRED WEHRENBERG, Chairman 
RonER·r MoELLERING 
P A ur. KLITZKE 
COMMITTEE ON A l DIT 
HARRY A. EnERLL E, Chai m·m 
J-lA~ . J. ST~\ERKI::.1 
COMMITTEE ON BUDGET 
VlrLLIAM C. D ICKMEYER, Chairman 
JOHN A. SA UERMAN 
FRED WEHRENBERG 
HARRY A. EBERLINE 
OMMITTEE ON PUBLIC RELATIO~ 
REv. G. CHRIS'l'IA.~.: BARTH, Chairman 
J onN A. s.\ ERMAN 
EmY .\RD '~ . J AI:GER 
**The President of the Board is a. member of all tanding committee . The Pr ident 
of the University i a member ex-officio of all tanding committee_. 
Administrative Officers and Staff 
Office of the President . 
OscAR C. KREINHEDER, D.D., President of the University. 
*LAURA SAEGER, A.B., Secretary 
Office of the Dean of the University 
tFREDERICK W. KROENCKE, Ph.D., Dean of the University. 
ELsE BRETSCHER, Secretary 
Office of the Dean of Students 
HENRY H. KuMNICK, A.B., LL.B., Dean of Students. 
MARGARET ScHROEDER, Secretary 
Office of the Registrar-Business Manager 
ALBERT F. ScRIBNER, A.B., Registrar-Business Manager 
HERBERT C. GRAEBNER, M.B.A., Accountant 
EsTHER KmcHHOEFER, A .B., Assistant to the Registrar 
MYERS ZIMMERMAN, A.B., Buildings and Grounds 
.MlARTHA CARLSON, Clerk 
MARIE N ORDSIECK, Clerk 
Library 
KATHERINE ERTZ BowDEN, B.S. University Librarian. 
SELMA KROENCKE MuLLIN, A.B., Assistant to the Librarian 
Office of the Student Secretary 
FREDERICK RECHLIN, M.A., Student Secretary 
MARGARET CRISMAN, Stenographer 
Director of the Summer Session 




GERALD H. STONER, M.D. 
Residence Halls 
GAYNELL NEFF, M.A., Director of Altruria Dormitory for Women 
LYDIA MERKER, R.N., Director of Lembke Dormitory for Men 
EMMA KRETZMANN, R.N., As istant to the Director of Altruria Dormitory 
*Resigned February 10, 1937. 
t Died Augu t 10, 1936. 
Lutheran University Association 
Department of Public Relations 
KARL H. HENRICHs, M.A., Director 
Anl\HN W. BoRN, Membership Secretary 
FREDERICK L . . Mn.LER, M.A., Assistant to the Membership Secretary 
MILDRED CARL oN, Office Manager HELEN MARKS, Secretary 
MURIEL JoNEs, A.B., Secretary RoBERT ALLETT, A.B., Publi ity 
Office of the Business Manager 
ALBERT F. S RIB. ER, .B., Business Manager RUTH DARST, .B., Seer tary 
Organization of the University 
I. The College of Liberal Ar ts 
The Department of Biology 
The Department of Business Management and Economics 
The Department of Chemistry 
The Department of Education and Psychology 
The Department of English Language and Literature 
The Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures 
The Department of Geography and Geology 
The Department of Mathematics and Physics 
The Department of Music 
The Department of Religion and rhilosophy 
The Department of Social Science 
II. T he College of Engineering 
HowARD WILSON MooDY, Ph.D., Dean 
The D epartment of Civil Engineering 
The Department of Electrical Engineering 
The Department of Mechanical Engineering 
III. T he College of Pharmacy 
FREDERICK V. LoFGREN, Ph.D., Dean 
IV. The School of Law 
JoHN ,V, MoRT.AND, A.M., J.D., Dean 
Administra t ive and Faculty Committees::· 
1936- 1937 
Admissions and Degrees: 
Associate Professor Miller, Chairman; Deans Lofgren, Moody, and Mor-
land; Professor Elliott; Registrar Scribner, Seer tary. 
Athletics: 
Professor Schwieb rt, Chairman; A sociate Profes or Harwood· )fr. Graeb-
ner; Dean Moody, Secretar . 
Ourriculwm and Educational Plam,ing: 
Associate Professor Miller hairma.n · A ociate Profe or Bau r · Re i -
trar Scribner; Professor Elliott, S cretary. 
Discipline : 
Assistant Profes or Lindberg hairman · Profe or B rrv · The niver-
sity Librarian, Katherine Bowden· Dean of Stud nt Henr)T Kumnick, ex-
officio. 
Library: 
Associate Professor Bauer, Chairman· Profe or Fri drich · _\ . i tant Pro-
fessor Lindberg; Mr. Umbach; Th niver ity Librarian, Katherine Bowden. 
Schola1·ship: 
Associate Profes or Thrun hairman; o iat Profe or I yer and 
Thomas; Assi tant Profe or Lauritzen· R gi trar Scribner ecr ta~y. 
Student Aid: 
Pre ident 0. Kreinheder hairman; ir ctor Henri hs · Dean of tu-
dents Kumnick; Regi trar Scribner Seer tary. 
*The Pr ident i an ex-offi io membf>r of all Admini tratiYe and Faculty C mmittee • 
Officers of Administration 
and 
Members of the Facult y 
THE REv. O scAR C. KREINHEDER, D.D. 
Preside.nt of the Unive1·sity 
TnE REv. 'WILLIAM H. T. DAu, D.D. 
President Emeritus 
The following names are arranged alphabetically: 
vValter Emil Bauer, Ph.D., Associate ProfessoT of History. 
Concordia (Junior) College, Fort Wayne (Diploma, 1917); Co11cordia Theological 
Seminary (Diploma, 1921). Graduate study at The University of Chicago; Columbia 
University (A.M., 1922 ) ; Harvard Univer ity; Cornell Univ r ity (Ph.D., 1932). 
Virgil Edwin Berry, LL.B . P.rofessot· of Law. 
Indiana University (LL.B., 1909 ). 
Howard Theodore Betz A.B., Part-time Instructor zn 1liathematics 
and Physics. 
Valparaiso Univer ity (A.B., 1933); Graduate tudy at The Un iversity of Chicago. 
Herman Blickensderfer, B.S. in C.E., Inst1·ucto1· in Civil Engineering. 
Mis ouri School of Miue and Metallurgy (B.S. in C.E., 1927); ibid., ooraduate . tudy. 
Katherine Ertz Bowdeu B.S., Unive·rsit,lj Librarian. 
Valparaiso University (B.S., 1897). 
Rdmund " ' alter Chaffee, Mu .D., Pa1·t-time Professo1' of Nlusic . 
. Stern's Conservatory, Berlin; piano under Mathew , Liebling, and herwood; voice 
under Root, Bun-it, and Gottschalk; organ under Gleason and Middles hulte; com-
position under Koelling; harmony and counterpoint under Gleason; Valparai o 
University (Mus. D., hon., 1920). 
Jacob Melius Christiansen, A.B ., Inst1·uctor in I-I ealth and D irector 
of Intramural and Intercollegiate Athletics. 
St. Olaf College (A.B., 1924); Graduate study at University of Minnesot.'l; tate 
Teachers College, Supe1ior, Wisconsin; University of Michigan; Univer ity of 
Wisconsin. 
Grant Crumpacker, LL.B.) Lecture1· in Law. 
Valparaiso University (LL.B., 1894). 
Paul Allerton Cushman Sc.D., P1·ofess01· of M echanical Engineering. 
Ma achu etts Institute of Technology ( .B., 1911); ibid. ( .M., 1927); Univer ity 
of Michigan (Sc.D., 1932). 
Frank Roy Elliott Ph.D., Professor of Zoology. 
Earlham College (B.S., 1911); ibid. (M.A., 1912); Graduate tudy at The Univer. ity 
of Chicago; Ohio tate University (Ph.D., 1929). 
Cbarle Harold Frick M .. in E.E. Assistant Profes 01· of Mathe-
matic . 
Univer ity of outh carolina, (B . . in E.E., 1030); Graduate tudy at Iowa 
College, ( 1.S. in E.E., 1931); Univer ity of orth arolina. 
\Valter Ge01·0'e Friedri h, Ph.D. Profes or of Engli h. 
Indiana University (A.B., 1920); Graduate tudy at Columbia nfv rsitr. ( ~l.A ., 
1923); John Hopkin Univer-ity, (Ph.D., 193·1.). 
Earl Laurine Fro t B.M. Instructor in Music. 
Kana W leyan University; Bethany ollege, (B. 1., 1927); Graduat tu<l • t 
Royal Con ervatory, Bru els, B lgium; nive ity of dl hi ran . 
10 VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY 
Erwin Elmer Goehring, B.S. in Bus. Adm., I nstnJ.ctor zn Business 
Management and Economics. 
Southeast Missouri State Teachers College; University of Mi souri, (B.S. in Bus. 
Adm., 1927); Graduate study· at University of Chicago. 
Herbert C. Graebner, M.B.A., Accountant. 
Valparaiso University (B.S., 1930) ; Graduate study at Korthwest ern University, 
(M.B.A., 1931). 
Stacey LeRoy Green, A.B., Instructor in Music and Piano. 
Northland College, (A.B., 1922) ; Piano under Dagmar Walle-Ha nsen and Howard 
Wells. 
Hazel Tallman Guillaumant, M.A., Assistant Professo1· of Romance 
Languages. 
Montana State College, (B.S., 1925); Graduate study at State University of Iowa, 
(M.A., 1929); National University of Mexico; La Sorbonne, Paris, (Degre Superieur, 
1934). . 
Adolph Theodore Esaias Haentzschel, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy. 
Concordia (Junior) College, St. Paul; Concordia (Junior) College, Milwaukee, 
(Diploma, 1899); Concordia Theological Seminary, (Diploma, 1903 ~ ; Graduate 
study at University of Wisconsin, (M.A., 1923); ibid., (Ph.D., 1928). 
Arthur Albert Harwood, Ph.D., Associa.te Professm· of Pha1·maceutical 
Chemistry. 
University of Wisconsin, (B.S., 1923); ibid., (M.S., 1926); ibid., (Ph.D., 1929). 
Marshall John Jox, J.D., Instructo1· in Law. 
Y. M. C. A. College, Chicago; Indiana Univer ity, (A .B .. 192 ) ; Graduate study 
at The University of Chicago, (J.D., 1931 ). 
Roy B. Julian, M.S., Part-time I.nst?·uctor in Education and Assistant 
D irector of Supe1·vised Te.aching. 
Indiana State Teachers College, (Diploma, 1917); ~utler Univer ity, (A .B. . 1923) ; 
Graduate study at Indiana University, (M.S., 1930); University of Chicago. 
Fred H enry Kaufmann, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Botany and 
Pharmacognosy. 
University of Wisconsin, (B.S., 1925); Graduate tudy at Michigan tate College, 
(M.S., 1926); University of Wisconsin, (Ph.D., 1933). 
Henry H. Kumnick, A.B. LL.B. Instructor in Religion. 
Concordia (Junior ) ollege, Milwaukee, (Diploma. I9ll ) : Concordia Theological 
Seminary, (Diploma, 1914); State University of Montana, (A.B., 1922); ibid., (LL.B., 
1924); Graduate study at The Unh' er ity of Chicago. 
Louis Erskine Lambert, M.A. Instructor in English. 
Albia Junior College; The State Univer ity of Iowa, (A.B., 1932) ; ibid. , (M.A., 1936). 
Carl Lauritzen B.S. in E.E. Assistant P1·ofessor of Electrical En-
gineering. 
University of Mione ota, (B.S. in E.E., 1924); ibid., Graduate tudy. 
Jo eph Melvin Lien, A.B .. Pm·t-time Instructor in Pharmacy and 
Chemistry. 
"\ alparai o University, (A.B., 1905) . 
Carl Fr dericl{ Lindh rp;. Ph.D., Assistant Pro.fe sor of Education 
and Psychology. 
Auoou tana Coli ge. (A.B .. 1914) : Graduat . tudy at l'ni\'er ity of Kan as. (Ph ..• 
1933). 
FACULTY 11 
Alfred J. Link, J.D., Lecture1· in Law. 
University of Chicago, (Ph.B., 1916); ibid., (J.D., 1917 ) . 
Frederick V. Lofgren, Ph.D., Professor of Phm·macy and Pharma-
cology. 
University of Washington, (Ph.G., 1920); ibid., (B.S., 1920); ibid., (M.S., 1925); 
ibid., (Ph.D., 1930); Graduate study at The University of Chicago. 
tH. H. Loring, LL.B., Lecturer in Law. 
Valparaiso University, (LL.B., 1894). 
Donald D. Mallory, M.S. in E.E., Instructor in Elect1·ical Engineering. 
Valparaiso University, (B.S. in M.E., 1928); Graduate study at University of 
Michigan, (M.S. in E.E., 1935). 
Alfred H. L. Meyer, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Geography and 
Geology. 
McKendree College; University of Illinois, (A.B., 1921); Graduate study at The 
University of Chicago; University of Illinois, (A.M., 1923); Northwestern Univer-
sity; University of Michigan, (Ph.D., 1934). 
Walther Martin Miller, M.A., Associate Professor of German. 
Concordia (Jun~or) College, Fort Wayne, (Diploma, 1916); Concordia Theological 
Seminary, (Diploma, 1919); Graduate study at Harvard University, (M.A., 1922) . 
Howard Wils-on Moody, Ph.D., Professor of Civil Enginee1·ing. 
Cornell College, (A.B., 1902) ; Graduate study at The University of Chicago, (Ph.D., 
1912). 
John Wallace Morland, J.D., Profe.ssor of Law. 
Indiana State Normal College, (Diploma, 1910); Indiana University, (A.B., 1910 ); 
ibid., (LL.B., A.M., 1917) ; Graduate study at University of Chicago, (J.D. , 1922). 
Gaynell Neff, M.A., Instructor in Health and Directm· of Intramural 
Athletics for Women. 
Ohio State University; University of Missouri, (B.S., 1920); Chicago 1 ormal hoot 
of Physical Education, (Diploma, 1922); Graduate study at Columbia University, 
(M.A., 1930). 
Derrill Raymond Place, A.M., Instructor in English. 
Wabash College, (A.B., 1930); Graduate study at Ohio tate niver, ity, (A.M. , 
1931); University of Southern California; Cornell University; ni v r . ity of Tou-
Iou e: University of Munich; Columbia University. 
Elizabeth Anna Marie Rechenberg, A.M., Instructor in German. 
Valparaiso Univer ity, (A.B., 1921); Graduate tudy at Indiana n iv rslty. ( .M., 
1929). 
Mark B. Rockwell, LL.B., Lecturer in Law. 
Ohio Northern Univer ity, (B.S. , 1901 ) ; Valparaiso Univer lty, (LL.B .. 100~ ). 
*Ralph Eugene Sch nck. M.A. Part-time Instructor in Edu ation and 
Psychology. 
Indiana State Teache College, (A.B .. 1917); radua tudy nt Th n iv lty or 
Chicago (M. .. 1927). 
Richard cho nbohm .B. B .. , In tructor in Music. 
Wartbur"' c liege ; Tbeolo"'ical mioa r y, ubuqu ; Iowa State Tea •11 olleg 
rlichigan tate ormal, (A.B., B.S., 1930) ; In titut ot Mu ical Art, D troit. 
t Died December 25, 1936. 
*FiNt em st r . 193 -1937. 
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Ernest George Schwiebert, Ph.D., Professor of History and Political 
Science. 
Capital University, (A.B., 1921); Capital University Theological Seminary; Grad-
uate study at Ohio State University, (M.A., 1923); University of Chicago; Cornell 
University, (Ph.D., 1930). 
Albert Frank Scribner, A.B., Registr·ar-Business Manager·~ Secr·etary 
of the Faculty. 
Valparaiso University, (A.B., 1931); Graduate study at University of Kentucky. 
Gerald Hayden Stoner, M.D., University Physician. 
Valparaiso University, (Ph. G., 1897); Wabash College, (Ph .B., 1901 ) ; Loyola 
University, (M.D., 1905) . 
Ancil Ridgeway Thomas, Ph.D ., Associate ProfessoT of Physics. 
Earlham College, (B.S., 1925); Marion College; Graduate study at Washington 
University, (M.S., 1926); ibid., (Ph.D., 1930). 
Walter Eugene Thrun, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistr·y. 
Northwestem College; University of Michigan, (A.B., 1912); ibid., (M.S., 1914); 
University of Missouri, (Ph.D., 1917); Johns Hopkins University. 
Moses Walter Uban, A.B., B.S. in M.E., Assistant PTofessor of Me-
chanical Engineering . 
Valparaiso University, (A. B., 1922); ibid., (B.S. in M.E., 1932); Graduate study 
at The University of Chicago. 
Herbert H . Umbach, Ph.D., Instructor· in English Language and Lit-
er·ature. 
Concordia (Junior) College, Fort Wayne, (Diploma., 1926); Concordia Theological 
Seminary, (B.D., 1929); Graduate study at Wa hington University. (M.A., 1930) ; 
Cornell University, (Ph.D., 1934). 
Louis Albert Wehling, J .D., Instr·uctor in La:w. 
Crane Junior College; University of Illinois, (A.B., 1932); University of Arizona~ 
University of Chicago, (J.D., 1935). 
*Russell Harrison 'White, A.B., Par·t-time Instructor in Education and 
Psychology. 
Indiana State Normal School; Indiana University; Central r ormal College, (A.B., 
1927) ; Valparaiso University; Graduate study at Butler University. 
Charles Frederick Ziebarth, M.A., Assistant Professor· of Business 
Management and Economics. 
State College of Washington, (A.B., 1931); ibid., (M.A., 1932); Graduate study at 
The University of Chicago. 
Myers E. Zimmerman, A.B., I nstructor in Shor·thand and T IJpewTiting. 
Valparaiso University, (A.B., 1921). ' 
C rit ic Teachers 
(1936-1937} 
Valparaiso Public Schools 
Emma R. Foor, A.B·----------------------------------En,qli h 
Dessa Hudson, Ph.B·--------------------------------Comnu1·ce 
Wm. R. Kendall, B.S·----------------------------------Biology 
John M. Koch, A.B., A.M.-----------------------------Ge1·man 
Irene Me oy, A.B·-------------------------------------En.qlish 
Clare McGillicudy, A.B.------------------------------Geomet1·y 
Mary Myers, B.S·---------------------------------------Music 
C. 0. Pauley, A.B. _______________________ Qhemi.stry and Algebra 
Frank Grafton Reid B.S·------------------------------History 
Harold Rogers, B.M. ____________________________________ Music 
Ralph E. Schenck A.B., M.A. __________ History and Bookkeez~ing 
----




Jean Allett, Assistant in the Department of Chemistry. 
Clara Belle Anders, Assistant in the University Library. 
Albert Anhold, Assistant to the Director of Athletics. 
Verla Babcock, Assistant in the University Library. 
Hermine Beiderwieden, Assistant in the Dean of Students' office. 
Rosemary Blaese, Assistant in the Department of Business Management. 
Marvin Cook, Assistant in the University Library. 
B. William Drzewicki, Assistant to the Director of Athletics. 
Myrtle Ehlers, Assistant in the University Library. 
Jean Ehlert, Assistant in the University Library. 
Glenn Erickson, Assistant in the Department of Mechanical Engineering. 
Kurt M. Falk, Assistant in the University Library. 
Paul Fleck, Assistant in the Department of Civil Engineering. 
Lloyd Frevert, Assistant in the Library of the School of Law. 
\Valter Graul, Assistant in the Department of Biology. 
Edgar Grosnick, Assistant in the Department of Music. 
Rosaline Grosz, Assistant in the University Library. 
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Roberta Haller, Assistant in the Department of 1 nglish L anguage a nd 
Literature. 
tAlfred Henkel, Assistant in the Department of Soci al Science. 
Edwin J obnson, Assistant in the University Library. 
\Villiam Karr, Assistant to the Director of Athletics. 
tArthur Karsel, Assistant in the University Library. 
Darrell Kautz, Assistant in the Department of Music. 
Herbert Kugler, Assistant in the Library of the School of Law. 
Frederick Max, Assistant in the University Library. 
Theodore Miller, As istant in the Department of Phy. ics. 
Mary Frances Morland, Secretary in the office of the Sch ol of Law. 
Hilbert Pli chke, Assistant in the College of Pharmacy. 
Ruth Ressmeyer, Assistant in the Department of Educa tion and P <;rC"holog:y. 
Dorothynell Rickard, Assistant in the University Library. 
George Roedel, As istant in the Department of Ch rni try. 
Arnold Salvner, Assistant in the Department of Geology ancl ' og:nt ph~· . 
Magnus Schoenherr, As istant in the University Librar~· . 
Bernhardt Schwandt, A istant in the Departm nt of h mistry. 
lifford Schwan, Assistant in the Department of Bu in s Manag: m nt. 
Margaret chwan, ssi tant in the University Library. 
Alfr d Sievin , A i tant in th D partm nt of M ·hanical Eng:irwering:. 
Edward Sullivan Athletic Stockroom. 
Ruth Ungrodt A i tant in the D partm nt f 
Paul ·wachholz A i tant in th Departm nt of ocial cien <' . 
A si. t ant in th D partment of Biolo~y . 

PART II 
GENERAL INFORMA TIO 
History and A ims 
A new chapter in the history of Yalparaiso University was begun in the 
summer of 1925 when this institution was purchased by the Lutheran Univer ity 
Association, an Indiana corporation, composed of men and women of the Luth-
eran faith who belong to churches affiliated with the Synods comprising the 
Evangelical Lutheran Synodical Conference of North America. This as ocia-
tion today owns the physical property and controls the policie of the in-
stitution. 
The history of Valparaiso University dates back to the day before the 
Civil War, when on September 21, 1859, the Valparaiso Male and Female 
College was opened in Valparaiso, Indiana. The beginning was auspicious; 
the reverses suffered as a result of the Civil War, however, compelled the 
suspension of cla es in 1869. On September 16, 1873, the college was 
reopened as the Northern Indiana Normal School and Business Institute by 
Henry Baker Brown, who was joined in 1881 by Oliver Perry Kinsey. Under 
the leadership of these men the school grew rapidly in numbers and in influ-
ence. In 1900 its name was changed to Valparai o College, and in 1907 to 
Valparaiso University. 
The primary consideration pr.ompting the acquisition of Valparaiso Uni-
versity by the Lutheran University Association was that of providing the 
church-body, to which its members belong, with a school of higher learning 
which would devote itself to the education of its young people in the fields of 
secular knowledge. While the synods of the Synodical Conference had for year 
maintained numerous schools for the training of pastors for their pulpit and 
teachers for their parish schools, none of them maintained an institution of 
higher learning specificaly to train their young people for the lay professions. 
It was the desire to supply this need in the educational program of the church 
that led to the organization of the Lutheran University As ociation and to 
the acquisition of Valparaiso University by this association. 
While Valparaiso University as an institution of higher learning under 
Lutheran auspices indeed welcomes students of all religious persuasions, with-
out distinction or discrimination, its chief field of service is to the young men 
and women of it own communion. It aims to serve these young people by 
offering them a thorough general, advanced and special training in uch fields 
of learning as it facilities and resources permit, and by offering them thi 
training in an environment which, by deepening their Christian consciou ne , 
will at the same time tend to promote their piritual well-being and growth. 
Valparaiso University seeks to realize the aims and ideal of it upporting 
con tituency through the total pattern of its activities under th guidance 
of a faculty and an administration committed to these ideals. 
A its motto it has adopted the word of th inspired psalmi t: 'In luce 
tua videmus lucero" (In Thy light shall we see lighl:).-Ps. 36, 9. 
Location 
The Univer ity is locat d at Valparai o, Indiana forty-four mile outheast 
of Chicago. Valparaiso, a city of eight thou and inhabitant and the county 
eat of Porter County, is located in a thriving agri ultural region adjoining 
th populous indu trial communitie of the alumet Di trict. Gary, Ham-
mond Indiana Harbor, w·hiting, Mi higan ity, LaPorte and· outh Bend 
are · within ea y reach. Th Lincoln Highway and the Yellow tone Trail give 
a y acce to the city for tho e who travel by automobil . Thr railroad , 
th P nnsylvania, th rand Trunk, and the ickcl Plate give Yalparai. o 
. ervice better than that boast d by many larger communitic. . E . ·cell<'nt <·om-
mutation . ervie i. maintain d with Chicago. n el tric int rttrhan linf' link. 
th city with Gar . 
The city is beautifully located approximately on the ere t of what i. ·all d 
the Valparai o Terminal Moraine, the hi he t ridge in north rn Indiana, 
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which acts as the watershed between the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence and the 
Mississippi drainage system. From College Hill, a knoll ri ing to an elevation 
of about 790 feet above ·ea. leYel at the southeastern edge of the city, whert' 
the University buildings at·e grouped, the view to the south, in the dil'edion of 
the Kankakee River and its famous marshes, is especially beautiful. Saget·'s 
Lake, which lies in this direction, is a particularly favored spot. Towar 1 th 
north, the Sand Dunes are of unusual interest as natural formations of ~o~:rt>at 
geologic, biologic, and scenic interest. < 
Unusual opportunities ar offered to students of geology, botany, and zoo-
logy in the natural laboratories p1 O\'ided by the desert conditions of the dune · 
and by the abundance of water and aquatic plants and animals in the inter-
morainal and interdunal pockets on either ·ide of the main ridge. Fu rlher-
more, the nearness of the Calumet industrial region and the exceptional! 
central location of the University with respect to Chicago, Detroit, and 
Indianapolis make this an especially favored school from the standpoint of 
the applied r cience, both physical and ocial, as well as from that of the com-
mercial tuc1ies. Inspection hips to the Field Museum of Chicago, to the 
steel mills of Gary, and to the Dunes State Park form a regular part of th 
course of study in the several departments. 
From a residential point of view, Valparaiso offers many advantao·es which 
are lacking in the great cities: abundance of pure air, broad, haded streets, 
and open country within fifteen minutes' walk from the bu ine elL tl'ict. 
a place for the tt·aining of youth, Valparaiso offer advantage sup't·iot· in 
many respects to those of the big- city, ·ince it is n<;t, as ill the ('a-;e of the 
latter, handicapped by many disturbing influence . 
Buildings and Equipm ent 
The University occupies a number of commodiou buildin , group d in 
the neighborhood of University Place. 
The Auditorium is on the west side of College Avenue. The ground floor 
contains the Office of the Regi trar-Bu iness Manager, orne lectur room · 
and several departmental offices. The second floor ha a larg auditorium 
with a seating capacity of about :fifteen hundred. 
Music Hall, a three- tory building, is directly opposite the Auditorium. 
It contains the University admini trative offices, a number of tudio , harmon. 
and recital halls, and many private practice rooms. 
Science Hall faces north and is opposite the Auditorium on Uni t• ity Pla . 
The ground floor contain the physics laboratory and work-shop, a large h m-
icallaboratory and the general stock room. The :first floor contains the 1 tur 
rooms for physics and hemistry, the analytical laboratory weighin , room, 
offices for the chemi try and physics departments, and a r ar ·h lab rat ry. 
The second floor hou e th College of Pharmacy with its offi · s, a laq(e phar-
macy and dispensing laboratory, a pharmacognosy laboratory, and . v r l 
lecture rooms. 
Imm diately we t of Science Hall i the Biology Building, ontaining 
numb r of lecture rooms and three well- quipped ]a oratories for botany, 
geolog and zoology. 
The University Library i hou ed in a building north of th uditorium, 
on olle e Avenue. It contains 25,129 volume of bo k 1,415 unb und 
p riodicals, 2,727 gov rnment bound volume , 10 12 pamphl t , and 14 6 1 
government pamphlet . It ub cribe for appro. imat 1 1 6 p ri di ·ak 
Art -Law Hall, a modern uilding, is north f the Librar , at th iul r •c-
tion of College A enu and Freeman Street. Thi building hou e th ch 1 
of Law with it library on the fir t floor and v ral d partm nt. f th · 
olle e of Liberal rt on th e · nd and third fl ot· . 
The 
xclu iv 
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laboratorie , woodworking shops, drafting room , testing laboratories, foun-
drie , and a modern power plant. 
A building devoted to Health and Physical Education is one of the first 
tructures to be erected according to the plans of the Board of Directors. 
Meanwhile, adequate arrangements have been made with the public school 
authorities for the use of their commodious High School Gymnasium. Brown 
Field is well equipped for outdoor athletics. The field is located near the 
University, on a tract of land which is reserved for additions to the present 
University plant. 
Grounds, buildings, and equipment are apprai ed at more than $900,000 by 
the American Appraisal Company. 
Cost · 
The University tries to keep the cost of tuition, fees, board, and room 
at a figure that is reasonable and at the same time consistent with its deter-
mination to live up to its ideals in education. 
Tuition and Fees 
Tuition co t $175.00 for the entire school year, payable . 87.50 each 
. emester. 
General fees-for athletics, health service, the u e of the library, and pecial 
lectures-amount to $18.00, payable $10.00 the fir t semester and $8.00 the 
econd semester. 
Laboratory fees are charged in some departments and are listed under the 
respective courses. The deposits listed for som cour e are returnable at 
the end of the semester, le s breakage. 
Applied Music Fees 
The University tries to encourage students to continue applied music 
in truction in college by charging a modest fee for private lessons. 
In addition to the regular t uition cost, eighteen private lesson in applied 
music may be taken for t wenty-five dollars per seme ter. Rent al of a private 
practice room with piano for one daily practice hour i five dollar per 
erne ter; for each additional hour a charge of five dollars is made per 
semester. A few orchestral instruments are available at a rental fee of five 
dollars per seme ter and a deposit fee of two dollar . The depo it fee i 
refunded, less any damage expense to the instrument. 
Tuition and Fees for Part-Time Students 
Part-time tudent are students who register for nine credit hours or less. 
Students who register for from even to nine credit hour pay $6.00 per credit 
hour and full general fees. 
tudent who regi ter for ix credit hour or le pay a library fee of 
$2.50 per sem ster in addition to a tuition charge of $6.00 per credit hour. 
Auditor pay only 6.00 per credit hour equivalent. 
Board 
Board i provided under pleasant surrounding at the University re tau-
rant in Altruria Hall. The student may purcha e individual meal or buy 
meal ticket for $4.00 each. Many tudents require only ont> ticket per we k. 
Thu their board amount to 72.00 the seme ter. 
Fre hmen are requir d to take their meal in the ni,·er ity re taurant. 
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At the beginning of each semester, therefore, they will either purcha e or 
contract for a minimum of eighteen four-dollar meal tickets. 
Rooms 
The University maintains a dormitory for men which is known a Lembke 
Hall. This is divided into two wing , known as North and South Lembke. 
The accommodations at Lembke Hall include a club room, a few ingle 
rooms, and a large number of two-room suites for two students. 
Freshmen who do not live with their parents or guardians are requit·erl 
to live in Lembke Hall. 
Additional quarters for men tudents are listed in the University's record 
of approved rooming houses. 
Altruria Hall is the dormitory for women. It has a large reception hall, 
some single accommodations, and many rooms for two students. Women 
students who do not live with their parents or guardians are required to live 
at Altruria Hall. 
Lembke and Altruria Halls, as well a all approved rooming hou es, are 
under the care of resident matrons or house mothers. 
All rooms in the University dormitories are provided with the necessary 
furniture. However, occupants supply their own blankets, sheets, pillows, 
pip.ow cases, towels, floor coverings, and curtains. 
University women and first-year men who cannot be accommodated in 
their respective halls will be assigned to other rooms. 
Rooms in the University's halls may be had at rates ranging from $31.00 
to $41.00 in the men'· dormitory and from $31.00 to $46.00 in the women' 
dormitory. 
Table of Min imum Costs 
The following table of muumum costs is supplied fot· the convenience of 
parents or guardians and tudents: 
For each seme ter: 
Tuition _________ ---------------------------------$ 
General Fee · ----------------------------------- -
Board ---------------------------------------- ---





Total ------------ --- ______ ----------------- --- • '200.50 
Amounts due the Univer ity are pa able in full ut the titu e of r gistration 
for each semester. 
A time payment plan may be arranged with parent · or guardians on tui-
tion, mu ic lessons, board, and room, but not f ees and othn imilar m 'nor 
,items which are always paid in advance. A small carrying charge of 50 cent 
for each $50.00 or fraction thereof will be coli cted in advanc on d ferr d 
amount to reimbur e the Univer ity for the extra co t of carrying and ol-
lecting account . 
Application for preading payment 
Bu iness Manager by parent 
per on; and all arrang ment should b 
order to a void delay and confusion . 
made to the 
ither in writing or in 
before r gi trati n in 
.,.o tudent will be r gi t r d if hi ac unt f r h pr ding em s r ha · 
not been settled. o degree will b conf rred upon or transcript of r dit 
iven for the tudent who e ace unt with th niv r ity or th tud nt oun-
cil has not been ettled in full. 
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Refunds 
In ca. e of formal voluntarp withdrawal only, the tuition fee is refundable 
as follows: two-thirds until two weeks and one-third until ten weeks after 
the official day of registration of a semester. If the tudent is dismissed 
there i no refund of this fee. 
General, special, and laboratory fees are never refunded. 
Unused portions of payment made for board and room are refunded in 
all cases of withdrawal. 
Refunds are made to parents or guardians direct, unless the Unh'ersity is 
instructed by them to remit to the student. Refund mu t be claimed in 
writing at the latest within six month of the close of a given semester. 
Amount not claimed within the pecified time are turned over to the Univer-
, ity' tudent loan fund. 
Special Fees 
Matriculation-$5.00. This fee is payable once only, when the student is 
fir t admitted to the University. 
Late Registration-Fifty cent· per day until the close of registration. 
Condition Examination-$3.00. 
Make-up or Special Examination-$1.00. 
Change in Program-$1.00, unless the change is required by the University. 
rc change in program under Admission. 
Graduation-$10.00; payable during the first week in November preceding 
th date of the tudent graduation. 
Payee 
Drafts, checks, and money orders should be made payable to the Val-
paraiso University A sociation. 
Routine of Matriculation 
Upon reaching Valparaiso, new students should come to the office of the 
Dean of Students who will supply the necessary information respecting regis-
tration, rooms, and board. 
Student Council Fees 
The tudent council has been entrusted with the management of certain 
student activities and is authorized to collect the following activities fees: 
$12.00 for the year, payable $8.50 at the beginning of the fir t erne ter 
and $3.50 at the beginning of the second semester. This entitles the tudent 
(I) to The Torch which is published approximately thirty times by the jour-
nalism clas under the upervision of the Department of Engli h, and con-
tain campu news; (2) to admi ion to the lectures and entertainm nt of 
th tudent lyceum; (3) to band and orche tra con ert pon ored by the 
council· and ( 4) to tudent d bate and dramatic production (upwards of 
fifteen admi ion are off red under this fee); (5) to The Uhlan, the students' 
annual which contain a comprehen ive r cord of th year· acth,itie . 
Religious Activities 
The principal concern of the D an of Student i the piritual welfare 
of the student at the Uni ersity. Chapel exerci es are conduct d every morn-
ing from Monday to Frida' during the regular chol tic • ear. 11 Lutheran 
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students are required to attend the daily chapel period unless excused by the 
Dean of Students. The University regards these devotions as its family altar. 
The chapel period is emphasized for the sake of cultivating anrl strengthening 
the student's spiritual life. 
Gamma Delta 
A chapter of Gamma Delta, an organization for Lutheran students on 
university campuses in our country, engages the interest of a number of our 
students in its varied program of religious work and activities. Meetings are 
held in the local parish hall twice a month. The program is in charge of the 
members of the chapter of Gamma Delta under the direction of a member 
of the faculty. 
Church Attendance 
All students are expected to attend the church servic s of their d nom-
ination regularly every Sunday. Every courtesy is extended to the pastor. 
of the city of Valparaiso to enable them to do pastoral work in the int re t 
of the students of their faith. 
Student Conduct 
Matters of conduct are in the hands of the Dean of Student . Sup 1'-
vision of all social activities i maintained by hi · offic . 
The University takes the attitude that all the resources of colleg life 
must tend to develop moral character in young men and women. Stud nt , 
therefore, are expected to learn the value of following rule and regulations 
enacted for the welfare of group life. Obedience to law is best learned by th 
actual practice of obedience. Accordingly, set regulation , hown by xp l'i-
ence to be salutary for all students, are enforced at the Univ r ity. 
There are offenses which inevitably involv the eparation of a student 
from the University, such a willful or habitual di. regard of colle ,.e r gula-
tions, gambling, inebriety, any form of impurity, the continual use of pro-
fane or obscene language, and dishonesty in the classroom and in campu 
relationships. Furthermore, the University in i t that any marriage either 
party to which is a tudent of Valparai o Univer ity, must b publicly an-
nounced. For this purpose, written consent for c uch marriag must be ftlcd 
with the Dean of Students by the parents or guardian of the tud nt prior 
to it solemnization. Any attempt to keep th fact of the marriag . ecr t 
will result in indefinite uspen ion e:ffectiv from the dat of th marria 
Finally, the University reserves the right at any time t t rminate a : tud nt'. 
enrollment whenever hi conduct in its opinion i. pr judicial to th be t 
interests of the Univ rsity. Such conduct may involve d tructivc criti i. m 
and a habitual attitude of oppo ition to plan for th prom ti n of th w !-
fare of the University and it tudent body. 
Student Aid 
Ther ar a numb r of form of tudent aiel 
ver it\·. 
tion by the University' ommittee on Stud nt 
aid to be granted i determined with th 
by the ommitte on the m rit of each ca . 
rm r ma v 
lud nt t ' 
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whom it has been awarded has not done satisfactory work, or if for any 
other reason the Committee feels the aid has been misplaced. 
All student aid is applied on board, room, or tuition, as may be the case. 
In accepting student aid, all recipients must contract for full board at the 
University Restaurant and room in the University dormitories. Exceptions 
to this regulation are granted to students whose parents or guardians have 
established a permanent residence in Valparaiso, daily commuters to nearby 
cities, and fraternity members in good standing living in homes of fraterni-
ties listed by the University Administration. Full board is considered to be 
not less than eighteen meal tickets per semes.ter, valued at $4.00 each. 
Endowed Scholarships 
The following scholarships have been established by .friends of Valparaiso 
University: 
The A. F. Beckman Schola1·ship in the sum of $200.00. 
The (Mrs.) Amalie Boke1·man Scholarship in the sum of $175.00. 
The John V. Borge1·ding Schola1·ship in the sum of $175.00. 
1The Mary Hilgemeier Scholm·ship in the sum of $200.00. 
The Mr. and Mrs. Dirk Meyer Scholat·ship in the sum of $200.00. 
The H. L. Ulbrich Schola1·ship in the sum of $175.00. 
The F. G. Walke1· Scholarship in the sum of $175.00. 
The Mr. and Mrs. Henry Weht-enberg Schola1·ship in the sum of $200.00. 
Other Scholarships 
The Philip Wambsganss Memorial Schola1·ship for a student of Allen 
County, Indiana, in the amount of $175.00 per year. 
The Porter County (Indiana)- Valpa1·aiso Unive1·sity Scholarships. Five 
scholarships in the sum of $100.00 each are awarded annually to high school 
seniors in Porter County. A competitive examination is required of all candi-
dates. Selection is made by a special committee composed of the county 
superintendent of schools and three high school principals. 
Annually the Board of Directors authorizes a number of scholarships in 
varying amounts for students who have maintained superior records in high 
school and college. Recipients of scholarships are expected to devote their full 
time to their studies. Out ide employment by scholarship students is not per-
mitted, except in rare case ·, and only upon special permission of the Committee . 
. Student Assistants 
A number of student a istants are employed by the University in the lab-
oratories, general library, law library, or in such other departments as may 
require the ervices of an assi tant. These assistantships are available to 
tudents who have been in residence for at least one year. Appointment to an 
assistantship i granted only on the recommendation of the dean of the college 
or head of the department i which the tudent is to serve. Such recommenda-
tion will only be made for students who show a special fitne for the 
particular work and who have superior scholastic records. 
Student Aid Awards 
Student aid award are one form of part-tim work. They are granted to 
students in real need who have scholastic records which in the judgment of 
the committee will enabl them to be employed for a reasonable number of 
hours per week without jeopardizing their scholar hip. s in the ca e of all 
other forms of student aid the e awards are granted for one year only. 
Scholarship which is b low average (C) at the end of the fir t emester may 
eau e the revocation of uch aid. 
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·I'he Business Manager of the University as igns all recipients of student 
aid awards to University part-time employment. The requirem nts of the 
particular work and the fitness of the student to perform the services required 
in a satisfactory manner are the determining factor· upon which the Businest. 
Manager makes the assignment. 
Students receiving this form of aid may be employed in the University's 
offices, and the University Restaurant. A number of students are also assigned 
to perform janitorial work, campus gardening, and other similar services. 
Student Loans 
'l'he Henry Strong Educational Foundation allots a certain amount of money 
each year for the making of loans to upper-clas ·men. andidate a1·e recom-
mended by the Committee on Student Aid. Repayment are due after gradua-
tion; 10% the first year, 20% the second year, 30% the third year and 40% 
the fourth year. Interest at 4% accrues after graduation. All repayments are 
again credited back to Valparaiso University for u in making additional 
loans. No loans can be made to students ov r twenty-five y ars of age. 
Method of Application for Aid 
Student aid is granted only on the basis of formal application to the om-
mittee on the Univer ity s approved form. N w student mu t al o submit 
their application blank for admission. Any form of tudent aid extended may 
be automatically voided if it i found that the applicant ha misrepresented 
any facts given or bas failed to abide by the conditions under which th aid 
is granted either before or after actual re id nee at the Univer ity. Applica-
tion for all forms of student aid should be made to the ecretary of the 
Committee on Student Aid. 
Health and Physical Educa tion 
Every student, upon entering, receives a physical examination which forms 
the basis for special advice and for prescribed work where this is needed. 
Athletic sports and exercises for men are encouraged as a part of the 
University's program of physical education. The University is a member of 
the I ndiana Intercollegiate Conference and fosters both intercollegiate and 
intramural athletic . 
Under the supervision of the director of intramural athleti for women 
provision is made for participation in the following sports and activitie : 
soccer, badminton, archery, basketball, bowling, voll y-ball, ba eball, tennis, 
golf, swimming, and horse-back riding. Women tudents are encomaged to 
participate in at lea t one sport each season. 
Student Organiza t ions and 
Extra-Curricular A ctivities 
Student Council 
The Student ouncil is ompo ed of representativ h en by the arious 
colleges who, with representatives of the admini tration, make a body before 
which the larger student affairs of the University are pr ented for di cu i n 
and solution. A monthly forum give opportunity to the tudent b dy of th 
University to expre themselves on important questions p rtaining to stu-
dent affairs and uggest olutions. The re pon ibility for de irable s ho l 
spirit has not been mi placed. The representati es on the tud nt un i1 
have thu far pr ved th m lv youn m n and w m n of high id al . 
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Special Lectures and Concerts 
An important feature of the activities of the University is an annual eries 
of special lectures and entertainments. These programs are secured by the 
Lecture and Entertainment Committee upon approval by the Student Council 
and by the administration. All students are admitted on student passes. The 
programs are planned to contribute to the cultivation of literary and musical 
interest. 
St udent P ublica tion s 
The weekly newspaper of the University, "'The To1·ch" is edited by a staff 
which is appointed by the Student Council. The staff operates under the super-
vision of the Department of English Language and Literature. The paper 
serves the purposes of a laboratory for students interested in journalism. 
The year book, "The Uhlan/' is published by a staff composed of members 
of the junior class appointed by the Student Council. The staff operates under 
the supervision of two departments, that of Business Management and Eco-
nomics and of English Language and Literature. The year book furnishes 
information on the faculty, classes, activities, and organizations of the year. 
Class Organizations 
Each of the four student classes maintains a permanent organization, with 
officers and a treasury, for the management of class affairs. It is expected 
that students will become members of these organizations and participate in 
the normal activities of the class. 
Literary and Scientific Societies 
Departmental and honorary societie of the University give ample oppor-
tunity to all students to present e says, orations, discussions, and critici m , 
as well as to hear men and women of note in their respective field of learning. 
The societies include such group, a the Biology Club, Chemistry Club, Com-
merce Club, Education and Psychology Club, Engli h Club, Mathematic Club, 
Engineering Society, Valparaiso Pharmaceutical A ociation, the University 
Lawyer A sociation Alpha Psi Omega (dramatics), Iota Sigma (journal-
ism), Pi Gamma Mu (social ·cience), and Phi Sigma (forensic). 
Intercollegiate and Intramural Athletics 
Athletic , although not over-emphasized, are given a prominent place in 
tudent activitie . Valparai o Univer ity is a member of the Indiana Intet·-
collegiate Conference and participates in the major college port football, 
basketball, golf and tennis. Intercollegiate athletic for men are controlled 
by the director of intramural and intercollegiate athletic and a faculty com-
mittee. All men who have won the athletic letter "V" through participation 
in college athletics make up the Varsity V Association. Thi a ociation 
functions particularly at home-coming celebration . Intercla and intra-
mural competition is likewi e encouraged. tudent are urged . to participate 
in some form of athletic activity. Eligibility rul govern memb r hip on 
the variou athletics team . 
The intramural program of athletics and ports for ' omen a pon ored 
by the \Vomen's Athletic A ociation i under th control of the dir ctor of 
intramural athletic for women. The platform of th \Vomen' DiYi ion of the 
National Amateur Athletic Federation, in which W. . hold member hip, 
erve a th ba i for the onduct of phy ical activitie . E'·ery woman tu-
dent is eligible for member hip in W. A. . and may become a m mber upon 
the fulfillment of a 50-point requirement. These point are to be arned in 
athletic activiti s a specified by the Association. 
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Dramatics 
All public dramatic productions are under the control of the Student 
Council and the University administration. The University Playc l'~ , nn o gan-
ization under the supervision of the Department of English, f! ives qua lific.l 
students an opportunity to act, to direct plays, and to help in the 111 anugement 
of dramatic activities. Emphasis is placed upon literary and arti sti c values 
rather than upon the merel~r spectacular, and no attempt is rruck to imitate 
the professional theatre. 
Debate 
The debate squads, which are under the supervision of the Department of 
English, provide training and experience for all students interested in debat-
ing. The University is a member of the Indiana Debate League and of the 
Midwest Debate Conference. Phi Sigma, a local honorary forensic fraternity, 
annually elects several members of the debate squads to member hip. 
Students interested in debating are urged to take the cour es off<' red in 
Public Speaking (English 81, 82). 
Musical Organizations 
The University Choir provides opportunity for the inging of a('J'cd mu ·ie 
a capella. All students interested in choral work may try out for membership 
in this organization. Approximately seventy tudents are selected by the 
Director of the University Choir to make the annual tom. A Univer ity 
Orchestra is also an excellent organization on the campu and any stud nt 





Admission and Registration 
Graduates with acceptable scholastic records from recognized secondary 
school will be admitted to the freshman class of Valparaiso University. In 
addition to satisfactory academic attainments as indicated by the scholastic 
record, importance is attached to qualities of character and per onality. The 
University secures information upon these points from the data contained in 
the application blank filed by the student. 
The admission, continuance upon the rolls, and graduation of every tudent 
is subject to the disciplinary powers of the University. A student is received 
only upon condition that his connection with the University may be termin-
ated whenever, in the judgment of the executive, his conduct is such as to 
be prejudicial to the best interest of the University. 
Application for Admission 
An application blank may be secured by addre ing the Registrar. Thi 
should be filled out and forwarded to the Registrar of the Univer ity as early 
as possible. A student's credentials must be approved by the Registrar 
before his registration is complete. All certificates upon which admis ion L 
granted become the property of the University and are pr s rYed in its 
permanent files. 
Graduates of High Schools Accredited by the 
North Central Association 
A graduate of a high school accredited by the North Central A so •iation 
of Colleges and Secondary Schools, or a similar regional accrediting a~ency, 
will be admitted without condition. 
Graduates of Other Accredited High Schools 
A graduate of any high school which i not recognized by a re ional 
accrediting association may be admitted without condition upon appro,·al of 
the Committee on Admi ion . Each application will be con, idered upon the 
basis of individual merit. 
Recommended Units for Admission 
The following units, though not essential to admission are regarded a 
highly desi·rable. Student planning th ir high chool work are urged to arran e 
their chedule in uch a way as to be able to pre ent the following unit : 
English ------------------------- 3 A foreign Ian uage ______________ 2-4 
Algebra ------------------------- 1 ocial tudi ------------------- 2 
Plane Geometry ------------------ 1 lab ra tor~· cience _____________ 1-2 
A tudent de iring admi ion to the oll g f Engineering mu. t pre ent 
in mathematic , one and one-half units in Algebra, one unit in Plane G ometry 
and one-half unit in olid Geometry. A tudent deficient in olid Geom try 
and Advanced Algebra may b admitted a a conditioned tud nt. Th condi-
tion mu t be removed during tb fir t year of re idenc , by pa ing ~!athe­
matic 01 Solid Geom try and Mathematic 02, Int rmediate AI bra. 
Admission as Special Students 
tudent not candidat for a d gr e may be admitted o the Univer ity as 
pecial tud nt on the approval of th om;11itt on A mi ion . Tho e · ek-
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ing this privilege are admitted under the following condition : ( 1) they must 
be prepared to do the work desired and give good reason for not taking the 
regular course; (2) they niust be at least twenty-one years of age. 
Special students may become candidates for degrees by meeting the require-
ments for regular admission. 
Special students are not admitted to the School of Law. 
Admission to Advanced Standing 
Students from other institutions seeking admission to Valparaiso Univer-
sity m.ust present evidence of honorable dismissal from the institution last 
attended. All claims for advanced credit must be presented to the Registrar 
in the form of an official transcript. The University reserves the right to 
reject any applicant for admis ion by transfer whose academic record is 
unsatisfactory. 
Registration 
All students are expected to register on the official regi tration uay ' of 
each semester. Information concernino- the official regi tration days will be 
found in the University Calendar. 
Responsibility of Students Upon Registration 
In registering, the student subscribes to the term and condition. , financial 
and otherwise, which have been set forth in the e announc ment . 
Freshman Days 
The purpose of freshman days is educational guidance and orientation for 
college life. 
All members of the incoming freshman class are required to be in re ·idence 
in Valparaiso several days before the return of the uppercla m n. The 
period prior to recitations is known as freshman days. During this time the 
freshmen are divided into groups. There are lectures on univer ity curricula, 
regulations, and custom . Various tests and a physical examination are given 
in order that the University may obtain accurate information oncerning th 
mental qualifications as well as the degree of h alth of very tudent. part 
of the time is devoted to fre hman registration. Each tudent i th n a i ted 
in the election of hi course of study by his faculty advi r. A full pro ram 
of the activities of fre hman days will be nt to ea ·h fr hman b for h 
come · to the Univer itr. 
Change of Program 
During the fir t and econd weeks of the 
may be made with the writt n approval of th 
after the beginning of the ·em ·t r no chang 
for 
m ter 
all w d t <·han r 
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his program of studie or withdraw from a course without a grade of "F", 
after the end of the sixth week of the semester. 
Attendance on Courses as Visitors 
Attendance by a registered student as a vi itor in a course for which he 
is not registered is allowed only with the approval of his adviser. 
Transfer to Another Program 
If a student transfers from one major or program of studies to another, 
a for instance, from Pharmacy to Law or from Engineering to Education, 
all requirements of the new specialization must be met. Such a transfer will 
subject credits previously earned to a re-evaluation. In certain cases the 
change of program may result in some lo s of credit. Therefore, such trans-
fers may not be made without the written approval of the advisers con-
cerned. For a form of such transfer see the Registrar. 
Credit Hours 
A credit represent one hour of recitation or lecture, or two or more hours 
of laboratory a week for one semester. If time outside of the laboratory is 
required to prepare laboratory notes, two hours may be equivalent to one hour 
of class work. Drawing, shopwork, and other courses demanding no outside 
preparation require ~ minimum of three hours for one credit. For the exact 
number of hours see the respective courses. 
Maximum and Minimum Registration 
The normal maximum registration for a full program for all students, 
except as oth rwise provided in the special authorized curricula, L eventeen 
. erne ter credit ; and the minimum registration is twelve seme ter credits. 
Students who maintained a standing of two (2.0) during the pr vious· 
seme ter may register for extra work, provided their petition for uch work i 
appro\'ed by the ommittee on Scholarship. This permis ion will l::ie granted 
only on written application preferably before regi tration i completed. Fre h-
men will not be allowed to carry extra work during the fir t erne ter. Students 
receiving permi ion to take extra work mu t obtain a tanding of 1.5 in all 
subj ct or sixteen credit only will b granted regardles of the hour 
pa , ed in clas . 
Number of Credit Hours Without Petition 
OLLE E OF LIBERAL ARTS: 
In all departments except as required in pedal author-
ized curricula ---------------------------------------Maximum 17 credits 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING: 
In ivil, h mica!, ommercial, Electrical, and 1e-
chanical Engineering -------------------------------Maximum 19 credits 
LLEGE OF PHARMACY----------- --- ------------ 1aximum, 1 credits 
S HOOL OF LA 'N ------------------------------------Maximum 15 credits 
Withdrawal From the University 
A student who wi he to withdraw from the University for the remainder 
of a emester or ses ion hould apply to the Registrar for a permit to withdraw. 
Upon return of the permit properly signed the Registrar will i ue an order 
for the return of uch fee a ar refundabl . In every ca e th parent or 
guardian i notifi d of th withdrawal. 
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The term "honorable dismissal'' refers to conduct and character only, not 
to class standing and grades. It will not be granted unless the student's con-
duct and character are such as would entitle him to continue in the University. 
On withdrawal every student who has met all financial obligations to the 
University is entitled to a transcript which contains all the important facts 
pertaining to his admission, classification, and scholarship. 
Regular Examinations 
The regular written examinations of the University are held at the close of 
each semester. Each examination is usually limited to three hours. 
In addition to the regular prescribed examinations, written tests are given 
from time to time, at the discretion of the instructor. 
The semester examinations are conducted according to a published schedule. 
Senior Examinations 
All examinations of seniors in the semester of their graduation must be 
completed by the evening of the Tuesday before Commen<·ement Day. This 
does not apply to seniors who are to complete their work at the end of the 
first semester or in the summer session. 
Special Examinations 
Special examinations are given only to conditioned (grade E) students and 
to students who for adequate reasons have not been able to be present at 
regular examinations or written tests. The privilege of special examination 
is granted by the adviser on recommendation of the instructor. A condition 
grade of E must be removed by special examination during the next academic 
semester. If not so removed, the grade E becomes a grade F (failure) and 
the Registrar is authorized to make the change on the student's permanent 
record. In no case may a student remove a grade F by special examination. 
The subject must be repeated for credit. 
A student ·is charged a fee of three dollars for each condition examination 
and a fee of one dollar for each special examination. This f must be asses ed 
by the Registrar and paid to the Business Office before th examination can 
be given by the instructor. 
Marking System and Quality Points 
Results of work will be recorded in the Regi trar's Office as follow : 
A. Work of the best grade, excellent; valu d at three (3) quality point 
for each credit. 
B. Work better than average, good; valued at two (2) quality point for 
each credit. 
C. Average work, fair; valued at one ( 1) quality point for each credit. 
D. Work below average, unsatisfactory; indicates a deficien y and :riv 
no quality points, but gives credit for graduation if with such cr dit · th 
student' tanding i one (1) or mor . 
E. Condition grade. Thi grad is given only wh n th r i a "0 d rea n 
for the deficiency and rea onable probability that it can be rem di d. It 
requir s a pecial examination for its removal to be tak n durin the tudent' 
next semester of residence. If the student does not enroll for the next em ter 
after having received a grade of E, the next erne t r f r id n b 
within a period of three years thereafter; otherwi e the gr d b corn F au o-
matically. When the work has been brou ht up to the p ing rau within 
the speci£ed time, the E i converted into D, but not inl a hi rh r r d . 
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F. Failure, valued at 0 credits and 0 quality points. 
I. Incomplete. Indicates satisfactory work, some part of which is incom-
plete. It mu t be removed during the first semester in which a student attends 
chool after having secured the I, otherwise it becomes an F automatically. 
If the tudent is not in attendance during the next seme ter after having 
received a grade of I , a maximum of three year i allowed for the removal 
of arne. If the grade of I is not removed within thi time limit, the grade 
become F automatically. 
'"\\T. An authorized withdrawal. (See Change of Pro!!ram). Thi mark 
carries no credit. 
Any tudent withdrawing from a . ubject without fir t . ecnring the official 
penni sion of his adviser will receive a grade of F in that subject for the 
emester. 
Definition of the Standing of a Student 
A tudent's standing is determined by the ratio of his total number of 
quality points to his total number of credits. Thus, a student who makes an 
average mark of C throughout his cour e of 120 semester hours will have 120 
quality points, 120 credits, and a standing of one. An average mark of B will 
give the student 240 quality points, 120 credits, and a standing of two. When 
a semester's work L to be con idered, ''standing" is understood to be the ratio 
of the number of quality points gained to the number of credits cheduled. 
Any tudent whose standing for the previous semester is .5 or les is put on 
, cholastic probation; and if his standing for the next semester i le s than 
1.0, he may be su pended or dropped from the University. A student whose 
. tanding for any seme ter i .25 or less, may be dropped from the University. 
Semester Reports From the Registrar 
Hcports are ent to parent and guardians of all student in the Uni\'er ity 
a t the end of each , eme ter. 
Mid-Semester Reports From the Adviser 
On i\ovember 18 and April 5 the in tructor report to the R ghtrar all 
. turlents whose grade fall below C. The Registrar report such tudent to 
their advi, ers in order that they mar hold a special conference with the 
~:>tudent , cone rned . 
Classification of Students 
A tudent in any coli g i cia sifted according to the number of credits 
and quality points earn d toward a degree. To be cia ified a a enior for 
the current year a student mu t have a tanding of one or more and be 
allowed to carry sufficient work to complete hi requirement for graduation 
by the clo, e of the , ummer es, ion. 
To IJ da ,·ified a: a junior a tudent mu t ha,·e within ten cr dit of the 
normal amount of work, and no ]e,, than a . tanding of on · to h cla ifi d 
as a ophomore he mu t ha \'e within ten ned it of th normal amount of 
work and no le. s than a tanding of one. 
Classification of Courses 
The cour e offered by the Univer. ity are clas ified a 
cour e , numb red 1-100 · and (b) upper clivi ion cour e numb r 
Y1·.- ubje t , o marked are yea t· cour e . r dit may not b 
le, . than on year· work. fin~l em e. ter grad . howeYer, i" r 
the in. tructor. 
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Every candidate for a degree is himself responsible for meeting all require-
ments for graduation. No University officer can relieve him of the responsibility. 
Degrees 
Upon the recommendation of the faculty of the College of Liberal Arts, 
the University confers the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Upon the recommenda-
tion of the faculty of the College of Engineering, the University confers the 
degree of Bachelor of Science in Engineering. Upon recommendation of the 
faculty of the College of Pharmacy, the University confers the degree of 
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy. Upon recommendation of the faculty of 
the school of Law, the University confers the degree of Bachelor of Laws. 
All work toward a degree must have been completed to the satisfaction of 
the faculty recommending the degree. In all cases, the student is responsible 
for meeting the requirements for graduation. 
Credit and Quality Point Requirements 
The minimum number of credits and quality points required for graduation 
varies with the courses chosen, as shown in the following summary. Candidates 
for degrees must meet the requirements in both number and kind of credits, 
as outlined in the catalog for the year of matriculation, or for the year of 
graduation. 
A student who returns to the University after an absence of five or more 
years, may no longer be a candidate for a degree on the ba is of the catalog 
under which he first entered the University, but must fulfill for graduation, 
all the requirements and provisions of the catalog of the year in which he 




Bachelor of Science in Engineering-
In all departments------------------------- ------
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy ___________________ _ 














Candidates for degrees must sp nd, except a noted elsewhere, at lea t 
the last year (thirty-six weeks) or three umm r ssions (ten week each) 
in residence. 
The la t year of work i to be con tru d a a year of nob le than thirty 
semester hour of credit in the olleg of Lib ral Arts, Engine ring and 
Pharmacy, and twenty-four s mester hours of cr dit in the School of Law. 
Ordinarily, credit i not giv n for corr pond nee cour es taken whil in 
re idence at the Univer ity. 
Application For a Degree 
andidate for graduation mu t make formal application on form pro-
vided by the Office of the Regi trar. Th R gi trar will call for formal appli-
cations for graduation and hav them on fil not lat r than th nd of th 
first week in ov mb r preceding th dat of th tudent s graduation. Th 
graduation fee mu t ac ompany the appli ation. 
tudent completing th ir work at th end of th umm r ch ol mu t file 
their appli ation with th Regi trar at th beginnin of th summ r ion. 
candidate 
d gree. D gree 
hi 
ion 
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from the President upon recommendation of the Dean of the University. 
A student who completes his work toward a degree at the end of the fir t 
semester or of the summer session may be granted his degree at that time. 
Degrees With Distinction 
Two grades of honors are conferred upon candidates at graduation: 
I. Students who attain to a standing of 2.6 up to 3 are graduated "With 
High Distinction." They must have been in attendance at least three years. 
2. Students who attain to a standing of 2.4 up to 2.6 are graduated "With 
Distinction." 
A student who has been in attendance only during his last two years may 
also receive these honors, provided he attains to a standing of .2 greater than 
the above named. The amount of work is to be the basis of determining the 
two years' work. In Liberal Arts and Pharmacy, a student completing 60 
semester credits at the grade required is eligible for honors. In Law, 48 
credits; and in Engineering, 70 credits. 
Class Honors in Scholarship 
The requirements for class honors in scholarship are as follows: 
I. The student must have removed all condition grades of "E" and grades 
of incomplete. 
2. He must have been registered for at least fourteen hours of work per 
semester, exclusive of physical education, in Liberal Arts, Pharmacy and 
Engineering, or for at least twelve hours in the School of Law. 
3. For freshman honors the student must secure an average of 2 point 
per credit hour; for sophomore honors, an average of 2.3 points; for junior 
honors or first and second years in Law, an average of 2.4 points; for enior 
honors or third year in Law, an average of 2.5 points. 
Freshmen reaching the required standard of excellence receive Honorable 
Mention; sophomores, juniors, and seniors are recognized as Sophomore, Junior, 
and Senior Scholars, respectively. Senior honors are awarded at commence-
ment; freshman, sophomore, and junior honors at an honor assembly which is 
held in the fall. 
Bureau of Recommendations 
The University maintains a Bureau of Recommendation , primarily for the 
purpose of assisting capable teachers in securing desirable position and also 
of cooperating with school officials engaging competent teachers. A fee of 
$1.00 is required for registration. Communications with reference to teacher 
and positions should be addressed to the Registrar, Valparaiso Univer ity, 
Valparaiso, Indiana. 
Reservation of Right to Amend Rules and Regulations 
The University reserve the right to amend it rule and regulations within 
the limits of tho e administrative and academic principles which are commonly 
accepted b recognized college and unive1·sitie . 
PART IV 
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
The College of Liberal Arts 
Classification of Courses 
The courses offered by the College of Liberal Arts are classified as (a) 
lower division courses, numbered 1-99; and (b) upper division courses, num-
bered 100-199. 
Objectives 
The principal objective of the lower division courses is to offer the student 
a general education. Many of the courses of the lower division may serve also 
as tool subjects, or as introductory courses to advanced work; but, as far 
as possible, the work of the lower division is kept within the objective of a 
broad cultural education. 
The lower division courses have the following objectives: 
1. To deepen the student's Christian consciousness of his duty towards God 
and man. 
2. To aid him in becoming more proficient in the use of the English lan-
guage. 
3. To further his knowledge of English literature and to deYelop his appre-
ciation of what is good in the fine arts. 
4. To give him an opportunity to become acquainted with the languages 
and literatures of other nations. 
5. To acquaint him with the physical and social world in which he lives. 
6. To develop his ability to work and think independently. 
7. To prepare him for the proper use of his leisure time. 
8. To enable him to make an intelligent choice of a field of concentration 
in the upper division. 
9. To offer him a limited number of pre-professional programs. 
10. To further his physical well-being. 
The upper division courses have as their objectives: 
1. To continue the pursuit of the objectives of the lower division. 
2. To offer the student advanced work in those field of concentration 
for which the school has the proper facilities, and in which the nrollment 
justifies the offering. 
3. To offer him a program of teacher training. 
4. To prepare him for graduate work. 
Degree Requirements of the College of Liberal Arts 
In order to realize, in part, the objectives of the College of Liberal Arts, 
Valparaiso Univer ity hold the tudent to the following degre requirem nts: 
A. In the lower di vi ion : 
1. *Religion: 6 semester credit . 
Freshman year: The Bible, 3 cr.; J esu and Hi Teaching , 3 cr. 
2. Engli h: 12 . erne ter credit . 
tFre hman year: Fre hman Compo ition, 6 cr. 
Sophomore year : Surv y of Engli h Literatur 6 cr. 
3. Foreign Language: 6-12 seme ter credit . 
The student mu t complete at lea t six erne ter credit of work abov 
the first year level. 
*These courses are required of all tudents except tho e who have receiv d exemp-
tion from the Committee on Admi ion and Degree .. 
tStudents who fail to pa the Engli b grammar t t aiven to all new tuden are 
required to take a non-credit cour e in Engli h "'ramm r in addition to Freshman 
Compo ition. 
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4. Social Science: 12 semester credits. 
Two courses of a full year each are to be chosen from two of the follow-
ing fields: economics, education and psychology**, geography, history, 
philosophy**, political science, and sociology. 
5. Natural Science: 16 semester credits. 
Two courses of a full year each are to be chosen from two of the follow-
ing fields: botany, chemistry, mathematics, physics, physiography-geol-
ogy, and zoology. 
6. Health. 
Freshman year: Individual Health Program. 
B. In the upper division: 
1. *Religion: 2 semester credits. 
Senior year: The Church and Her Work, 2 cr. 
2. Major: 24-36 semester credits. 
The student must complete a major of from 24 to 36 semester credits in 
one field. The credits applied on a major should be predominantly on 
the upper division level. 
3. Minor: 12-16 semester credits. 
The student must complete, in addition to his major, a minor of from 
12 to 16 semester credits in one field. 
Except by special permission of the Committee on Admissions and 
Degrees, a student may not offer for graduation more than 36 emester 
credits in any one field. 
More specific requirements for majors and minors are given in the 
descriptions of the various departmental offerings. 
C. Electives: 
In addition to meeting the requirements of the lower and upper divisions, 
the student must present for graduation a sufficient number of electiv 
to bring his total number of semester credits to 128. 
Approval of Student's Schedule 
The schedule of courses of juniors and seniors must have the written 
approval of the adviser under whose guidance the student is doing his major 
work. Not only this work, but also all electives should be cho en with th 
advice and approval of the major professor. 
Special Curricula Advisers 
The Head of the D~partment of Biology act as advi er for pre-dental and 
pre-medical students; the Head of the Department of English Language and 
Literature for students preparing for work in library and journalism. A spe-
cial adviser is appointed for pre-law students. The Head of the Department 
of Education and P ychology acts as adviser for tudent preparin to teach. 
Independent Work Courses 
A junior or senior, if his particular excellence in the department warrant 
it, may with the approval of his major profe or and the D an of th ollege 
of Liberal Arts regi ter for an independent work cour e in hi major or 
minor subject. Such a cour e i characteriz d by pecial assignm nts for 
study, weekly or bi-weekly conference , report and erne t r paper of som 
sustained effort. redit for uch cour e may be grant d to an am unt of 
not more than twelve em ter cr dit . t the end f th m t r a writt n 
report of the work in u h a cour e or a paper r pr part f th w rk 
**Not open to fr hmen. 
*This requirement applies to Lutheran tuden only. 
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must be read before the staff of the department. A comprehensive oral exam-
ination by the staff may be included if the head of the department so elects. 
Independent work courses are defined by their larger scope, wider content, 
and by a more rigorous demand of reading, writing, and thinking. 
Pre-Professional Programs 
The entrance requirements for these courses are those of the College of 
Liberal Arts. 
Pre-Legal Program 
Two years of work, or 60 semester credits and 60 quality points, in the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts of this University or of an approved college are necessary 
for admission to the School of Law. Credit earned in non-theory courses cover-
ing military science, hygiene, domestic arts, physical education, vocal or instru-
mental music, or in other courses without intellectual content of substantial 
value may not be counted toward the pre-legal program. Also courses taken 
by correspondence or in extension may not be counted toward this program. 
Students who take the preliminary years in this University may conform to 
the regular requirements for freshmen and sophomores and take such addi-
tional courses as may be suggested by the adviser to pre-legal students. 
Pre-Medical Program 
A three-year program preparing for the study of medicine is offered under 
the direction of the Department of Biology. This course follows the require-
ments of the American Medical Association and A sociation of American 
Medical Colleges for entrance to all class A medical schools, except those 
requiring a degree for entrance. 
Valparaiso University is on the list of "Approved Colleges of Arts and 
Sciences compiled by the Council on Medical Education and Hospitals of the 
American Medical Association." 
Preparation for Dentistry 
Two programs are followed by schools of dentistry, namely, the one-four 
program and the two-four program. The former requires one year and the 
latter two years of pre-dental work in the College of Liberal Arts, followed 
by four years in a school of dentistry. A rapidly increasing number of dental 
schools are adopting the two-four program and thus require b ... ty to ixty-
four credit hour of pre-dental work. 
Combined Programs 
Liberal Arts-Medicine 
Student may do the entire work of their senior year in approved schools 
of medicine, and receive th degree of Bachelor of Arts from this University 
und r the following condition : 
( 1) The junior year is to be completed in the ollege of Liberal Arts at 
thi University. (2) The program elected and the chool in which the work i 
to be completed must be r corded with the Registrar upon a blank furni hed 
by him on or before May 1. (3) All pre cribed subjects in preparation for 
work at other chools, inclu ive of any group requir m nt of thi ·univer ity 
must be met before the tud nt ent r the profe ional chool. Pre-medical 
students will meet the group requirement of their pecial program. ( 4) All 
requirem nt regarding the major ubj ct are to be ati fred before the 
bachelor degree i granted. ( 5) n application for graduation must be made 
and the u ual graduation fee paid. 
An official tran cript of the year work (thirty erne ter hours or it 
equivalent), mu t be ent to the Regi trar at the clo e of the year. pon r ceipt 
of uch tran cript the d gree of Bachelor of rt may be granted a if the 
' ork had b en compl t d in residence in thi Univer ity. 
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Six Year Combined Liberal Arts-Law Program 
A student may obtain in six years both the Bachelor of Arts and the 
Bachelor of Laws degrees. The program requires the completion of three 
full years of academic work in any department of the College of Liberal Art 
before the course in the School of Law is begun. 
More specifically, the student who elects this program mu t meet the follow-
ing requirements: He mu t spend his junior year in residence at Valparaiso 
University; he must meet the degree requirements of the College of Liberal 
Arts for the lower divi ion, and mu t ati fy the requirement in religion in 
the upper division; he must complete one major and offer a total of at lea t 
94 semester credit and 94 quality points in the College of Liberal Arts. In 
his first year in the School of Law he must complete at least 28 seme ter 
credits and 28 quality point . Thus, he will pre ent for the degree of Bachelor 
of Arts a total of at least 122 semester credits and 122 quality points. He 
may then complete the requirement for the degree of Bachelor of Law by 
two year of additional work in the School of Law. 
The entrance requirement for thi program are tho of the olleg of 
Liberal Arts. The A.B. degree i granted upon the joint recommendation of 
the faculty of the Co!lege of Liberal Art , and the School of Law, the LL.B. 
degree upon the recomm ndation of the faculty of the School of Law at the 
end of the third year Of law. 
Course Prerequisites 
All students are exp cted to meet the prerequi ite for all cour e as 
published. Prerequi ite may b waived only in event a petition to the Com-
mittee on Admi sion and Degr e ha b en approved prior to the r gi tration 
of the student in the cour e. 
The Department of Biology 
Profe sor Elliott [Head], A istant Prof s or Kaufmann 
Mr. Chri tiansen, Miss Neff 
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Combined Programs 
Professor Elliott, Adviser 
Liberal A rts-Med icine 
The pre-medical program outlined below enables the student: (1) to meet 
the requirements of the approved medical schools; (2) to gain a knowledge 
of the basic sciences and those subjects which are the foundation of the 
medical sciences; (3) to possess a liberal culture by a study of the humanities 
which are recommended by the American Medical Association and medical 
schools as desirable electives; and ( 4) to meet the requirements for the degree 
of Bachelor of Arts. For details see Combined Programs, Liberal Arts-
Professional Courses. 
Deviations will be made in the third year when necessary to meet the 
special additional requirements of the different medical schools. The student 
is therefore urged to consult his adviser concerning these requirements not 
later than the first semester of the sophomore year. 
Prior to admission to an approved school of medicine the student must 
take the aptitude test prescribed by the Association of American Medical 
Colleges. A fee of one dollar must be paid at the time the student takes the 
test. This fee will be forwarded with the examination to the committee of 
the association in charge of the test. 
The mere completion of the work of the pre-medical program outlined does 
not guarantee admission to a medical school. The quality of the work done 
and the ability and fitness of the student for the work of the medical course 
will be important determining criteria in recommending applicants for admis-






First Semester Cr. 
General Zoology ------ 4 
General Chemistry ___ 4 
Freshman Compo ition 3 
The Bible ------------ 3 






Second Semeste1· Cr. 
General Zoology ______ 4 
Inorg. Chemistry _____ 4 
Freshman Composition 3 
Jesus and His 
Teachings --------- 3 
German or French ____ 3 
17 
Sophomore Year 
Fi1·st Semester r. 
Zool. 115. Anatomy and 
Physiology -------- 5 
Chern. 101. Organic Chemistry---- 5 
Phys. 51. General Physics ------ 4 
German or French ____ 3 
17 
Second Semester Cr. 
Zool. 120. Hi tology, Microtech-
nique and Method __ 4 
Chern. 102. Organic Chemistry ____ 4 
Phy . 52. General Physics ______ 4 
German or French ____ 3 
hem. 62. Qualitative Analysis __ 2 
17 
Junior Year 
First S m ster r. 
Zool. 105. Vertebrate Anatomy __ 4 
Chern. 109. Quantitative Analysi , 
Volumetric -------- 4 
Sociol. 51. Introduction to the 
Study of Human 
Society ------------ 3 
P y. 51. General P ychology ___ 3 
*Electh· _________ } or 2 





econd emester Cr. 
' ertebrate Embryology 4 
Bacteriology --------- 4 
Introduction to the 
Study of Human 
Society ___ _, ________ 3 
**The burch and 
Her ~ork --------- 2 
*El ctive ---------3 or 4 
16 or 17 
*If no additional pecific requirements are demanded by the medical school to whlch 
application i to be made, the tudent i urged to I t in his third year ou from 
the following ubjects recommended a d irable electives: En"'li b (additional) , eco-
nomics, W tory political cience and math matics. 
**For Lutheran tuden . 
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Liberal Arts-Nursing 
The College of Liberal Arts of Valparaiso University grants the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts to students who successfully complete three years of work in 
that College and twenty-seven months in an approved School of Nursing. The 
following specific requirements must be met: (a) The courses of the pre-
medical program, except Chemistry 102 and 109 and Physics 51 and 52. (b) 
Electives, including Survey of English Literature, to make a total of ninety-
four credit hours. 
Preparation for Dentistry 
In compliance with the recommendation of the Survey Committee of the 
American Association of Dental Schools, approved by the Association in 
March, 1935, practically all schools of dentistry now require two years of 
pre-dental work. 
The first two years of the pre-medical program as outlined meet the 
requirements of most dental schools. In view of the many individual differ-
ences in the entrance requirements of the various dental schools, however, 
the pre-dental student should have his program approved by the pre-dental 
adviser not later than the beginning of the sophomore year. 
Majors 
Major in Biology: 
A major in biology consists of at least 24 credit hours and must include 
Botany and Zoology 51 and 52 and Zoology 120. Zoology 115 is al o recom-
mended. Students planning to do graduate work in either Botany or Zoology 
should take the additional work necessary for admission to the graduate chool. 
Major in Zoology: 
A major in zoology consists of at least twenty-four credit hours, and mu t 
include Zoology 51, 52, 105, and 115. 
Minors 
Mino1· in Biology: 
A minor in biology consists of sixteen credit hour and mu t include Botany 
51 and 52 and Zoology 51 and 52. 
Minor in Botany: 
A minor in botany con ists of sixteen credit hour and mu t includ Botany 
51 and 52. 
Minor in Zoology: 
A minor in zoology consi t of ixteen credit hour and mu t includ 
Zoology 51 and 52. 
Approval of Schedules 
All tudents taking a major or a minor in th d partm nt and a11 tudents 
planning to teach biological ubjects mu t hav their s h dul appr v d by 
the head of the departm nt at the b ginning of ea h 
1. 
2. I DIVIDU L HE LTU ROGRA I OR ME 
c ntinuation f our 1. 
Dem n rati n f , !iO cen . 
Two 
.r. 0. 
m n: r tf 
hri Uan n 
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Courses in Botany 
51. GENERAL BoTANY. Sem. 1. 2+4, Cr. 4. 
A preliminary study of the principal trees and shrubs, together with a 
general study of the cell, root, stem, and leaf. Lectures and di cussions will 
also deal with general botanical topics and principles. 
Laboratory fee, $5.00; deposit, $1.00. Kaufmann 
52. GENERAL BoTANY. Sem. 2. 2+4, Cr. 4. 
A survey of the plant groups including laboratory study of repre entative 
forms with emphasis upon their structure and development. Also field and 
laboratory study of the spring flora. · 
No prerequisite. 
Laboratory fee, $5.00; deposit, $1.00. Kaufmann 
80. LocAL FLORA. Sem. 2. 1 +2, Cr. 2. 
The aim of this course is to acquaint the student with our native trees, 
shrubs, and flowers in order to develop a first-hand knowledge and deeper 
appreciation of nature. Particularly for teachers of biology and nature study. 
Laboratory fee, $2.00; deposit, $1.00. Kaufmann 
120. PLANT HISTOLOGY, MxcROTECHNIQUE, AND METHODs. Sem. 2. 2+4, Cr. 4. 
For a description of this course and prerequisites ee Zoology 120. 
Laboratory fee, $5.00; deposit, $1.00. Elliott 
140. BACTERIOLOGY. Sem. 2 2+4, Cr. 4. 
A course in general bacteriology, embodying a study of the nature and 
botanical relationship of bacteria and other micro-organisms; their relation 
to decomposition, food preservation, and disease. 
Prerequisite: Eight credit hours in botany, zoology, or chemistry. 
Laboratory fee, $5.00; depo it, 1.00. Kaufmann 
Courses in Zoology · 
51. GENERAL ZooLOGY. Sem. 1. 2 + 4, Cr. 4. 
A study of the structure, composition, and activitie of protopla sm , fol-
lowed by a survey of the invertebrate animals. Lecture and discussions on 
the habitats, structure, and economic relations of member of the various 
group . Laboratory and field study of representative forms. 
Laboratory fee, 5.00; depo it, $1.00. Elliott 
52. GENERAL ZooLoGY. Sem. 2. 2+4, Cr. 4. 
A survey of the vertebrate groups of animals, with empha i on morphol-
ogy, life history, habits, distribution and economic importance. Laboratory 
study of representative forms; study of bird during their migration period; 
field observation and collection trip will be made to adjacent regions. 
No prerequisite. 
Laboratory fee, 5.00; deposit, $1.00. Elliott 
75. ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY. Sem. 1. 3 + 3, Cr. 4. 
This course is especially designed to meet the need of the tudents in 
pharmacy. Not credited toward a major. 
Laboratory fee, 3.00; deposit, 1.00. Kaufmann 
105. VERTEBRATE ANATOMY. Sem. 1. 2 + 4, Cr. 4. 
A comparative tudy of morphology of Yertebrate animal . Lectures, di -
cu ion , collateral reading , and laboratory di ection of the principal types, 
especially hark, necturu , turtle, and cat. 
Prerequi ite: Zoology 51 and 52. 
Laboratory fee, 5.00; depo it, 1.00. Elliott 
no. VERTEBRATE E~IBRYOLOGY. Sem. 2. 2 + 4, Cr. 4. 
Lectur and di cu ions on the embryology of Yertebrate in general , 
with pecial empha i on that of birds and mammals. Laboratory work deal 
with chick and pig. 
Prerequi ite: Zoology 51 and 52. 
Laboratory fee, 5.00; depo it, $1.00. Elliott 
115. ANATOl\IY AND PHY IOLOGY. Sem. 1. 3 + 4, Cr. 5. 
Thi cour e deal with the fundamental of anatomy and phy iolO"Y par-
ticularly of the human body. Laboratory work dealing with th phy iology 
of contractile tis u ~ . circulation, re piration, di" tion, nervou y tern, and 
en e organ . 
Pr requi ite: Zoology 51 and 52. 
Laboratory fee, 5.00; depo it, 1.00 Elliott 
120. HI TOLOGY, MxcROTE R ' IQUE, A n METHOD. S m. 2. 2 + 4, r. 4. 
our e in the prepa ration of zooloo-i al and botanical tide by the par-
affin, celloidin, freezin"", venetian turpentine, and glycerine method , too-eth r 
with some tudy of ti u . Zoo! ""Y tuden will empha ize pr paration of 
!ide of frog and mammalian ti u ; botany tud nts, lid of fern and 
ed plan . Major and pro pective teacher in biolon-y will be given in ~truc­
tion in the preparation of a teaching et of lid . tudents pr parino- for 
m dicine, d nti try, and nursing will in addition b given in truction in 
pecial technique. 
Prerequ ite: Botany or ZoolO"Y 51 and 52. 
Laboratory fee, 5.00; deposit, $1.00. Elliott 
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155. PunLIC HEALTH. Sem. 1. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
A course dealing with such topics as public health agencies and organiza-
tions, causes of disease, nature and control ·of communicable disea es, vital 
statistics, nostrum , and biologic products. 
Prerequisite: Botany 140: 
Demonstration fee, $1.00. Kaufmann 
191. THE TEACHING OF BIOLOGY. Sem. 1. 2+0, Cr. 2. 
The aims and methods of teaching biology, botany and zoology in the 
econdary schools. 
Prerequisite: Ten credits in botany or zoology. 
Demonstration fee, 1.00. Elliott 
196-197. BioLOGICAL PRoBLEM: Either Sem., Cr. 1-3. 
Special problems, under the direction of members of the department, for 
junior and senior students majoring in biology or zoology. 
Prerequisite: Sixteen credits in biology or zoology. 
Laboratory fee, 1.00 per credit hour; deposit, 1.00. Elliott 
The Department of Business Management 
and Economics 
Assistant Professor Ziebarth [Head], Mr. Goehring, 
Mr. Zimmerman 
Aims 
The aims of this department are: ( 1) to give its students an introduction 
to the economic problems of the present social order; (2) to train them in the 
fundamentals of business; (3) to give them training for advanced work in busi-
ness and economics in graduate schools; and ( 4) to train teachers of commercial 
subjects. 
Positions 
The department does not assume responsibility for securing positions for 
its graduates~ but it does extend all possible aid to place them. 
Commerce Club 
The Commerce Club is an organization of students in the D partment of 
Business Management and Economic . 
The elub aims to act as a correlating medium betw n the th ory of the 
classroom and the practice of the bu ine s world, and to bring its members 
into closer contact with one another. 
It seeks to realize these aim by securing as speakers at its me tings 
outstanding men in the business world, and by making inspection trip into 
the surrounding industrial region . 
All major and minor student in the d pat·troent ar exp ct d to be orne 
members. 
Major 
A major con i ts of not le s than twent -four and not mor than thirty-
six credit hours beyond Bu ine Management 3, 4, 5, 6, 41 and 42. 
Students taking a twenty-four-hour major may count thr hour of 
geography toward that major; student taking a thirty- ix-hour rnaj r may 
count ix hour of geography toward that major. tud nt are urg d to tak 
at lea t one cour e in geography. Thre credit hours of Factory Manag m nt, 
off red in th ollege of Engine ring, may al o b unt d toward a major 
in the d partment. 
tudent having a major in bu in 
in their fre hman ear, ix cr di in 
42) ; (b) in th ir ophomor 
52) and ix credit in Bu in 
man year, Busine 1anag m nt 41, 42 i sub titut d f r f r ign 
ocial cience, or natural cienc . The r quir d work in the 
fore po tpon d until the ophomor y ar. 
tudent hould a o arn two cr dit. in typ writin (Bu in M na -
m nt 3 4). 
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Minor 
A minor consists of twelve credit hours beyond Business Management 3, 4, 
5, 6, 41, 42, and Economics 51, 52. 
Approval of Schedules 
All students taking a major or a minor in the department and all students 
planning to teach commercial subjects must have their schedules approved by 
the head of the department at the beginning of each semester. 
Students who are interested in a one-year coui·se in business are advised 
to take Accounting Principles, Principles of Economics, Freshman Compo-
sition, a natural science, typewriting, stenography, and Individual Health 
Program. If such students decide to continue their college work, they will 
receive full credit for the work completed in the freshman year, but must 
fulfill the remaining degree requirements of the University. 
Chemistry-Commerce 
Students who desire to become business managers, purchasing agents and 
technical secretaries in chemical industry require a knowledge of business 
management and chemistry. The major in chemistry-commerce includes 
twenty-four credit hours in business management and economics and twenty-
four credit hours in chemistry. 
Commercial Engineering 
The curriculum in Commercial Engineering is described in the section of 
this catalog which is devoted to the College of Engineering. 
Courses in Business Management 
41. AccouNTING PRINCIPLEs. Sem. I. 2 + 2, Cr. 3. 
A course developing and giving practical application of the fundamental 
principles of accounting to the single proprietorship type of bu iness enter-
pri e. 
Open to freshmen who have had less than two years of bookkeeping in 
high school. Ziebarth 
42. AccouNTING PRINCIPLES. Sem. 2. 2 + 2, Cr. 3. 
The principle of accounting are applied to the partnership and corpor-
ate form of organization. 
Prerequi ite: Busine s Management 41 or the equivalent. Ziebarth 
51. INTER~IEDIATE AccouNTING. Sem. I. Cr. 3. 
The purpose of this course i : (1 ) to review the ma king and analyzing 
of tatement , and (2) to tudy the valuation and cia ification of various 
a ets and liabilitie . 
Prerequi ite: Bu ine s Management 42. Goehring 
52. CoT AccouNTING. Sem. 2. 2 + 2, Cr. 3. 
Thi cour e includes a simplified presentation of 'job order" and "process" 
co t accountin"'. The latter part of the cour e introduc th tudent to 
tandard co t and a compari on of budgetary and actua l co t a applied 
to the profit and los tatement. 
Prerequi ite: 1ine credits in accounting. 
Alternate with Bu ine Management 102. z :ebarth 
102. PRINCIPLES oF AuDITING. Sem. 2. r. 3. 
105. B 
107. 
Thi ourse deal with the application of a counting theory a nd practi e 
to the procedur followed in performing the variou tep in balance- heet, 
detailed, and pecial audit . 
Prerequi ite: Nine credits in accounting. 
It rnat with Bu ine Mana"'ement 52. Ziebarth 
[ ' ot offered 1937-193 .] 
admini trativ a nd ma n:ureria l probl m of 
cone rn and r e,·iew the r ec nt ecurity 
Goehrina 
Ziebarth 
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121. PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A study of market functions, structures, institutions, trade channels, 
middlemen, commodity exchanges, wholesale stores, retail stores, chain stores, 
department stores, mail order houses, co-operatives, marketing methods, mar-
ket forces, speculation, price policies, market analysis, and the coordination 
of marketing policies. 
Prerequisite: Economics 52 and Bu ine Management 42. Goehring 
122. MARKET An~HNISTRATION. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A study of sales organizations, the management of sales forces, selling 
methods, market analysis, market research, formation of policies, the ethics 
of salesmanship, and a survey of the literature on selling and purchasing. 
Prerequisite: Business Management 121. Goehring 
131. BusiNEss LAw. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A study of the basic legal principles of busines transactions, including 
the law of contracts, sales, negotiable instruments, agency, partner hip , cor-
porations, and real property. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Ziebarth 
132. BusiNESS LAw. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Continuation of Bu iness Management 131. 
Prerequisite: Business Management 131, or the equivalent. Ziebarth 
152. BusiNESS ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A correlation of the subject matter of the other cour e offered in the 
department. The application of the principles of bu ine to pecifi problem 
in office management, financing, risk-bearing, selling, purcha ing, and internal 
control, with empha is upon organization, personnel, and traffic. 
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Ziebarth 
162. SPECULATION AND lNVEST~IENTS. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A general urvey of the organization of commodity and security exchange ; 
the technique of buying and selling; the general principles of inve tment; the 
classification of securities; the function of the inve tment banker; th ource 
of information; the method of reducing and shifting the ri k; and recent 
legislation. 
Prerequi ite: Busine s Management 105. 
Alternate with Economic 146. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] Goehring 
191. THE TEACHI "'G OF CoMMERCIAL SUBJECTS. r. 2. 
A urvey of problem in the field of bu ine education for tea hers, al o 
the method which may be u ed in teaching the variou mmercial subject . 
Prerequi ite: Senior standing in bu ine management and education. 
Given upon demand. Staff 
199. SnnNAR. Cr. 1-3. 
Each student, with the advice of the in tructor, will choo e a topi for 
inten ive tudy. 
Open to enior tudent with not 1 than B tanding. 
Zi barth and Go bring 
Courses in Secretarial Work 
Mr. Zimmerman 
3. BEGIN INO TYPEWRITI G. Each 
4. 
Thi cour e i op n to all tud 
Typewriting fee, 4.50. 
4.50. 
5. BEGI ~r -o TE .. OORAPHY. m. 1. 
Thorough tudy and practice 
6. Anv • ED TE. 
0+5 r. 2. 
n advanc d cour e which mphasiz 
tran ribing, bu in En .. Ji h, and th 
Thi cour e i c rr lated with advan d 
0 + 10 r. 1. 
niv r ity. 
ter. 0 + 10 r. 1. 
Zimm rman 





a ll , tud n ' , 
Zimm rman 
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Courses in Economics 
Mr. Goehring 
51. PRINCIPLES oF EcoNOMICs. (Two sections). Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A study of the fundamental concepts, the institutional arrangements, and 
~he general principles governing the production and distribution of wealth and 
mcome under the existing economic organization and under other economic 
systems. 
Not open to freshmen in Business Management unless they have bad either 
a course in economics or one year of bookkeeping in high school or some other 
institution. 
Goehring 
52. PRINCIPLES OF EcoNoMics. (Two sections). Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A continuation of Economics 51. 
Prerequisite: Economics 51. Goehring 
141. LABOR PROBLEMS. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A survey course dealing with: (1) the history of labor and the main 
forces underlying the labor problem; (2) the approach of workers and em-
ployers to the labor problem; (3) the development of trade unions and col-
lective bargaining; and ( 4) social control. 
Prerequisite: Economics 52. 
Alternates with Business Management 107. Ziebarth 
143. BusiNESS AND GoVERNMENT. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A survey of government regulation of public and private business; the 
regulation of competition and monopoly; the regulation of public utilities; the 
principles of valuation and rate-making; recent legislation and proposals for 
increased governmental ownership and .control of business; public activities 
of business organizations; cooperation between government and business; and 
elements of a sound national policy towards business. 
Prerequisite: Economics 52 and junior standing. Ziebarth 
146. EcoNOMIC HisTORY oF THE UNITED STATES. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A general survey of the leading facts pertaining to the discovery and 
colonization of America; the economic background of the Revolution; the 
formation of the Federal Government; the development of agriculture, indus-
try, and commerce; the economic background of the Civil War; population , 
public lands, public finance, tariff, railroads, banking, labor organization , the 
rise of Big Busines , the World War, and economic reconstruction. 
Prerequisite: Economics 52. 
Alternates with Business Management 162. Goehring 
152. MoNEY AND BANKING. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A survey of the theories and principles of money and banking; the mone-
tary standards; the Federal Reserve System; the principles of foreign ex-
change; and the relation of the medium of exchange to the proce e by which 
changes in price levels and business conditions are brought about. 
Prerequisites: Economics 52 and Bu iness Management. 42. Goehring 
The Department of Chemistry 
Associate Profe sor Thrun [Head), Associate Professor Harwood, Mr. Lien 
Aims 
The work of this department is arranged to meet the needs of students who 
are preparing (a) to enter the chemical profession or take up graduate studies 
in chemi try; (b) to become physicians, pharmacist , denti t , or chemical 
engineer ; (c) to teach chemi try. 
Chemistry Club 
The h mi try Club of Valparaiso University was organized November 
16, 1932, to stimulate intere t in the chemical science, to further an apprecia-
tion of re earch, to elevate the standard of scholar hip, and to 'inculcat the 
ideals of cooperation among th tudent . The club i a member of the tu-
dent ' Science lub of . America . 
The month! me ting are conducted a much a po ible like the ection 
meeting of the Am rican hemical ociety. U ually a ch mi t from an indu -
tr or another in titution pr nts a paper of gen ral inter t. 
All student ar invit d to th e meeting . ociate memb r hip i limited 
to tho e who hav four cr dit with a grad of in a chemi try cour . Full 
m mber hip and the right to wear a key i open to the tudent who ha arn d 
14 credit in chemi try with a rad of or B or upon earning red it in 
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second year chemistry with an average grade of A or B. To retain full member-
ship an average grade of A or B in chemistry courses must be maintained. 
Chemical Engineering 
For the two-year curriculum in chemical engineering, see the College of 
Engineering. 
Chemistry-Commerce 
Men who plan to become business managers, purchasing agents, or tech-
nical secretaries in chemical industry require a knowledge of business manage-
ment and chemistry. The major in chemistry-commerce includes twenty-four 
credit hours in business management and economics and twenty-four credit 
hours in chemistry. 
Majors 
Two majors are provided for. To complete the requirements for the pro-
fessional major 32 credits in chemistry and credits for one yea\.· each of 
mathematics and physics should be earned. 
The major of 24 credits should include Qualitative Analysis, at least one 
semester of Organic Chemistry, and Volumetric Analysis. Bacteriology may 
be counted toward this major in chemistry. 
Minors 
A minor consist of I4 credits. In addition to Qualitative Analy is eith r 
Organic Chemistry or Volumetric Analysis should be elected. 
Approval of Schedules 
All students taking a major or a minor in the department and all students 
planning to teach chemi try mu t have their schedules approved by the head 
of the department at the beginning of each semest r. 
Courses in Chemistry 
51. GENERAL CHnnsTRY. Sem. I. 3+2, Cr. 4. 
Fundamental concepts, laws, and theorie are studied by means of lecture , 
oral quizzes, and experiment . Those having little or no high school training 
in chemi try attend an xtra period. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; depo it, $4.00. Thr quiz ection : Thrun 
52. INORGANIC CnEMISTRY. S m. 2. 3+2, Cr. 4. 
A continuation of hemlstry 51. The properties of the atom are tudi d 
in the light of the most recent knowledge. Important chemical reaction and 
the principle of qualitative analysi are dl cu ed. The importance of ch m-
i try in our civilization i di cus ed, a the occasion warrants. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; depo it, $4.00. Three quiz tion : Thrun 
54. INORGANIC CnE.l\HSTRY. Sem. 2. 3+0, r. 3. 
The same a 52, but no laboratory work includ d. U ually ac m-
panied by a cour e in Qualitative Ana.ly is. 
Prerequisite: Chemi try 51. Thrun 
56. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. Sem. 2. 3 + 3, r. 4. 
The same as 52, with three hours of laboratory w rk In Qualitativ Analy ·i.. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; depo it, $4.00. 
60. QuAUTATIVE ANALY IS. Sem. 2. 0+ 9, Cr. 3. 
tudy of eparation and identifl ation or all important cation and nion . 
To a company Cbemi try 54. 
Prerequi ite: hem i try 51. 
Laboratory fee, 10.00; dep it, 4.00. Li n 
62. QUALITATIVE ~ALY I . em. 2. 0 + 6, r. 2. 
tudy of paration and identifl ati n of all Imp rtant cation. nd anion . 
Prerequ· ite: hemi try 51. 
Laboratory f e, 6.00; depo it, $4.00. Li n 
IOI. RO NIC CnE TRY. em. I. 3 + 6 r. 5. 
tudy of the aliphati carbon mpound mad . 
Prerequisite: b mi try 52. 
Laboratory fee, 7.50; d P it, 4.00. Han\'O 
I02. ROANl HE >t:ISTRY. em. 2. 2 + r. 4. 
ontinuation of Chern! try 101. r mati comp und ar tudi d. 
Laboratory f • 6.00; d P It, 4. 0. Harwood 
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109. QuANTITATIVE ANALYSIS, VoLuMETRIC. Sem. 1. 2+6, Cr. 4. 
Discussion, problems, and laboratory work comprising the following: Ana-
lytical weighing and calibration of weights and measuring vessels; normality 
and titre of standard solutions; pH. activity coefficients, indicators, buffers; 
volumetric precipitation methods; oxidation and reduction methods and indi-
catOJ·s; principles of colorimetric analysis; one simple gravimetric procedure. 
Prerequisite: Qualitative Analysis. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, 4.00. Thrun 
llO. QuANTITATIVE ANALYSIS, GRAVIMETRIC. Sem. 2. 1 + 6 or 9, Cr. 3 or 4. 
Problems of gravimetric analysis and solubility product; purity of pre-
cipitates. Inorganic samples are analyzed. One electrolytic analy is is per-
formed. 
Prerequisite: Qualitative Analysis. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, $4.00. Thrun 
138. BIO-CHEMISTRY. Sem. 2. 2 + 3, Cr. 3. 
The chemistry of proteins, carbohydrates, and fats, and the changes these 
undergo during processes of digestion and metabolism; brief consideration of 
enzymes and vitamins. Special emphasis is placed upon the application of 
colloid chemistry to problems in bio-chemistry. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 101 and 109. 
Laboratory fee, $7.50; deposit, $4.00. Thrun 
157. INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY. Sem. 1. 2 + 0, Cr. 2. 
The chief chemical industries are studied. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 102 and 109. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] 
164. HISTORY OF PHAR::I-IACY AND CHEl\IISTRY. Sem. 2. 2 + 0, Cr. 2. 
A study of the development of the pharmacy and chemistry of the prin-
cipal countries of Europe and the United States. 
[Offered 1936-1937 and alternate years thereafter.] Harwood 
170. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN CHEMISTRY. Either semester. Cr. 2 to 5. 
A course for seniors in chemistry. Each tudent attacks an elementary 
research problem, fir t by study of the literature in Chemical Abstracts and 
other source , then by work in the laboratory. A written report is required. 
Laboratory fee to be determined by the department. Thrun and Harwood 
181. ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL AND THEORETICAL CHEl\HSTRY. Sem. 1. 3 + 0, 
Cr. 3. 
The most essential theories and principles underlying the science of chem-
istry, such as chemical equilibria, velocity of reactions, and the elements of 
thermodynamics and entrophy are tudied. 
Prerequi ite: Phy ics 52. Permis ion of in tructor required before elect-
ing the cour e. 
Alternates with Chemistry 157. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] 
191. THE TEACHING OF CuEl\HSTRY. Cr. 2. 
A teacher's course. The subject matter of the hio-h chool cour e with 
methods of presentation, including laboratory demonstration and reference 
reading. Problems relating to laboratory con truction and equipment; tand-
ard test . 
Prerequi ite: Chemi try 101. 
[Given on demand.] 
The Department of Education and Psychology 
si tant Profe or Lindberg [Head], Mr. Julian 
P u rpose 
Work fn thi department i integrated toward th following purpo 
1. To timulat the id al of lui tian culture and rvice in the field of 
Education. 
2. To me t th profe ional n ed of the tudent preparing t o teach in 
th secondary chool . 
3. To qualify tud nt for a Bach lor of Art de re with a minot· in 
Education. 
Accreditment 
rt i appr ved by th t a t e B a rd of Educati n 
t a ndard college for teacher tra ining. The olle e 
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of Liberal Arts offers the following teacher training curricula: ( 1) four-year 
curricula leading to regular high school teachers' licenses in English, French, 
German, mathematics, social studies, science, music, and commerce; (2) four-
year curricula leading to special high school teachers' licenses in commerce 
and music. 
All professional courses in educational methods listed by other departments 
in the College of Liberal Arts are given under the supervision of the Depart-
ment of Education and Psychology. 
Courses taken in the College of Liberal Arts may also be used in obtaining 
teachers' certificates in other states subject to the individual certification 
requirements of those states. 
All students who expect to teach should consult with the head of this 
department concerning adjustments in programs of study to meet individual 
state certification requirements. Copies of the current certification require-
ments of all states are on file in the office of this department. 
Supervised Teaching 
Arrangements are maintained with the Board of Education of the Valpa-
raiso Public Schools for supervised teaching in its high school. Similar 
arrangements are also made with selected county schools when the need ari es. 
The general supervision of practice teaching is assumed by the Director 
of Supervised Teaching, but the class work is under the direct supervision of 
critic teachers. Student teachers are, after a period of directed ob ervation, 
placed in immediate charge of classes and are responsible for the successful 
progress of the work. This work, as a rule, include the responsibility for 
instruction, management, and grading of the class. 
Applicants for certificates desiring to enroll in thi course mu t have a 
grade point average of at least 1.5 in the major in which upervised teaching 
i to be done and also in all education and psychology cour es taken prior to 
supervised teaching. Before students enroll ior supervised teaching in a high 
school subject they should have compl ted at lea t fifteen s mester hours of 
credit in that subject, and, in addition, be recommended by the head of the 
department in charge of the subject to be taught. Students must make appli-
cation to enroll for supervised teaching on form which will be furnished 
by the Department of Education and Psychology. A laboratory fee i charged 
for this course. 
Organization of Curricula 
Courses 51 and 62 or 64 may be used to ati fy on of the ocial cien e 
requirements of the lower division of the ollege of Liberal Art . It is neces-
ary to ecure the approval of the H ad of the Department of ~ ducation to 
enroll in course numbered 100 and above. 
The mere completion of the pre crib cl cour out1in d in th D partm nt 
of Education does not guarantee that the tud nt will be r comm ncl d for a 
teaching certificate. The quality of th work d n an th ability and p ,._ 
sonality of the student for the teaching prof ion will be important d termin-
ing criteria in recommending applicant for t aching c rtificate . 
Minor 
minor con i t of twelve credit . 
Approval of Schedules 
ll tudent planning to teach and all tudent taking a min r in th 
department mu t ha e th ir chedul approved by th h ad of th d part-
m nt at the b ginning of each em t r. 
Cour es in Secondary Education 
Mr. Lindb rg 
:2. P BLIC En CATIO... m. 2. r. 3. 
n introduction to educ tion off ring a full vi w of th m riC"an • y --
tem of educatio:1 with pecial empba i upon the opportunitie and r pon i· 
biliti of ducational w rk r quir d c ur I' r tud nt.' in clu tt 011. 
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64. (Old Number 114). HisTORY OF EnucATION. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A survey of the development of educational theory and practice, begin-
ning with the Greek and Roman periods, with the chief emphasis on the 
eighteenth and nineteenth century forces which have resulted in the creation 
of our modern American public school system. 
118. SEcONDARY EnucATION. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A course dealing with the purposes of the American secondary school and 
the ways and means by which those purposes are accomplished. Some of the 
topics treated are: American and European secondary education; problems 
in administrative and curricular reorganization; characteristics of adolescence; 
techniques of guidance; purposes governing the various extra-curricular activ-
ities of the school. 
121. TEsTS AND MEASUREMENTS. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
An introductory course dealing with the following problems: Historical 
development of the testing movement; mental, achievement, prognostic, and 
diagnostic tests; organization of a testing program; statistical evaluation 
and interpretation of the results of testing; principles governing the con· 
struction of new-type informal objective examinations and practice in con-
structing them. 
161. PRINCIPLEs oF TEACHING IN THE SECONDARY ScHooL. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A course dealing with the following general topics: the fundamental 
principles of teaching; a survey of important methods and types of teaching; 
problems of technique; class organization and management. 
172. EnucATIONAL SociOLOGY. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
A theoretical and practical course which sets forth the school as a social 
institution for the advancement of group enterprises and the improvement of 
institutional efficiency. The social viewpoint is carried into the treatment 
of every phase of school work, including the determination of objectives, 
administrative policies, curriculum, discipline, and methods Qf instruction. 
1!H. THE PROFESSIONAL AcADEMIC CoURsE IN SECONDARY EnucATION. Cr. 2. 
This course is administered by the Department of Education. It is listerl 
in the various departments of the College of Liberal Arts and applies to 
the following academic courses: 
The Teaching of Biology. 
The Teaching of Commercial Subjects. 
The Teaching of Chemistry. 
The Teaching of English. 
The Teaching of French. 
The Teaching of Geography. 
The Teaching of German. 
The Teaching of History and Social Studies. 
The Teaching of Mathematics. 
Elementary School Music Methods, 109-110. 
High School Music Methods, 191-192. 
The Teaching of Physics. 
193-194. SuPERVISED TEACHING IN SECONDARY ScHOOL SuB.rEcTS. 
ter. Cr. 3-5. 
Each semes-
Open only to seniors, except by special permission. The observation and 
practice work is done in the high school under the direction of a critic teacher 
and the director of supervised teaching. At lea t twenty cia period of 
ob ervation, forty class periods of teaching, and regular conferences with 
the critic teacher and the director of student teaching are required for three 
hours credit. 
Eligibility: See pecial paragraph on Supervi ed Teaching under the gen-
eral tatement. 
Fee, 7.00 per credit hour. 
Courses in Psychology 
Mr. Lindberg 
51. GENERAL P YCHOLOGY. Sem. 1. 2 + 2, Cr. 3. 
This course i an introduction to the general field of p ychology. Empha-
i i placed upon the factor whi h are operative in man' efforts to adju t 
him elf to hi phy ical and ocial environment. The followin.,. main topi 
are considered: the nature of the human organi m, the gen is and motiva-
tion of b havior, organized and di organized r pone , sen ory di crimina-
tion, animal and human learning, thinking, level of achievement. ocial behav-
ior, and personality. Laboratory eJ.}lerimentation is planned to parallel the 
cia di cu ion . 
Laboratory fee, 2.00; depo it, $1.00. 
101. (Old Number 53). En CATIONAL P YCHOLOGY. Sem. 1. r. 3. 
Thi course appli the principles of p ychology to the problem of teach-
ing and learning. Attention i con tautly directed to the child a developing 
social being that i highly capabl of b ing controlled throu h proper moti\·a-
tion. Con iderable empha i i given to the tudy of experimental re earch 
deaHng with the proce es and product of learnin"'. 
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102. PsYCHOLOGY OF AnOJ.ESCENCE. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A careful study of the problems of growth, reaction. mentality, and per-
anality in adolescence, together with orne account of the applied aspects as 
exemplified in typical junior and enior high chools. 
The Department of English Language and Literature 
Professor Friedrich [Head], Mr. Place, 
Mr. Umbach, Mr. Lambert 
The primary aims of this department are: ( 1) to teach students to com-
municate their thoughts and emotions in speech and writing with clearness, 
correctness, and feeling; (2) to help them understand and enjoy the major 
works of English and American literature; (3) to acquaint them with the 
materials and methods of the history of literature. 
Major 
Twenty-four credit hours of English beyond English 52 are required of 
students taking a major in this department. 
Minor 
Thirteen credit hours of English beyond English 52 are required of stu-
dents taking a minor in this department. 
Approval of Schedules 
All students taking a major or a minor in th d partment and all tud nt 
planning to teach English must have th ir schedules approved by th head of 
the department at the beginning of each seme ter. 
Dramatics and Debate 
The University Pla ers and the debate squad are under the supervlSlon 
of this department. Student majoring in Engli h, e pecially tho planning 










GRAMMAR. S m. I. r. 0. 
All tudents enterin the Univer lty a fre hmen are required to take an 
examination in grammar, pelling, and usage. Tho e who fail to pa must 
take thi course for two hour each week in addition to Engli ·h 1. 
Lambrt 
FRESHMAN CoMPOSITIO . Each sem ter. Cr. 3. 
A cour e in the fundamentals of compo ition with emph i 
tory writing. Collateral reading. 
upon exp i-
FRE n !AN o~uo rTioN. Each sem 
Friedrich, Place, Umba h, Lambert 
r. r. 3. 
A continuation of Engli h 1. 
Friedrich, Place, mb ch, Lamb rt 
SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITER TURE. m. 1. r. 3. 
A urvey of literature from the ld Engli h Period to the b inning of 
the Pre-Romantic Period. Frequent writt n xer i e . 
Friedri h, Plac , mba h 
SURVEY OF ENGLI n LITERATURE. m. 2. r. 3. 
urvey of Jiterature from the beginnin" of the Pr -Romanti P riod to 
the twentieth century. Frequent writt n exerc· 
Fri dri h, Pla , mba b 
EW WRITING A D REPORT! G. 
cou e in the fundamental of journalism, 
method ; principl of gatherin" and writing n 
writing for The Torch. Thi cour may not b 
Engli h. 
Pr r quisite: Eng · h 1, 2. Lam rt 
Anv ED TEw \VRITI~ G. em. 2. 2 + 2 Cr. 
ngll h 71. Thl cour m y not be counted toward a 
m 
n li h 71. Lamb rt 
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81. PuBLIC SPEAKING. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Study of speech composition; constant practice in speaking. 
Prerequisite : English 1, 2. 
82. ADvANCED PuBLIC SPEAKING. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
Study of elements of persuasion; practice in speaking. 
Place 
Prerequisite: English 81. Place 
101. AMERICAN LITERATURE. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A survey of the prose, poetry, and drama of American literature from 
the beginning to the Civil War. Umbach 
102. AMERICAN LITERATURE. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A continuation of English 101. A survey of the prose, poetry, and drama 
of American literature from the Civil War to the present day. Umbach 
103. DEVELOPMENT oF THE D RAMA. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Classical origins of the drama; the religious origins in England; Eliza-
bethan drama; Restoration drama; foreign influences on the English drama. 
Umbach 
104. MoDERN DRAMA. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Romantic closet drama; the Victorians; Ibsen and the new reaHsm; con-
temporary drama, English, American, and Continental. Umbach 
121. ADvANCED CoMPOSITION. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Important forms of exposition in theory and in practice, with emphasis on 
essay writing. Umbach 
122. ADvANCED CoMPOSITION. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
Important forms of description and narration in theory and in practice, 
with emphasis on short story writing. Umbach 
151. THE RoMANTIC MoVEMEN'l'. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A study of the poetry of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats, 






152. VIcTORIAN PoETS. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A study of the poetry of Browning, Tennyson, Arnold, Rossetti, Swinburne, 
and some minor poets. Friedrich 
157. THE NoVEL. Cr. 3. 
A study of representative English novels of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, with discussion of the social background. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] 
158. EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY LITERATURE. Cr. 3. 
A study of the literature of the Age of Pope and the Age of Johnson 
other than that of the drama and the n ovel. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] 
161. RENAISSANCE LITERATURE. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A study of the prose and non-dramatic poetry of Renaissance England. 
Friedrich 
162. SHAKESPEARE. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A careful study of about eight or ten of the most important plays, with 
more rapid reading of others. Friedrich 
191. THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
A study of the methods of teaching Engli h in econdary chool (See 
Education 191). This course may not be counted toward a major in English. 
Prerequisite: 1 hours of English. Place 
The Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures 
(French, German, Latin) 
A ociate Profes or Miller [Head], As ociate Profe or Bauer, 
A istant Profe or Guillaumant, Mi Rechenberg 
The Department of Foreign Languages and Literature ha the following 
objective : (1) for the lower division cour e : to give the tudent primarily 
a reading knowledge of moderately difficult prose and po try in the language 
cho en, to introduce him to the hi tory of the civilization of the nation who e 
language he is tud ing, and to prepare him for the work of the upper divi ion; 
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(2) for the upper division courses: to continue the work begun in the lower 
division, to present the literatures of the languages offered, and to prepare 
students for the teaching of foreign languages. 
General Regulations 
(1) Every student is required to complete for graduation at least six 
credits in foreign languages above the first-year level. This work is ordinarily 
taken in the freshman and sophomore years. (2) Only upper division courses 
may be applied on a major or a minor. (3) New students are given place-
ment tests during freshman week to determine which courses they may enter. 
Approval of Schedules 
All students taking a major or a minor in the department and all tudents 
planning to teach French or German must have their schedules approved by 
the head of the department at the beginning of each semester. 
French 
Assistant Profes or Guillaumant 
Major 
A major consists of not less than twenty-four credit hours. A prerequisite 
is French 54, or the equivalent. Students preparing to teach French mu t 
include French 113 and 114 in their major. 
Minor 
A minor consists of not les 
French 54, or the equivalent. 
than twelve credit hour . A prerequisite 
Courses in French 
1. FmsT SEl\tESTER FRENCH. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Study of pronunciation by mean of phonetic ymbol . Grammar taught 
inductively, with conversation and dictation; daily written work. 
2. SECOND SEMESTER FRENCH. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Study of grammar, with empba is UJ?On the verb; reading- of imple text . 
Prerequisite: French 1, or one unit of high school French. 
53. THIRD SEMESTER FRENCH. Sem. 1. r. 3. 
Systematic review of grammar, with oral and written compo itions. Study 
of irregular verb . Reading of modern authors. 
Prerequi ite: French 2, or two units of high school French. 
54. FoURTH SEMESTER FRENCH. Sem. 2. r. 3. 
Continuation of French 53, with an introduction to th hi tory of French 
civilization. 
Prerequi ite: French 53, or the equivalent. 
105. SURVEY oF FRENCH LITERATURE. Sem. 1. r. 3. 
Study of the origin of the French language and the d velopm nt of liter-
ature with a detailed tudy of eventeenth century literature. llateral as ign-
ments; reading in cla of repre entative lection . 
Prerequi ite: French 54., or the equivalent. 
106. SURVEY oF FRE-""CH LITERATURE. Sem. 2. r. 3. 
Study of eighteenth and nineteenth c ntury literatur 
Prerequisite: French 105, or the equivalent. 
ll3. Col\IPOSITIO "" A ""D CoNVER ATION. em. 1. r. 2. 
Written compo ition ba ed on connected r ading. with mpha i ou th u 
of idiom . Conversation b ed on topi of current int r t. 
Prerequi ite: French 54, or the equivalent. 
[Given upon ufficient d mand.] 
ll4. AnvA ""CED CoMPO ITION ND ONVERS TIO . m. 2. 
Original oral and written compo ition 
Prerequi ite: French 113. 
[Given upon ufficient demand.] 
151. EVE -TEE ""TTI E -TURY LA IC Dn m. 1. r. 3. 
tudy of the development of cia ic form in th play of 
Racine and of foliere' art in depicting ontemporar mann rs. 
Prerequi ite: Fr nch 106. or the quivalent. 
Alt rnat with Fren h 153. 
rn ill and 
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152. EIGHTEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Study of eighteenth century philo ophy and literature. 
Prerequisite: French 106, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with French 154. 
153. NrNETEENTII CENTURY LITERATURE. Sem. l. Cr. 3. 
Study of various periods of nineteenth century literature, vrith rapid 
reading of representative novels, plays and poetry. 
Prerequisite: French 106. or the equivalent. 
Alternates with French 151. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] 
154. CoNTEMPORARY LITERATURE. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A rapid reading course with supplementary classroom lectures in latter 
nineteenth and twentieth century French literature, including such authors as 
Renan, Taine, Bourget, Loti, France, Rolland, Proust, Bergson. 
Prerequisite: French 153, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with French 152. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] 
155. FRENCH CIVILIZATION. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A senior course which considers the civilization of France from its earli-
est days. 
Prerequisite: The ability to read French readily. 
[Given upon sufficient demand.] 
156. FRENCH CIVILIZATION. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Continuation of French 155. 
Prerequi ite: French 155. 
[Given upon sufficient demand.] 
191. THE TEACHING oF FRENCH. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
A teacher's course; the fundamental principles underlying the teaching of 
modern languages; the position of modern languages in American education; 
the methods and theories of teaching French; review of phonetic symbols; 
the subject matter and apparatus of French teaching; difficulties encountered 
in high school teaching; standard tests. 
Prerequi ite: Six hours of the major in French. 
[Given upon sufficient demand.] 
German 
Mr. Miller, Miss Rechenberg 
Major 
A major consists of not less than twenty-four credit hours. A prerequi ite 
is German 54, or the equivalent. Students preparing to teach German must 
include German 113 and 114 in their major. 
Minor 
A minor consists of not less than twelve credit hours. A prerequisite is 
German 54, or the equivalent. 
Courses in Gennan 
l. Frn T SEMESTER GERMAN. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
De igned primarily to give the tudent a reading knowled"'e of ea y Ger-
man pro e. Two sections: Miller and Rechenberg 
2. SEco n SEME TER GERMAN. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Prer qui ite: G rman 1 or the equivalent. 
Two ection : Miller and Rechenberg 
53. THIRD SEME TER GERM Sem. 1. r. 3. 
Interm diate erman. Includ elected readings from modern pro e 
writer and the cia ical poet , a review of G rman grammar, a practice in 
writing and peaking German, and report on outside reading. 
Prerequi ite: Gennan 2, or the equivalent. Two ection : Rechenberg 
54. FoURTH SEME TER GERMAN. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Continuation of rman 53, with an introduction to the hi tory of German 
civilization. 
Prerequi ite: German 53, or the equivalent. Two ection : Rechenberg 
105. LA ICAL A THOR . em. 1. Cr. 3. 
n introduction to the cia sical period of German literature. election 
pecially from the work of Le ing, Goethe, and chiller. Lectur and 
uppl mentary ou id readings. 
Prer quisite: German 54, or the equivalent. Rechenber"" 
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106. CLASSICAL AuTHORS. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: German 105, or the equivalent. Rechenberg 
113. GERMAN CoMPOSITION. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Review of grammar, written and oral reports on outside reading, letter 
writing. 
Prerequisite: German 54, or the equivalent. 
[Given upon sufficient demand.] Rechenberg 
114. GERMAN Co~t:POSITION. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
Prerequisite: German 113, or the equivalent. 
[Given upon sufficient demand.] Rechenberg 
153. HISTORY OF GERMAN LITERATURE TO 1800. Sem. 1. Cr. 3 
Lectures and outside reading. 
Prerequisite: German 106, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with German 155. Miller 
155. NINETEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Class reading, lectures, and outside reading. 
Prerequisite: German 106, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with German 153. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] 
156. NINETEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: German 155, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with German 154. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] 
157. GoETHE. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Class reading, lectures, and outside reading. 
Prerequisite: German 106, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with German 163. 
158. GoETHE. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: German 157, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with German 164. 
162. GruLLPARZER. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Class reading, lectures, and outside reading. 
Prerequisite: German 106, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with German 156. 
163. ScHILLER. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Class reading, lectures, and outside reading. 
Prerequisite: German 106. or the equivalent. 
Alternates with German 157. 
164. ScHILLER. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Continuation of German 163. 
Prerequisite: German 163, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with German 158. 







A teacher's course; the position of modern languages in American educa-
tion; analysi of the principles and practice that are applicable to foreign 
language tudy; a tudy of the material in teaching German; standard te ts. 
Prerequi ite: Ten hours of a major in German. 
[Given upon ufficient demand.] Miller 
Latin 
Mr. Bauer, Mr. Miller 
Minor 
A minor con i ts of not less than 12 credit hours. A prerequisite 
54, or the equivalent. 
Courses in Latin 
53. INTERMEDIATE LATIN: ICERO. m. 1. r. 3. 
everal peech of Cicero will be read. The tudy of th text 
accompanied by a review of form and yntax. 
Prerequi ite: Two units of high hool Latin. 
54. INTERMEDIATE LATIN: \ mGn .. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Thi cour e introduc the tudent to Latin p try. The mph 
the under tanding and interpretation of the election read. 
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105. CicERo's DE SENECTUTE AND SELECTIONs FROM CATULLus. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
The course aims to give the student a better understanding of Latin con-
struction and to interpret Cicero as a man of letters. 
Prerequisite: Latin 54, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with Latin 107. Bauer 
106. Ovm. Sem. 2. Cr 3. 
The course is based largely on Ovid's Metamorphoses with selections from 
his minor works. 
Prerequisite: Latin 54, or the equivalent. Bauer 
107. LIVY. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
The course, introducing the student to Roman historical writing, aims to 
develop the power to read Latin more readily by strengthening the student's 
knowledge of Latin construction. 
Prerequisite: Latin 54, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with Latin 105. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] Bauer 
108. RoMAN CmiEDY. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
History of the rise and decline of Roman comic drama. From the extant 
plays the Captivi of Plautus and Phormio of Terence will be selected for class 
study with reading of several other plays in English translation. 
Prerequisite: Latin 54, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with Latin 106. 
[Not offered 1937-193 .] Bauer 
The Department of Geography and Geology 
Associate Professor Meyer [Head] 
Field and Funct ion 
Modern chorographic geography is the science which seeks ( 1) to · describe 
and map the natural and cultural phenomena of specific regions of the earth, 
(2) to point out the distributional relationships which exist between the 
human and natural forms of the environment, and (3) to explain the part 
which environment plays in human adjustments-in the occupation of areas, 
in the utilization of resources, in the promotion of industry and commerce, and 
in the historical development of the various patterns of civilization. 
Geology deals with the structure and hi tory of the earth. 
The region about Valparaiso is eminently suited for the study of land 
form and land u e patterns. Four major phy iographic units afford inter-
esting and instructive contracts in landscape characteristics: the Valparai o 
Moraine with its continental divide, near which the city of Valparaiso is 
located; the Chicago Lake Plain to the north and northwest, featuring phe-
nomenal industrial and commercial development; the internationally famous 
Dunes, scenic recreation and re ort center on the hore of Lake Michigan; 
and finally, the historically and economically interesting reclaimed Kankakee 
agricultural region outh of the moraine. 
Geography courses in the d partment yield ocial cience credit; geology, 
natural cience credit. 
Object ives 
our off ring are de igned ( 1) to fulfill teaching option requirement 
and to meet the growing demands for adequate training in the teaching of 
geography, (2) to contribut ba ic geographic material to other di ciples, 
uch a , economic , hi tory, political science, socioloo-y, and biology, and 
(3) to enhan e appr ciation of world event and traveling exp I'ience by 
uppl ing to the tudent g ographic and geologic per pective. 
Approval of Schedules 
II tud nt taking a major or a minor in the d partment and all tudent 
planning to t ach eography mu t have their hedule approv d by the head 
of the departm nt at the beginning of each erne ter. 
Twenty-four credit hour ar 
may include eology 51 and 52. 
Major 
r quir d for a major in Geography which 
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Minor 
Fifteen credit hours are required for a minor in Geography, which may 
include Geology 51 and 52. 
Cour ses in Geography 
(Social Science) 
51. SociAL GEOGRAPHY. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
An integrated treatment of human occupance and natural environmental 
characteristics of the major regions of the earth. Human society and economy, 
as expressed in the character and distribution of population and in the pat-
terns of land utilization, are interpreted on the basis of the interrelation 
which exists between the cultural forms of the landscape and the element of 
the natural environment-climate, landform, soil, natural vegetation, etc. 
52. SociAL GEOGRAPHY. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A continuation of Geography 51. 
No prerequisite. 
101. EcoNOMIC GEOGRAPHY. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A study of agricultural, industrial, and commercial products and activi-
ties in connection with environmental factors. 
No prerequisite. 
125. PHYSICAL-CULTURAL NoRTH AMERICA. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A relationship study of the natural and cultural forms of land capes of 
North America treated regionally by physiographic provinces. 
Prerequisite: Three credits in geography. 
Alternates with Geography 129. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] 
129. PHYSICAL-CuLTURAL EUROPE. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
A regional treatment of the social, political, indu trial, and commercial 
patterns of Europe in relation to climate, land, sea, drainage, a nd other form 
of the natural set-up. 
Prerequisite: Three credits in geography. 
Alternates with Geography 125. 
152. TRADE AND TRANSPORTA'l'ION. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A course which treats of the inter-regional and international trade in 
agricultural, mineral, and manufactured products; of the di tribution of the 
world's chief commercial center and tran portation route on land and sea; 
and of the relations of commercial re ource and activitie to world power. 
Prerequisite: Three credits in geography. 
Alternates with Geography 162. 
162. HISTORICAL AND PoLITICAL GEOGRAPHY. Sem. 2. r. 3. 
A survey of ancient geographic speculation , ucce sive epochal di coverie 
and explorations, origin and development of commerce, evolution of ~eographic 
thought and modern concepts of geographic philo ophy, together with a con-
sideration of the influence of these factor and th~e of the environment it elf 
on ancient, medieval, and modern civilization 
Prerequi ite: Six credits in geography. 
Alternates with Geography 152. 
[Not offered 1937-1 938.] 
191. THE TEACHING OF GEOGRAPITY. Cr. 2. 
A cour e in the objectiv , principles, method , and materials of teaching 
geography in the econdary school. 
199. SEMINAR-SURVEY. Sem. 2. Cr. 1-3. 
Special a ignment only to advanced Geography major and minor . Con-
sult head of department. 
Courses in Geology 
atural Science) 
51. PHYSIOGRAPHY. Sem. 1. 3 + 2, r. 4. 
An introduction to the urface feature of the arth. Thi cour e and 
its continuation in General Geology are d ign d to aid the ~eneral tudent 
in appreciatin.,. the meaning of earth featur , a well a to uppl ment the 
training in the field of g ograpby. Laboratory and field tudie . 
Laboratory fee 2.00. 
52. GE -ERAL GEoLOGY. em. 2. 3 + 2, r 4. 
A treatment of the fundamental principl f phy iographical , trati-
graphical, tructural, and dynamical geology; con ideration of the th or tical 
pha , practical application , and hi ' torical developm nt of th ien Lab-
oratory work includ a tudy of a p cially c n truct d miniatur arth 
model. Field trip. 
Laboratory fee, 2.00 
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The Department of Mathematics and Physics 
Associate Professor Thomas [Head], Assistant Professor Frick, 
Mr. Betz 
Mathematics 
Mr. Frick, Mr. Betz 
The department offers: ( 1) training in the mathematical technique required 
by the scientist and the engineer for the successful prosecution of their work; 
(2) instruction for those who are studying mathematics for its own sake or 
with a view toward teaching the subject. 
Practical problems are given precedence over those that are purely theo-
retical. The principles of pure mathematics, however, are not neglected. 
Major 
Twenty-four credits are required for a major. 
Students having a major in view should begin their mathematics in the 
freshman year. Physics 140 may be counted toward a mathematics major; and 
students majoring in mathematics are advised to take this course. 
Minor 
The minor shall consist of two semesters' work beyond Mathematics 52. 
Approval of Schedules 
All students taking a major or a minor in the department and all students 
planning to teach mathematics must have their schedules approved by the 
head of the department at the beginning of each semester. 
Courses in Mathematics 
01. SoLID GEOMETRY. Sem. 1. 4+0, Cr. 0. 
The elements of solid geometry; required of all engineering freshmen who 
have not had solid geometry in high school. Cushman 
02. lNTERl\t:EDIATE ALGE:BRA. Sem. 2. 4+0, Cr. 0. 
Required of all engineering fre hmen who present only one year of algebra 
for entrance requirement. Betz 
51. CoLLEGE AI"GEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY. Sem. 1. Cr. 4. 
Three hours work in college algebra and one in trigonometry. This course 
is intended for liberal arts and pharmacy stuqents. It is a required course 
for the latter. Frick 
52. TRIGONOl\-fETRY AND ANALYTIC GEOl\lETRY. Sern. 2. Cr. 4. 
Two hour work in plane trigonometry and two hour in plane analytic 
geometry. 
Prerequisite: Mathematic 51. Frick 
61. ENGINEERING MATHEMATics. Sern. 1. Cr. 5. 
First seme ter mathematics for the engineer. Con ist of college algebra 
and trigonometry. Betz 
62. ENGINEERING MATHEMATICs. Sem. 2. Cr. 5. 
Second semester mathematics for the engineer. Con i of trigonometry 
and analytic geometry. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 61. Betz 
111. DIFFERENTIAL CALCuLus. Sem. 1. r. 4. 
Prerequi ite: Mathematics 52 or 62. Frick 
112. INTEGRAL ALGEBRA. Sem. 2. Cr. 4. 
Prerequi ite: Mathematics Ill. Frick 
131. AnvANCED ALGEBRA. em. 1. r 3. 
elected topic in advanced college alaebra. 
Prerequi ite: Mathematics 52 or 62. 
Alternates with Mathematics 141. 
[ ot offered 1937-193 .] Frick 
141. OLLEGE GEOMETRY. Sem. 1. Cr. 4. 
elected topic in advanced ynthetic or analytic "'eometry. 
Prer qui ite: Iathem a tics 52 or 62. 
lternat with lath matic 131. Frick 
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152. MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE. Sem. 2. Cr. 4. 
Interest, annuities, amortization and bond valuation. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 51 or 61. 
171. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
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Frick 
Ordinary differential equations; applications to mechanical, physical, and 
chemical problems. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 112. Frick 
172. DIFFERENTIAL EQuATIONs. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Non-linear and partial differential equation ; exi tence theorems. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 171. 
191. THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
A teacher's course. Open to education student . 
Prerequisite: Minor in mathematics. 
Physics 
Mr. Thomas, Mr. Betz 
Frick 
Frick 
Because of its fundamental importance in the different branches of applied 
science, physics (a) serves the varied needs of the technical student, the 
student of engineering, pre-medicine, and pharmacy. Provision has also been 
made for the interests of two other groups of students; namely, (b) those in 
the College of Liberal Arts who desire some knowledge of physical science 
for its cultural value and (c) those who are looking forward to a car er in 
physics, either in the teaching profe sion or in indu trial research. 
Major 
Twenty-four credits in physics shall constitute a major. 
A minor in mathematics is necessary for a physics major. 
Minor 
A minor shall consist of two emesters' work beyond Physics 51 and 52, 
totaling at least fourteen hours. 
Courses in Physics 
51. GENERAL PHYSics. Sem. 1. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
Mechanics, sound, and heat. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; depo it, $2.00 
52. GENERAL PHYSICs. Sem. 2. 3 + 3, Cr. 4. 
Electricity and light. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; depo it, $2.00 
61. TEcHNICAL PHY xcs. Sem. 1. 3+6, Cr. 5. 
Thomas and Betz 
Thoma and Betz 
Mechanics, sound, and heat. This cour e is intended particularly for the 
engineer. 
Prerequi ite: Mathematics 62. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; depo it, $2.00. Thoma and Betz 
62. TEcHNICAL PHY Ics. Sem 2. 3+6, Cr. 5. 
Electricity and light. Thi course i intended particularly for the engineer. 
Prerequi ite: Mathemati 62. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; depo it, 2.00. Thoma and Betz 
82. GLAss BLOWING. Sem. 2. 0 + 3, Cr. 1. 
The rudiments of gla blowing and, if desired , other laboratory manip-
ulation . 
Laboratory fee, 6.00 Betz 
101. MoDERN PnYsi . m. 1. 3 + 3 r. 
An introduction to the work done in phy i during the Ia t thirty years. 
Prerequi ite: Phy ics 51-52, or 61-62. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; dep it, 2.00. Thomas 
111. THEORY OF HEAT. em. 2. 2 + 6, r.4. 
Thermal properti of matter, introduction to thermodyna mi , propertie 
of vapo , pyrometry and other thermal ph nomena ar tudied. 
Prer quisite: Ph i 51-52, or 61-62, and Math mati 52 or 62. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; dep it, 2.00. Th m 
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122. THEORY OF LIGHT. Sem. 2. 2+6, Cr. 4. 
Geometrical and physical optics, spectro copy, and the general properties 
of radiant energy will be considered. 
Prerequisite: Physics 51-52 and Mathematics 112. May be taken concur-
rently with Mathematics 112. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, $2.00. 
Alternates with Physics 132. Thomas 
126. DESCRIPTIVE AsTRONOMY. Sem. 2. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
A general introduction to non-mathematical astronomy. 
Lab'oratory hours may be inserted in place of some of the recitations. This 
course may not be applied on a major or a minor in physics. 
Laboratory fee, $2.00. Thomas 
132. ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. Sem. 2. 2+6, Cr. 4. 
The ba ic principles of electrical and magnetic phenomena are investigated. 
Prerequisite: Physics 51-52 and Mathematics 112. Can be taken concur-
rently with Mathematics 112. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, $2.00. 
Alternates with Physics 122. Thomas 
[ ot offered 1937-1 938.] 
133. ELECTRICAL AND MAGNETIC MEASUREl'IIENTS. Sem. l. 1 +6, Cr. 3. 
Required of juniors who are taking electrical engineering. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 112 and Physics 61-62. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, 2.00. Thoma 
141. THEORETICAL MEcHANics. Sem. l. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
The mathematical theory of statics and Newtonian dynamics. 
Prerequisite: Physics 51-52 and Mathematics 112. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] Thomas 
l84. GENERAL AsTRONOMY. Sem. 2. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
Students taking this course will attend the lectures of Physics 126 and 
will be required to do additional laboratory and problem work. This course 
may be applied on a Physics major or minor. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 52 or 62 and Physics 51-52 or 61-62. 
Laboratory fee, $2.00. Thomas 
191. THE TEACHING OF PHYSICS. Sem. 2. 1 +3, Cr. 2. 
A teacher's course. Open to education student . 
Prerequisite: Minor in Physics. 
Laboratory fee, $6.00; deposit, $2.00. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] 
The Department of Music 




The chief aims of this department are: ( 1) to give students an opportunity 
to understand and appreciate music; (2) to offer students who plan to become 
supervisors and teachers of public chool mu ic a four-year curriculum lead-




I. Curriculum in Public School Music 
Freshman Year 
First mester Cr. econd Semester Cr. 
1. Fre hman ompo ition 3 2. Freshman Compo ition 3 
1. The Bible* ---------------- 3 2. Jesus and Hi Teaching * __ 3 
A laboratory cience _______ 4 A laboratory cience _______ 4 
1. Sight Singing ------------- 1 M. 2. ight Singing ------------- 1 
3. Ear Training ------------- 1 M. 4. Ear Training ------------- 1 
5. Es entia! of Music ________ 0 M. 6. E ential of Mu ic ________ 0 
Voice -------------------- 1 Voice -------------------- 1 
1. Individual Health Program 0 2. Individual Health Program 0 
For ign anguage -------- 3 For ign Lan uag -------- 3 
16 16 
*The e cour e are requir d of all tudents except tho who lla>e received exemp-
tion from the Committee on Admission and Degree . 
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Sophomore Yea r 
First Semester Cr. Second Semeste1· Cr. 
51. Survey of English Literature 3 52. Survey of English Literature 3 
Foreign Language ------- --- 3 Foreign Language ---------- 3 
51. General Psychology -------- 3 62. Public Education ----------- 3 
51. Sight Singing -------------- 1 52. Sight Singing -------------- 1 
53. Ear Training --------------- 1 54. Ear Training --------------- 1 











Voice ---------------------- 1 Voice ---------------------- 1 
Piano ---------------------- 1 Piano ---------------------- 1 
16 
Junior Year 
First Semeste1· Cr. 
A social science _____________ 3 
A laboratory science _________ 4 118. 
Harmony ------------------ 2 
Educational Psychology _____ 3 56. 
Applied music -------------- 1 110. 
Elementary School Music 
Methods ----------------- 2 
Orchestral Instrument ______ 1 156. 
16 
Senior Year 
First Semeste1· Cr. 
History and Appreciation of 104. 
Music ---------------------- 2 
Principles of Teaching------- 3 194. 
Instrumentation and Con- 162. 
ducting -------------------- 2 
Applied music -------------- 2 11 . 
Instrumental Methods ------- 1 192. 
High School Mu ic Method __ 2 151. 
Public Speaking ------------ 3 132. 
Elective -------------------- 1 
16 
16 
Second Semester Cr. 
A social science _____________ 3 
Secondary Education ------- 3 
A laboratory science _________ 4 
Harmony ------------------ 2 
Elementary School Music 
Methods ----------------- 2 
Applied music -------------- 1 
Orchestral Instrument ------ 1 
16 
Second S emester Cr. 
History and Appreciation of 
Music ---------------------- 2 
Supervised Teaching -------- 3 
Orchestration -------------- 2 
Applied mu ic -------------- 2 
Instrumental Methods ------- 1 
High School Mu ic M thods-- 2 
The Church and Her Work*__ 2 
Choir Training ------------- 2 
16 
Ensemble is required each year. The student is required to take choir and 
either band or orchestra. 
Piano required: Students with a major in Public School Mu ic mu t pre ent 
for graduation work in piano equivalent to third grade proftci ncy. 
II. Major for Secondar y School Teachers 
This major is intended for student who do not de ir to become up r-
visors in public school mu ic, but wi h to m et tate r quirem nt for t ach-
ing mu ic in e ondary chool . The program i d sign d to pr par tud nt 
to conduct band orche tra , and glee club in condary hools. 
The major con i ts of not 1 than tw nty- ix cr dit hour , di tribut d 
approximately a follow : 
~Iethod --------------------------------------------------12 redit 
(Cour e 109-110, 117-11 , 153, 162, 191-192) 
~:;tT~~~~~: ============================================== ~~~e~~s Harmon ------------------------------------------------- 4 credit 
*This cours is required of Lutheran tuden only. 
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Voice ----------------------------------------------------- 2 credits 
Piano ----------------------------------------------------- 2 credits 
Orchestral Instrument ------------------------------------- 2 credits 
Students taking this major are required to take Ensemble IE and 3E. They 
must also study their special instrument throughout the four years of the 
course. 
III. General Major 
This major consists of not less than twenty-six credit hours, distributed 
approximately as follows: 
Sight Singing ---------------------------------------------- 2 credits 
Ear Training ---------------------------------------------- 2 credits Harmony _________________________________________________ lOcredits 
Counterpoint ---------------------------------------------- 4 credits 
Harmonic Analysis ---------------------------------------- 2 credits 
Applied Music -------------------------------------------- 6 credits 
Students in this course are required to take ensemble each semester. 
Approval of Schedules 
All students who are taking a major in this department, and all students 
who are planning to teach music, must have their programs approved by the 
head of the department at the beginning of each semester. 
Unit of Credit 
The unit for credit in applied music is estimated as follows: 
1. Violin, Piano, Voice: One thirty-minute private lesson per week plus 
one hour daily practice for five days a week. One credit per semester. 
2. Violin: One class lesson per week. One-half credit per semester. 
3. Orchestml Instruments: One thirty-minute private lesson per week plus . 
one hour daily practice five days a week. One credit per semester. 
Student Recitals: Music students are required to attend all recitals as a 
part of their regular work and perform in recitals when so directed by their 
instructors. 
Ensemble is required each year. 
Applied music is the practical study of voice, violin, piano, et cetera. Theory 
is a group name for harmony, counterpoint, harmonic analysis, composition, 
and allied subjects. 
Courses in Applied Music 
Piano 
Mr. Green 
For admission to the piano curriculum, piano students mu t demonstrate 
by examination the ability to play all major and minor scale , hands together, 
two, three and four note at M. M. 110; major and minor arpeggio , each hand 
alone, four notes atM. M. 80; selections from the following or the equivalent: 
Heller Op. 45 and 46, Loeschorn Op. 66, the easier Haydn and Mozart Sonata . 
49-50P. PIANO. Yr. Each semester. 1 +5, Cr. 2. 
Playing of all major and minor cale with facility-four notes at I. 1. 
120-182; all major and minor arpeggio (triad ) in fundamental po ition and 
inver ions- four notes at M. M. 9-100; Etude or exerci es selected from 
Czerny, Op. 299; Cramer, Bach, Inventions, Bach's Lit tle Prelude and Fugues, 
and other technical exerci es of imilar grade; Mozart sonatas and ea 1er 
Beethoven sonatas; compo ition by Grieg, Schubert, chumann, and Men-
del ohn. Memorizin"'. 
490 -500 P. PIA o. Yr. Each seme ter. %+ 5, Cr. 1. 
rea onable amount of the material cO\·ered in Iu~ ic 49-50P . 
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99-IOOP. PIANO. Yr. Each semester. 1 +5, Cr. 2. 
All scales with rapidity and variety of tone- even notes at M. M. 88-95. 
Seventh chord arpeggios-four notes at M. M. 120-132. Hanon Virtuoso Studies, 
Czerny Op. 740, Bach's Well Tempered Clavichord, Beethoven, Sonatas; Chopin, 
Preludes and Waltzes; compositions by Mendelssohn, Schumann, Rubenstein, 
Grieg, MacDowelf, Sinding, and Ratf. Memorizing. 
Prerequisite: Music 49-50P. 
99Yz-100YzP. PIANO. Yr. Each semester. Yz +5, Cr. 1. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 9!l-100P. 
Prerequisite: Music 49%-50%P. 
149-150P. PIANO. Yr. Each semester. 1 +5, Cr. 2. 
Scales and studies in double, thirds and sixths; Moskowski, Killak's Octave 
School; Henselt, Etudes; Chopin, Ballads; Beethoven, Sonatas; Mendelssohn, 
Conce1·to; Brahm's, Rhapsodies, and compositions of equal difficulty. 
Prerequisite: Music 99-100P. 
149 Yz -150YzP. PIANO. Yr. Each semester. Yz + 5, Cr. 1. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music H9-150P. 
Prerequi ite: Music 99%-100%P. 
199-200P. PIANo. Yr. Each semester. 1 +5, Cr. 2. 
Chopin, Etudes; sonatas and concertos by Beethoven, MacDowell, Brahm . 
Prerequisite: Music 149-150P. 
l99 Yz -200YzP. PIANO. Yr. Each semester. Yz + 5, Cr. l. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 1!l9-200P. 
Prerequisite: Music 149%-150%P. 
171-178P. AccoMPANYING. Yr. Each semester. Cr. l. 
Study in the art of playing piano accompaniments. Practical work under 
supervision, with ingers, violini t , and other instrumentali ts. Open to stu-
dents with sufficient experience. Consultation with instructor necc ary before 
registering. 
Prerequi ite: Music 149-150P . 
.3-186. REPERTOIRE AND INTERPRETATION. Yr. Each semester. r. l. 
The works of the older clas ic composers together with those of the modern 
chool di cu ed and illu trated, with reference to the interpr tative a pect, 
and to program building. 
191P. TnE TEACHING OF PIANO. Sem. l. Cr. 2. 
The fundamental principles of the art of teaching the piano form the ub-
ject matter of this cour e. Con ideration will be gh·en to uch topics a th e: 
P ychology and pedagogy of teaching; pa t and pre ent piano method ; piano 
touches, technic, rhythm, pedaling, phra"ing, a nd interpr tati n. 
Violin 
Mr. Fro 
For admi sion to the violin curriculum, stud nts mu t demonstrate by 
ination that they are well grounded in correct po ition, intonation, ton 
bowing, and that they have completed the following: Kay r Bk. II, a r 
able amount of Schradieck and Sevcik or the equivalent. 




All major and minor cale and arpeggio in three octaves . P . ition tudi 
and double top in fir t po ition. tudies from Kay er, Dont, S vcik; on-
certo and pieces of eitz, ccolay, and Sitt. 
49Yz-50YzVi. Vrou -. Yr. Each seme ter. Yz + 5, r. 1. 
rea onable amount of the material covered in Mu ic 49-50VI. 
99-lOOVi. YIOLIN. Yr. Each erne ter. 1 + 5, r. 2. 
tudy of higher po ition and double top . tudie. from evcik, Kreutzer, 
Leonard, Dont; cone rto and piec of de Beriot, L nard, itz; ona~ina of 
chubert, ea ier onata of Handel. 
99Yz-100YzYi. \ IOLIY. Yr. Each em ter. Yz + 5 r. l. 
rea .. onable amount of the material covered in Mu ic !l!J-1 OVi. 
149-150Vi. r. 2. 
tudie: of Kr utz r , Leonard. 
Rode; onatas of 
r. 1. 
:\I i 11-9-l j O\'i. 
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199-200Vi. VIOLIN. Yr. Each semester. 1 +5, Cr. 2. 
Scale studie in thirds, sixths, octaves, and tenths; studies of Kreutzer. 
Fiorillo, Rode, Gavinies; study of standard concertos; sonatas of Bach. 
199%-200%Vi. VIOLIN. Yr. Each semester. ~ +5, Cr. 1. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 199-200Vi. 
195-196Vi. SENIOR RECITAL. Yr. Each semester. Cr. 2. 
A senior recital program is given, selected by the instructor, the numbers 
depending largely upon the ability and style of the individual student. A 
sonata, concerto, and groups of the more important works of standard classic 
and modern composers will comprise the program. 
Viola 
49-50Va. VIOLA. Yr. Each semester. 1 +5, Cr. 2. 
Studies from Sitt and Schloming; scales and arpeggios in two octaves; con-
certos and pieces of Burmester, Sitt, and Schuman. 
49%-50%Va. VIoLA. Yr. Each semester. %+5, Cr. 1. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 49-50Va. 
99-100Va. VIoLA. Yr. Each semester. 1 +5, Cr. 2. 
Studies from Sitt, Schloming, Hofmeister; scales and arpeggios in three 
octaves; double stops in lower positions; concertos and pieces of Sitt and 
Steiner; easier sonatas of Handel. 
99%-100%Va. VIOLA. Yr. Each semester. %+5, Cr. 1. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 99-lOOVa. 
149-150Va. VIOLA. Yr. Each semester. 1 +5, Cr. 2. 
Studies from Sitt, Schloming, Hofmeister, Campagnoli, and Kreutzer: scale 
and arpeggios in three octaves, also in thirds, sixths, and octaves; concertos 
of Sitt, Steiner, and Handel; sonatas of Bach. 
149%-150%Va. VIOLA. Yr. Each semester. ~ +5, Cr. 1. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 149-150Va. 
199-200Va. VIOLA. Yr. Each semester. 1 +5, Cr. 2. 
Studies from Sitt, Scbloming, Hofmeister, Campagnoli, Kreutzer, Fiorillo. 
and Bode; scales and arpeggios in three octaves, also in thirds, sixth , and 
octaves; concertos of Sitt, Handel, and Bowen; sonatas of Bach. 
199%-200%Va. VIOLA. Yr. Each semester. %+5, Cr. 1. 
A rea onable amount of the material covered in Music 199-200Va. 
Violoncello 
49-50Cl. CELLO. Yr. Each semester. 1 +5, Cr. 2. 
Study of lower po ition , various kind of bowing, development of tone; 
cale and arpeggios in two octaves; studie of Dotzauer; ea y solos. 
49%-50%Cl. CELLO. Yr. Each seme ter. % +5, Cr. 1. 
A r a onable amount of the material covered in Mu ic 49-50CI. 
99-100Cl. CELLO. Yr. Each erne ter. 1 +5, Cr. 2. 
Scale and arpeggio in three octaves; tudy of double stops; stu die of 
Dotzauer, Klingenburg, Gruzmacher; concerto by Golterman, onata of Ma-
rallo. 
99%-100%Cl. CELLO. Yr. Each seme ter. % +5, Cr. 1. 
A rea onable amount of the material covered in Mu ic 99-lOOCI. 
149-150Cl. CELLO. Yr. Each em ster. 1 +5, Cr. 2. 
Seal and arpeggio in four octaves; study of thirds, ixth and octave 
studies of Lee, Grutzmacher, olo and concertos by Golterman and aint- aen 
onata of Bach and Handel. 
l49%-1500Cl. ELLO. 1' r. Each erne ter. ~ + 5, Cr. 1. 
A rea onable amount of the material covered in 1u ic 149-150Cl. 
199-200 1. CELLO. Yr. Each erne t r. 1 + 5 r. 2. 
ale and arp agio ; double top ex rei e ; Duport etud · Ba h onata 
tandard concerto . 
199%-2000Cl. ELLO. Yr. Each em ter. 0+5 r. 1. 
A rea onabl amount of the m_aterial covered in Mu ic 199-200CI. 
Orchestral Instruments 
The pr requi ite for entrance in the fre hman ear: the tudent hould ha"e 
acquired th lementary t hniqu of hi in trum nt. 
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49-50W. 0RCHES'l'RAL INSTRUMENT. Each semester. 1 + 10, Cr. 2. 
Ability to play acceptable exercises of moderate difficulty, including all the 
principal phases of technique characteristic of the particular instrument played. 
490-500W. ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT. Each semester. 0 +5, Cr. 1. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 49-50W. 
99-lOOW. ORcHESTRAL INSTRUMENT. Each semester. 1 + 10, Cr. 2. 
The student should acquire sufficient orchestra routine to fill satisfactorily 
a second desk position in symphonic works of lesser difficulty. 
990-1000W. ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT. Each semester. 0 +5, Cr. 1. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Music 99-lOOW. 
149-150W. ORCHESTRAL INsTRUMENT. Each seme ter. 1 + 10, Cr. 2. 
The student should acquire sufficient orchestra routine to fill the principal 
po ition in symphonic works. 
1490-150y;iW. ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENT. Each semester. 0+5, Cr. 1. 
A reasonable amount of the material covered in Mu ic 149-150W. 
199-200W. ORcHESTRAL INSTRUMENT. Each semester. 1 + 10, Cr. 2. 
Ability to play, preferably from memory, an etude, a onata, a concerto, or 
their equivalents, and at least three miscellaneou piece . , 
1990-200y;iW. 0RCHE TRAL INSTRUMENT. Each semester. % +5, Cr. 1. 
A rea onable amount of the material covered in Music 199-200W. 
Orche tra or band is required each year. ee note on ensemble credit 
under curriculum in applied mu ic. 
Voice 
General piano requirement: Students with a major in voice must present, 
for graduation, work in piano equivalent to M. lOOP. 
49-50Vo. VOicE. Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
The psychology of voice culture: corrective breathing and po ture exer-
cises; development of natural breath control by means of correct posture and 
release of body energy; the relation of energy relea e to the expre sion of 
ideas in song; exercises, scales, and studies in ear training and imitation of 
color tone and shading; development of phra ing into song literature. 
49%-50%Vo. VorcE. Yr. Each semester. y;i+2%, Cr. 1. 
99-IOOVo. VorcE. Yr. Each semester. 1+5, Cr. 2. 
Continued work in technique; embellishments, stacatto and trill; ea y art 
songs; oratorio and ensemble. 
Prerequi ite: Mu ic 50Vo. 
99y;i-100%Vo. VOicE. Yr. Each semester. % +2%, Cr. 1. 
149-150Vo. VorcE. Yr. Each emester. 1 +5, Cr 2. 
Advanced technique, buildin"' into the subject matter of the ong; begin-
ning French, German, and Italian art ongs; opera and oratorio ari ; recitals 
and en embles. 
149%-150%Vo. VorcE. Yr. Each semester. %+2%, r. 1. 
191Vo. TnE TEACHING OF VoiCE. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Biology, phy ics, and p ychology as applied to inging. The phy iological 
mechani m; the t11eory of ound; p ychology as a fa tor in inging. 
199-200Vo. VorcE. Yr. Each semester. 1 +5, Cr 2. 
D v lopment of repertoire of world's be t vocal music; program building; 
one complete oratorio or opera role; one les on weekly in coaching. 
Prerequi ite: 1u ic 150Vo. 
199%-200%Vo. Vor E. Yr. Each semester. %+2%, r. 1. 
A rea onable amount of material outlined in Mu ic 109-200\' 
Prerequi ite: lu ic 150Vo. 
195-196\ o. RE ITAL. Yr. ach erne ter r. 2. 
enior recital to count a final examination; tudent required to build hi 
own program from hi four year • repertoire. 
Courses in Theory 
Mr. choenbohm -.Ir. haffee, Mr. Gr n, Mr. Frost 
1-2. SronT Sh-GL"G. r. Each em ter. 2 + 0 r. 1. 
Drill in cale and in terral in ing; a.r time ubdh•i ion ; notati n; two-
part singing. Fr t 
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3-4. EAA TRAINING. Yr. Each seme ter, 2+0, Cr. l. 
Major and minor scales; intervals and elementary rhythmic problems: a 
study in writing different kinds of measures by hearing them played or sung; 
melodic and harmonic intervals and simple chromatic problem ; harmonic 
dictation. Frost 
5-6. EssENTIAL oF Musrc. Yr. Each semester, 1 +O, Cr. 0. 
A one-hour course preparing for Harmony. It includes: writing scales, 
intervals and chords, and learning the various es entia! terms u ed in music. 
Frost 
15-16. HAAMONY. Yr. Each semester. Cr. 3. 
The harmonization of melodies using the principal and econdary triads, 
dominant seventh and inversions, with simple modulation. Harmonic analysis. 
Prerequisite: Music 5 and 6. Frost 
51-52. SIGHT SINGING. Yr. Each semester, 2+0, Cr. l. 
Motives and short . phrases; two- and three-part exercise and simple 
modulation; exercises in period writing; a study of chords. Chaffee 
58-54. EAR TRAINING. Yr. Each semester, 2+0, Cr. l. 
Continuation of Music 3 and 4. 
Prerequi ite: Music 3 and 4. Chaffee 
55-56. HAB.l\.lONY. Yr. Each semester, Cr. 2. 
Secondary seventh chords and their inversions; ninth chords; altered 
chords, chromatic melodies, advanced modulation, and harmonic analysi . 
Prerequi ite: Music 15 and 16. Chaffee 
57-58. HAAl\IONIC ANALYSIS. Yr. Each semester, Cr. 2. 
Identification from hearing of chords of the seventh in all positions and 
inversions in major and minor and of common modulations. Analysis of 
hymns, part songs, and pianistic writings as to form and harmonic content. 
Prerequi ite: Mu ic 55-56. Chaffee 
103-104. HISTORY AND APPRECIATION oF Musrc. Yr. Each seme ter, Cr. 2. 
Music of primitive nations; music and instruments of the Bible; music of 
the early Christian Church; rise and development of the liturgy; notation 
music and Rena is ance: the polyphonic age; the rise of opera and oratorio; 
the periods of Bach and Handel, Haydn and Mozart; the advent of Beethoven; 
the rise of virtuosity and romanticism; Wagner and the new operatic ten-
dencies; American music development. Collateral reading, preparation of 
themes and outlines during both . semesters. Green 
105-106. CouNTERPOINT. Yr. Each semester, Cr. 2. 
Counterpoint in two, three, and four parts in the various specie . 
Prerequisite: Music 55 and 56. Chaffee 
109-110. ELEMENTARY ScHOOL Music METHODs. Yr. Each seme ter, Cr. 2. 
Music in the primary grades: sensitizing the child to music, rhythmic 
training, seating, the rote song, beginning of creative work, monotones, indi-
vidual work, beginning sight singing. Intermediate grades: project lessons 
in creative work, the recognition and enjoyment of flne music, further mas-
tery of the core, tw()-part singing. Mu ic in the upper ""rade and junior 
high school: adolescent voice, three- and four-part singing, the glee club, 
elementary school entertainment . Teachin"" material. Schoenbohm 
117-118. lNSTRUl\IENTAL METIIODS. Yr. · Each erne ter, Cr. 1. 
Study of methods for class instruction in string and band in trument in 
the public chool . Organization of cla es, ensemble, problem , and materials. 
Fro t 
132. CHom TRAINING. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
The training of the volunteer choir. A capella ingin .. ; the oratorio: the 
reading of uitable literature. choenbohm 
151-152. Col\IPOSITION. Yr. Each erne ter, Cr. 2. 
Exerci e in wliting ections, phra es, period . mall two- apd three-part 
primary forms, and large hvo- and three-part primary form 
Prerequi ite: Music 55, 56, 107, 108. Chaffee 
153. lNsTRu !ENTATION Al!."'D CoNnu TI G. Sem. 1. r. 2. 
Development of the orch tra and orch tral in·trum nts. Ex-planation 
of all orche tra in trumen . compa e . . characteri tic . and tonal effects: the 
making and reading of orch tral scores: th arrangin:7: and . corin"" of the 
simpler form : the fundamental of conducting with indh·idu I practice. Frost 
155-156. OncnE TRAL IN TR . IE- T. Yr. Each me ter, r. 1. 
Applied work in , tringed or wind in.;;trum nt· a ' prepu'ltion for conduct-
ing chool band · and orche tra · . 
Fee required. 
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162. ORcHESTRATION. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
Technicalities of the various instruments. The writing and arranging of 
duets, trios, quartettes, etc., for different combination of orchestra in tru-
ments; arranging for the complete orchestra. Fro t 
191-192. HIGH ScHOOL Music METHODs. Yr. Each semester. Cr. 2. 
A teacher's course. Testing of voice; the high school choru - eating. 
sight reading; glee clubs-boys' and girls'; the producing of an opera ; a capella 
choir; eight-part literature; the oratorio; voice-class teaching; teaching ma te-
rial; supervising technique. 
Prerequisite: Music 109-110. Schoenbohm 
Ensemble 
The mu ical organizations are open to all students who can qualify. 
IE. UNIVERSITY CHoiR. Each semester. No credit. 
Mixed voices. Admission by examination only. Sacred music ung a 
capella. Daily rehearsals. Attendance required. Tour each spring. 
Fee, $1.00 per semester. Schoenbohm 
3E. THE UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA. E ach semester. No credit. 
All students who play orchestral instruments a re a dmitted after con ulta-
tion with the director. 
Membership is required of all students of tringed instruments . a t the 
discretion of the instructor of the violin section. Regular attendance at 
rehearsals and concerts is obligatory. The best sta nda rd orchestral com po i-
tions, symphonies, and overtures are studied and publicly performed. Full 
rehearsals are held Thursday: 7 :30-9 :so P. M. ; sectiona l rehearsals are 
arranged. Frost 
The Department of Religion and Philosophy 
Professor Haentzschel [Head], Associate Professor B a uer, Mr. Kumnick 
Religion 
Mr. Bauer, Mr. Haentzschel, Mr. Kumnick 
The courses offered, which give opportunity to meet the r equirement in 
religion (see pages 36, 37), have the purpose of leading the student into a deeper 
and fuller understanding of the Christian faith and of its implications fo r 
the Christian life. 
Courses in Religion 
1. T n E BrnLE. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
An introduction to the tudy of the Scripture . 
Five sections : Bauer, H aentzschel, Kumnick 
2. J E cs A ~n H I TEACHINGS. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A t udy of t he Savior's per on and doctrine in the light of the four 
go pel . Four sections: Ha entzschel, Kumnick 
151. T HE Cn uRcn AND H ER WoRK. Sem. 1 and 2. Cr. 2. 
A br ief hi tory of the Lutheran Church in America; pecifically a com pre-
hen ive urvey of the activities of t he local congregation and of the ynod of 
~1i ouri. Ohio. and other states. 
Philosophy 
Mr. Haentzs ·h l 
Mino r 
A minor in thi, field require twelve r<'dit hour 
C our es in Philosophy 
101. AN IE ' T A-"D 1EDIEVAI. Pn11.0 PllY. em. I. r . 3. 
Alternat with Philo. ophy 141. 
[Not offer d 1937-19!! .J 
102. MoDER P HILO OPHY. m . 2. ' r . 3. 
Alternates with Philo..,ophr 142. 
[Not offered 1937-193 .] 
105. ETHIC' . 
106. LOGIC. 
em. 1. r. 3. 
em. 2. Cr. 3. 
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141. THE PHILOSOPHY OF ScmNCE. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
The philosophical foundations underlying modern science. 
Alternates with Philosophy 101. 
142. AMERICAN PHILOSOPHERs. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Special attention is given to Royce, Jame , and Dewey. 
Alternates with Philosophy 102. 
The Department of Social Science 
Profes or Schwiebert [Head], Professor Haentzschel, 
Associate Professor Bauer 
The Department of Social Science, stressing the historical and scientific 
approach toward ocial problems, aims to give students an understanding of 
the origin and development of contemporary civilizations, thereby preparing 
them for intelligent citizenship, the teaching profession, and graduate study. 
History 
Mr. Schwiebert and Mr. Bau r 
Major 
A major con i ts of not les than twenty- ix credit hours beyond History 
51 and 52. 
History Major options: 
I. History Major: History 61-62, 121-122, 131-132 and 182 are required. 
The remaining ten credit hours may be selected according to the 
student' special field of interest with the approval of the head of 
the department. 
II. Teaching Major: Pro pective teacher hould have their majors well 
divided between American and General History. 
III. Pre-Legal Major: Students preparing fot· Law are required to take 
History 61-62, 122, and 123-124. The department also advises pre-
legal majors to take Political Science 101-102, which may be counted 
toward the major. The remaining hour may be elected with the 
approval of the head of the department. 
History major are advised to take a many related course in the social 
sciences as their schedule will permit. 
Prospective graduate tudents should obtain a reading knowledge of Ger-
man and French. 
A minor consi t 
51 and 52. 
Minor 
of not less than tweh·e credit hour 
Approval of Schedules 
beyond History 
All student taking a major or a minor in the department and all tudent 
planning to teach hi tory mu t have their schedules approved by the head of 
the department at the b ginning of each s me ter. 
Courses in History 
51. MEnmvAL EUROPE. S m. I. r. 3. 
An introductory cour e in ledieval Hi tory. cO\·ering the hi tory of 
Europe from 300 to 1500. 
No credit toward major. bwi bert 
52. MoDERN EUROPE. Sem. 2. Cr 3. 
An introductory cour to Modern Europe from 1.300-193i. 
No credit toward major. hwiebert 
61. UNITED ST TE HISTORY TO 1 50. m. 1. r. 3. 
A urvey cour e to the Civil War. Bauer 
62. UNITED TATE HI TORY SI '" E 1 .50. m. 2. r. 3. 
A urvey cour e from the Civil War to the pres nt. Bauer 
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121. THE HisTORY OJ<' GREECE. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
A brief survey of the origin, development, and spread of Greek civilization 
in the Ancient World. Required cour e for Hi tory majors. 
Not open to fre hmen. 
Alternates with History 1:23. Bauer 
122. THE HisTORY OF RoME. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
A brief survey of the history of Rome from it beginning to 300 A.D. 
Required course for Hi tory and Pre-Legal major . 
l\ot open to freshmen. 
Alternates with Hi tory 124. Bauer 
123. MEDIEVAL ENGLAND. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
The hi tory of Eno-Jand from the Roman period to the Stuart Required 
of Pre-Legal tudents. 
Prerequisite: History 51 and 52, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with History 121. Bauer 
[ rot offered 1937-193 .] 
124. MoDERN ENGI.AND. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
Continuation of Hi tory 123 to the present. Required of Pre-Legal major . 
Prerequi ites: History 51, 52, and 123, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with History 122. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] Bauer 
131. THE RENAISSANCE. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
A study of the origin and development of the Italian Renais ance and it. 
spread to northern Europe. Required of prospective graduate student , and 
recommended to teaching majors. 
Prerequisite: Hi tory and 52, or the equivalent. Schwiebert 
132. THE R EFORMATION. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
In this course the emphasis is placed upon the origin and development 
of the German Reformation, the Zwinglian and Calvinistic movements in 
Switzerland, France, the Netherlands, and England, the Counter Reformation 
and the Thirty Years' War. Required of prospective graduate student and 
recommended to teaching majors. 
Prerequisite: Hi tory 51 and 52, or the equivalent. chwlebert 
141. THE CoLONIAL PERIOD. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Prerequisite: Hi tory 61 and 62, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with History 143. Bauer 
143. GROWTH OF 1.'HE WET. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Prerequi ite: Hi tory 61 and 62, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with Hi tory 141. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] Bauer 
144. THE ATIONAL PERIOD. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
Prerequisite: History 61 and 62, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with Hi tory 146. 
[Not offered 1937-193 .] Bauer 
146. RECENT AMERICAN HISTORY. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
Prerequisite: Hi tory 61 and 62, or the equivalent. 
Alternates with Hi tory 144. Bauer 
161. THE OLD REGIME A .. D REvOLUTIONARY ERA. Sem. 1. r. 3. 
This course aim to analyze and tudy the conditions in th Old Regime 
that cau ed tile French Revolution and its pread throughout Europe, the 
Indu trial Revolution, and the great nationalistic upheaval of th 19th 
Century. Recommended to teaching major . 
Prerequi ite: Hi tory 51 and 52, or the equivalent. Schwiebert 
162. RE E ~T EUROPEAN lh TORY. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
1 2. 
191. 
An advanced cour e in European hi tory from 1 70 to the present. R -
ommended to teaching majors. 
Prerequi ite: Hi tory 51, 52, and 161. 
Alternates with Hi tory 19 . 
[ ot offered 1937-193 .] ·hwlebert 
teacher' cou 
ination , illu trative 
the ocial ience . 
for future use. 
Sem. 2. r. 2. 
In 
chwl bert 
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198. HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
This course aims to give the student a comprehensive view of the evolution 
and unity of the civilizations of mankind. It is given in three six-week units, 
covering the Ancient, Medieval, and Modern fields of history respectively. 
Professors from other departments will deliver lectures on specialized phases 
of the history of civilization as a supplement to the regular lecture and 
class discussions. 
Alternates with History 162. 
Open to juniors and seniors majoring in History. Schwiebert 
Political Science 
Mr. Schwiebert and Mr. Bauer 
101. AMERICAN NATIONAL GoVERNMENT. Sem. 1. Cr." 3. 
Recommended to Pre-Legal majors. 
Prerequisite: History 61 and 62. 
102. THE GoVERNMENTS OF EUROPE. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Recommended to Pre-Legal majors. 





The object of the work in sociology is two-fold: ( 1) to familiarize the 
student with the forces and laws under which society evolves, and (2) to bring 
him, as much a possible, into personal contact with specific contemporary 
social problems. 
Major 
A major consi ts of not less than twenty-six credit hours. Economics 51, 
52, and 141 are required on a major. History 51 and 52 should be taken before 
the major is begun, but may not be counted toward the major. 
Minor 
A minor consists of not less than twelve c'redit hours. 
Approval of Schedules 
All students taking a major or a minor in sociology mu t have their 
schedules approved by the head of the department at the beginning of each 
semester. 
Courses in Sociology 
51. INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY oF HuMAN SociETY. 
52. INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF Hul\:[AN SocmTY. 
A continuation of ociology 51. 
Prerequisite: Sociology 51. 
101 THE FAMILY. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Prer qui ite: Sociology 51 and 52. 
Alternates with Sociology 131. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] 
102. Co:MMU ITY ORGANIZATION. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Prerequi ite: Sociology 51 and 52. 
Alternates with Sociology 13:?. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] 
131. CRIMI--oLOGY. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Prerequisite: Sociology 51 and 52. 
Alternates with Sociology 101. 
132. SociAL PROBLEl\1: . em. 2. Cr. 3. 
Prerequi ite: Sociology 51 and 52. 
Alternates with Sociology 102. 
Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
PART V 
THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
The College of Engineering 
General Information 
Purpose 
Two objectives must be set by a college of engineering if any measure of 
success is to attend its graduates: 
(1) A broad foundation in both the theory and the practice of .engineering 
must be laid. There must be thorough-going training in the fundamental 
principles . which underlie all divisions of engineering, as well as general 
exercises or projects in the practical application of these basic principles. 
(2) A certain measure of specialization in the main divisions of engineer-
ing is necessary in view of the remarkable development of this field of learn-
ing in recent years. Hence the College of Engineering combines in its curricula 
a reasonable amount of specialization during the senior-college years in addi-
tion to a thorough grounding in the fundamentals during junior-college years. 
In short, whereas mathematical and theoretical courses constitute the main 
body of the program in the first two years, the practical application of these 
fundamentals to engineering problems in a circumscribed field occupies the 
greater part of the last two years. 
Historical Statement 
Civil Engineering was offered as early as 1873. Higher mathematics, 
surveying, and engineering, taught by Professor M. E. Bogarte, constituted 
the chief courses of this engineering program. In 1898 a two-year program 
in Civil Engineering was offered in the so-called Scientific Department. In 
1903, a department of Manual Training was established. In 1909, the course 
of study was changed by Professor R. C. Yeoman to a three-year curriculum 
in Civil Engineering. Gradually other divisions of engineering were included. 
Finally, in 1917, the School of Engineering, now the College of Engineering, 
was organized. This school embraced the following divisions: Civil Engineer-
ing, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering. In 1920 the standard 
four-year program was adopted for all divisions. 
Advantages of Location 
Valparaiso University is located forty-four miles from Chicago, the 
world's greatest railroad center and foremost industrial center of the United 
States. Students in the College of Engineering are, therefore, within easy 
reach of engineering works of the first magnitude. They have the opportunity, 
at small cost of time and money, to make inspection trips to indu trial plants 
which are either under construction or in operation. The student need not, 
however, confine himself entirely to engineering problems. He may pursue 
collateral scientific studies in other schools of the University and also enjoy 
a wide variety of cultural contacts. He may al o take advantage of the 
unu ual opportunities available in Chicago. 
Engineering Society 
The Engineering Society is an organization of student in the . College of 
Engineering. All tudent in the college are eligible for member hip. ~ t 
the meeting , paper are pre ented by student , faculty member and engi-
n er prominent in industry upon ubject of general engineering intere t. 
The Society al o pon ors reception for n w tud nt in pection trip and 
banquet . 
Frequently, motion picture of trip through gr at indu trial plant or 
visits to engineering project are hown in the Little Theatre which is 
located in the Engineering building. Thu , through ocial activitie and other 
extra-curricular actiYitie of the ociety the tudent in Engineering gain 
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many cultural as well as professional advantages. 
Students in Electrical Engineering have the privilege of membership in 
A. I. E. E., and the privilege of attending meetings of the Chicago Chapter. 
Students in Mechanical Engineering have the privilege of membership in 
the Society of Automotive Engineers and the American Society for Metals. 
Curricula 
The College of Engineering offers the following curricula: Chemical 
Engineering (two-year program), Civil Engineering, Commercial Engineering, 
Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering. 
Laboratories 
Instruction in engineering is centralized in the Engineering Building. In 
this building are found the offices, recitation and lecture rooms, drafting 
rooms, shops and laboratories. 
Chemical Engineering 
The courses in chemistry are taught in the well-equipped laboratories of the 
Department of Chemistry. Other subjects are given in engineering departments. 
Civil Engineering 
The equipment for testing materials includes several vertical testing ma-
chines with all necessary acce sories for ten ion, compres ion, and transve.rse 
tests on iron, teel, cement, concrete, and b).·ick. 
The hydraulic laboratory is equipped for the study of problems for which 
large quantitie of flowing water are needed. A large size, direct-connected, 
electric motor-driven, centrifugal pump supplies water for investigations 
relating to : the flow of water in flumes, large pipes, and conduits; the 
discharge over dams and weirs, through racks, sluices and submerged orifices; 
and other features encountered in water power and water supply developments. 
The available urveying instruments include those used in ordinary field 
practice, precise surveying, geodetic work, hydrographic surveying, water 
supply, and stream measurements. 
The cement laboratory contains facilities for all types of experimentation 
upon cements, aggregates, and concrete. 
Electrical Engineering 
The electrical engineering laboratory is equipped with direct and alternating 
current generator and motor of all common types met with in practice, and 
with all instrument nece sary for making complete tests of their operation. 
Mechanical Engineering 
The mechanical engineering laboratories include the following: ( 1) An 
engine laboratory in which there are everal steam engines, two-cycle and 
four-cycle gas engin , one marine-type gas engine, one nine-cylinder rotary 
airplane engine, and a Die el engine. Standard apparatus for det rmining 
the analysis and calorific value of coal and ga e , a w II as indicator , 
gauges, water and ga meters cales and other nece sary accessori s ar 
available. A boiler upon which the usual boiler tests are made adjoins th 
engine laboratory. (2) well-equipped pattern and wood-working hop. 
(3) A foundry, moulding, and forge shop. (4) Gas and electric furnaces for 
u e in study of heat-treatm nt of m tals. (5) A splendidly-equipped machin 
shop, in which any type of metal working and rna hining may be don . 
Admission 
Requirements 
A tudent de irin admi ion to th 11 ge f n ineering mu t pr ent, 
in addition to the general requirement for admi ion to th fre hman cla · 
of the University on and one-half units in lgebra, on unit in Plane eom-
etry and one-half unit in Solid Geometry. tudent deficient in olid Geom-
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etry and Advanced Algebra may be admitted as a conditioned student. The 
condition must be removed during the first year of residence by passing Solid 
Geometry (Mathematics 01) and Intermediate Algebra (Mathematics 02). 
Faculty Adviser 
At the beginning of each semester, the students consult the Dean of Engi-
neering concerning the selection of subjects and the arrangement of programs. 
The Dean will keep in touch with the students during the semester, receive 
reports on their progress, and suggest to them methods for improving their 
work. 
Requirements for Graduation 
Degrees 
Upon the recommendation of the faculty of the College of Engineering, 
the University confers the degree of Bachelor of Science. The diploma con-
tains a specific designation of the curriculum followed. Four years of work 
must be taken toward a degree in any of the following courses of study: Civil 
Engineering, Commercial Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Mechan-
ical Engineering. In order to become a candidate for a degree, the student 
must have satisfactorily completed 144 credit hours of work and have earned 
144 quality ·points in any one of the curricula listed on the following pages. 
The student must also have taken at least his last year in residence at Val-
paraiso University. All rules and regulations of the University, except as 
herein noted, apply to the College of Engineering. ' 
Inspection Trips 
1 
I Inspection trips for visiting industrial plants are required of all engineer-
ing students. These trips are arranged and conducted by members of the 
engineering faculty and are designed to correlate the work of the various 
departments of the college to the industries visited. 
Freshman Lectures 
Freshmen are required to attend the series of lectures given by the College 
of Engineering. The purpose of these lectures is to give the freshman a 
better conception of the work of an engineer, to make clear the kind of 
training which furnishes the best preparation for the practice of the engi-
neering profession, ~nd to call attention to the methods of study which pro-
duce the most satisfactory results. The series of lectures necessarily includes 
subjects of general interest from the field of engineering. 
Professional Degrees in Engineering 
The engineering graduate of Valparaiso University is eligible for regis-
tration as a candidate for one of the following engineering degree : Civil 
Engineer, Electrical Engineer, Mechanical Engineer. The e degrees will be 
granted, subsequent to the receiving of the Bachelor of Science degree, upon 
the submission of an acceptable thesis and not less than five years of profes-
sional experience during which the applicant has supervi ed, directed, or 
designed engineering work or has had respon ible charge of in truction or 
research in engineering. The acceptability of the thesis and of the profe -
sional experience shall be determined by a committee of the faculty of the 
College of Engineering. No resident stud is required and no tuition fee 
are charged. A fee of ten dollars mu t accompany the application for the 
professional engineering degree. 
The procedure for a candidate for a professional degree is as follows: 
1. He must prepare an outline for a thesi after consultation with the 
head of the department concerned. 
2. He mu t pr ent a the is subject and a thesis outline to the Dean of 
the ollege of Engineering. A oon as the e have been approved, the candi-
date will be registered in the Registrar's office. Thi regi tration must be 
completed not later than the December loth preceding the date when the 
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degree is to be conferred, but all candidates are urged to regis~er at least 
one year earlier. 
3. He must submit the first draft of the thesis to the professor in charge 
not later than April I, and the completed thesis in its final form not later 
than May 15. At least three correct copies must accompany the original 
typed thesis. The original typed copy of the thesis will be deposited in the 
University library. Two copies will be retained in the office of the Dean of 
Engineering and one copy in the office of the Registrar. A et of regulations 
governing the acceptable form and arrangement of thesis matter may be 
obtained by addressing The Registrar, Valparaiso University, V alparaiso, 
Indiana. 
4. He must submit to an oral examination by a committee of the faculty 
of the College of Engineering, should the committee desire it. This examina-
tion will cover the candidate's professional experience and record and the 
materials included in the thesis. This committee will be appointed by the 
Dean of the College of Engineering and the examination will be held at an 
agreeable date between May 15 and Commencement Day. 
5. He must deposit the original thesis and the copies in the office of the 
Registrar and pay the diploma fee to the Business Manager of the University 
on or before the Monday preceding the date the degree is to be conferred. 
Professional degrees will be granted only in June. Attendance upon the 
commencement exercises is desirable but not required. 
Curricula in Engineering 
I. Chemical Engin eering 
General industrial development and, above all, progress in chemical indus-
tries have made chemical engineering one of the most important branche of 
the engineering profession. There is now a demand for men having a com-
bined engineering and chemical training. For those having Chemical Engineer-
ing in view, the following two-year program has been arranged. To obtain 
a degree the last two years must be spent at a. recommended School of Engi-
neering which offers this work. 
T h e Two-Year P r ogram in Chemical Engineering 
Freshman Year 
Pirst S emester Rec. Lab. r. 
Eng. I. Freshman omposition ------ - -- - --------------- 3 + 0 3 
Math. 61. Engineering Mathematic --- --- - --------------- 5 + 0 5 
Rel. 1. The Biblet ------------ - -- - -------------------- ;~ 0 3 
Chern. 51. General Chemistry - ---- ---- -- -- - --------------- :J + ~ 4 
C. E. 1. Engineering Lecture. ------ -------------------- I I 1 
C. E. 11. Engin ering Drawin~ -------------------------- 0 9 :3 
S econd S em ester Rec. 
Eng. 2. Fre hman ompo ition ------------------------- 3 
Math. 62. Engineering Mathematic. ---------------------- 5 
Chern. 54. Inorganic Chemi try - -------------------------- :3 
hem. GO. Qualitati v naly i --------------------------- 0 











t Tbis course i required o! a ll tuden except th e wbo h ve r elv d exemption 
from the Committee on dm · ion a nd Degre . 
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Sophomore Year 
First Semeste1· Rec. Lab. Cr. 
Math. 111. Di:ffetential Calculus --------------------------- 4 + 0 4 
Phys. 61. Technical Physics ------------------------------ 3 + 6 5 
Chern. I09. Quantitative Analysis, Volumetric _______________ 2 ·+ 6 4 
C. E. 57. Engineering Drawing -------------------------- 2 + 0 2 
M. E. 59. Machine Shop and Forge----------~------------- 0 + 6 2 
17 
Second Semester Rec. Lab. Cr. 
C. E. 60. Applied Mechanics ----------------------------- 5 + 0 5 
Math. ll2. Integral Calculus ------------------------------ 4 + 0 4 
Phys. 62. Technical Physics ----'------------------------- 3 + 6 5 
Phys. 82. Glass Blowing --------------------------------- 0 + 3 I 
Chern. IIO. Quantitative Analysis, Gravimetric ______________ I + 9 4 
19 
Note: With the approval of the Dean, the above program may be varied 
in order that it may agree as far as possible with the first two years of 
the program in Chemical Engineering in the institution ·which the student 
proposes to attend. · 
II. Civil Engineering 
The curriculum in Civil Engineering has two main objectives: (1) It aims 
to give its graduates sufficient skill in certain technical operations to enable 
them to be of immediate value to an employer. The graduate who enters 
civil engineering as a computer, draftsman, instrument man, timekeeper, or 
inspector should be able to do creditable work. (2) It aims to train men to 
analyze engineering problems scientifically and reach sound conclusions about 
them. · 
Civil engineering graduates at once begin work that will qualify them as 
surveyors, topographical engineers, drainage and irrigation engineers, sani-
tary engineers, highway engineers, ·railway engineers, contractors, builders, 
etc. Furthermore, many enter some service of the Government, such as the 
Geological Survey, the Coast and Geodetic Survey, the Bureau of Reclama-
tion, the Supervising Architects' Office, the Bureau of Public Roads, some 
branch of the Mississippi River Commission, etc. 
The Curriculum of Civil Engineering 
(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science) 
Freshman Year 
First Semeste1· Rec. Lab. Cr. 
Chern. 51. General Chemistry ---------------------------- 3 + 2 4 
Eng. L Freshman Composition ------------------------- 3 + 0 3 
Math. 61. Engineering Mathematics ---------------------- 5 + 0 5 
Rel. I. The Biblet ------------------------------------ 3 + 0 3 
C. E. I. Engineering Lectures -------------------------- I + 1 1 
C. E. 11. Engineering Drawing -------------------------- 0 + 9 3 
19 
econd Semeste1· Rec. · Lab. Cr. 
Chern. 56. Inorganic Cheroi try --------------------------- 3 + 3 4 
Eng. 2. Freshman Composition ------------------------- 3 + 0 3 
Math. 62. Engineering Mathematics ---------------------- 5 + 0 5 
C. E. 16. Plane Surveying ------------------------------- I + 6 3 
C. E. 18. Descriptive Geometry -------------------------- 0 + 9 3 
18 
tThis course i required of all students except tbo e wbo ha\·e received exemption 
from the Committee on Admi ion and Degrees. 
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Sophomore Year 
First Semester Rec. Lab. Cr. 
Econ. 51. Principles of Economics ________________________ 3 + 0 3 
Math. 111. Differential Calculus ------------------------- -- 4 + 0 4 
Phys. 61. Technical Physics ------------------------------ 3 + 6 5 
C. E. 13. Engineering Problems __________________________ 0 + 3 1 
C. E. 57. Engineering Drawing -------------------------- 2 + 0 2 
C. E. 61. Topographic Surveying ------------------------ 2 + 6 4 
Second Semeste1· Rec. 
Econ. 52. Principles of Economics ------------------------ 3 
Math. 112. Integral Calculus ------------------------------ 4 
Phys. 62. Technical Physics ------------------------------ 3 
C. E. 60. Applied Mechanics ----------------------------- 5 





















Fi1·st Semester Rec. Lab. Cr. 
E. E. 107. Electrical Circuits and Machinery--------------- 3 + 3 4 
C. E. 107. Curves and Earthwork __________________________ 2 + 3 3 
C. E. 115. Graphics -------------------------------------- 0 + 6 2 
C. E. 131. Mechanics of Materials _________ :_ _______________ 5 + 0 5 
C. E. 135. Water Supply --------------------------------- 2 + 3 3 
Second Semester Rec. 
Bot. 140. Bacteriology, 2 + 4, Cr. 4, or 
E. E. 108. Electrical Circuits and Machinery--- --------- --- 3 
C. E. 116. Stresses --------------------------------------- 5 
C. E. 126. Roads and Pavements -------------------------- 3 













Fi1·st' Semester Rec. Lab. r. 
C. E. 165. Transportation Systems ------------------------ 4 + 0 4 
C. E. 155. Bridge Design --------------------------------- 1 + 12 5 
C. E. 161. Sewerage -------------------------------------- 3 + 3 4 
C. E. 163. Reinforced Concrete --------------------------- 3 + 3 4 
17 
Second Semester Rec. Lab. ' r. 
C. E. 166. Ma onry and Foundations _______________________ 2 + 0 2 
C. E. 154. Hydraulics ------------------------------------ 2 + 3 3 
C. E. 156. Structural De ign ------------------------------ 0 + 9 3 
C. E. 164. Reinforced Concr te --------------------------- 3 + 3 4 
E. 170. Engineering Ec nomic ------------------------ 3 + 0 3 
C. E. 180. Contract and p •ification -------------------- 3 + 0 3 
18 
III. Commercial Engineering 
The curriculum in Commercial Engineering has been e tabli bed b cau f 
the ne d for men who are acquainted not onl with engineering pr blem but 
al o with tho e of finance, production and distribution or of organization 
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administration, and management. The need arises from the fact that vexing 
questions which involve both engineering and business management for their 
solution are common to all industrial or business organizations. Such prob-
lems, for instance, confront the purchasing department, the pecifications 
department, the employment manager, the works manager, the production 
engineer, the planning department, the business manager, the accountant and 
auditor, the advertising manager, the sales manager, the general agent, and 
the special representative. There is need then for a commerical engineer whose 
education an:i training will enable him effectivly to cooperate with engineers 
in other fields and intelligently to bring to bear upon any problem his special 
knowledge of business management, so that, by combined effort, the most 
valuable solution may be found. 
In the following curriculum, the fundamental courses of engineering pre-
dominate in the ,junior-college years, whereas commercial and bu. ine ·s ubjects 
are tressed in the senior-college years. 
The Curriculum in Commercial Engineering 
(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science) 
Freshman Year 
The courses for the freshman year are the arne a tho e pre cribed for 
tudents in Civil Engineering. 
Sophomore Year 
Fi1·st Semester Rec.. Lab. Cr. 
Phys. 61. Technical Physics ------------------------------ 3 + 6 5 
M. E. 61. Machine Shop --------------------------------- 0 + 9 3 
Math. 111. Differential Calculus --------------------------- 4 + 0 4 
B. M. 41. Accounting Principles ------------------------- 3 + 0 3 
Econ. 51. Principles of Economics ------------------------ 3 + 0 3 
C.E. 13. Engineering Problems -------------------------- 0 + 3 1 
19 
Second Semester Rec. Lab. Cr. 
Phys. 62. Technical Phy ics ------------------------------ 3 + 6 5 
Math. 112. Integral Calculus ------------------------------ 4 + 0 4 
B. M. 42. Accounting Principles ------------------------- 3 + 0 3 
Econ. 52. Principle. of Economic ------------------------ 3 + 0 3 
15 
Junior Year 
First emester Rec. Lab. r. 
E. E. 107. Electrical Circuits and Machinery--------------- 3 + 3 4 
M. E. 107. Heat Engine --------------------------------- 4 + 3 5 
C. E. 135. Water Supply --------------------------------- 2 + 3 a 
B. M. 51. Intermediat ccounting ----------------------- 3 + 0 3 
B. M. 105. Bu ine Finance ------------------------------ 3 + 0 3 
Second emester R . 
. E. 60. Applied Mechanic ----------------------------- 5 
E. E. 1 0. Electrical ircuits and Machinery--------------- 3 
.l\1. E. 10 . Heat Engine --------------------------------- 4 
B. M. 52. Cost Accounting or 
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· Senior Year 
First Semester R ec. Lab. Cr. 
C. E. 115. Graphics ------------ -------------------------- 0 + 6 2 
C. E. 131. Mechanics of Materials ------------------------ - 5 + 0 5 
B. M. 131. Business Law ________________________ ________ __ 3 + 0 3 
Econ. 143. Business and Government_ ________________ ______ 3 + 0 3 
B. M. 121. Principles of Marketing or 
Econ. 141. Labor Problems ------------------------------- 3 + 0 3 
Eng. 81. Public Speaking ------------------------------- 3 + 0 3 
19 
Second S emestM· Rec. Lab. Cr. 
C. E. 132. Material and Materials Testing ---------------- 3 + 3 4 
C. E. 154. Hydraulics ----,...- ------------------------------ 2 + 3 3 
C. E. 170. Engineering Economics ------------------------ 3 + 0 3 
B. M. 132. Business Law --------------------------------- 3 + 0 3 
B. M. 152. Business Organization and Management_ ________ 3 + 0 3 
Econ. 152. Money and Banking ____________________________ 3 + 0 3 
19 
IV. Electrical Engineering 
The curriculum in Electrical Engineering affords the student a thorough 
training in the fundamental principles of mechanics and electricity. In com-
mon with other divisions, the courses of the first two years include such 
fundamental studies as English, mathematics, chemistry, physics, drawing, 
shop work, and surveying. Specialization begins in the sophomore year with 
the study of electricity in Physics and in Elements of Electricity. The pro-
fessional studies are concentrated in the junior and senior years. 
All classroom work in Electrical Engineering is paralleled by thorough 
courses in shops and laboratory. Here the student not only acquires a work-
ing knowledge of electrical instruments and machines, but al o employs them 
in definite tests, and thus applies the principles in studies in the classroom 
to practical problems in the laboratory. Special effort is made in all the 
work to develop initiative and independent thinking. 
According to their particular interests and aptitudes, graduates from the 
curriculum in Electrical Engineering engage in the following types of engi-
neering work: research, design, maintenance, operating, construction, and 
sales. The !Dajority enter the employment of industries and corporations that 
own and operate electric lighting plants, electric railway, electric power trans-
mission, or telephone plants, in the expectation of ultimately becoming super-
intendents, chief engineers, managers, or owners. They may also enter the 
employment of builders of electrical plants, or of manufacturer of electrical 
machinery. Finally, a number of the graduate may cure po itions as admin-
i trator or teachers in engineering colleges. 
The cour 
tudent in 
The Curriculum in Electrical Engineering 
(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science) 
Freshman Year 
for the fre hman year are the sam 
ivil Engineering. 
Sophomore Year 
as tho pr crib d for 
First Semester Rec. Lab. r. 
Math. 111. Differential alculu --------------------------- 4 + 0 4 
Phys. 61. Technical Phy i ------------------------------ 3 + 6 5 
E. 13. ngine ring Problem ------------------------ -- 0 + 3 1 
C. E. 57. En in ring Drawin "--------------------------- 2 + 0 
C. E. 59. :Machine hop and Forge ________________________ 0 + o 2 
if. E. 51. Mechani m ----------------------------------- 1 + 6 3 
17 
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Second Semestm· Rec. Lab. C'r. 
Math. ll2. Integral Calculu ------------------------------ 4 + 0 4 
Phys. 62. Technical Physics ------------------------------ 3 + 6 5 
C. E. 60. Applied Mechanic -------- --------------------- .5 + 0 5 
E. E. 52. Elements of Electricity ----------------- ------- · 3 + 3 4 
18 
Junior Year 
First Semester Rec. Lab. Cr. 
Math. 171. Differential Equation ---------------- - ---- ---- ~ + 0 3 
Phys. 133. Electrical and Magnetic Measurement -------- - - l 6 3 
C. E. 131. Mechanics of Materials------------ ------------- 5 + 0 5 
E. E. 109. D. Machinery --------------- ---------------- 5 + 0 5 
E. E. ll3. D. C. Laboratory------------------------------- 0 + 6 2 
Second Semeste1· Rec. 
Math. 172. Differential Equations ---- --------------------- 3 
C. E. 132. Material and Materials Te ting --------- ------- 3 
C. E . 154. IIydraulic --------------------------- --------- 2 
C. E. 180. Contract and Specifications _____________________ 3 
E. E. ll4. D. C. Laboratory ------ --- - ----------- - - - ----- - 0 


















Fi1·st Semeste1· Rec. Lab. r. 
M. E. 107. IIeat Engine --------------------------------- 4 + 3 5 
M. E. 161. Factory Management -------------------------- 3 + 0 3 
E. E. 151. A. . Machinery------------------------------- 5 + 0 5 
E. E. 153. A. C. Laboratory------------------------------ - 0 + 6 2 
E E. 167. Communication - ------------------------ - ------ 3 + 0 3 
Second Semester Rec. Lab. r. 
C. E. 170. Engineering Economics ------------------------ 3 + 0 3 
M. E. 108. Ileat Engines --------------------------------- 4 + 3 5 
E. E. 152. A. C. Machinery-------------------------------- 5 + 0 5 
E. E. 154. A. C. Laboratory------------------------------- 0 + 6 2 
E. E. 168. Communication -------------------------------- 3 + 0 3 
18 
V. Mechanical Engineering 
The curriculum in M chanical En gin ering i de ign d: ( 1) to train tu-
dent in tho e technical and cientific ubj ct in which the engin r mu t b 
well grounded· (2) to permit tudents to pecialize in the field of m chanica! 
engineering. Sp cial tre i laid upon the followin it ms: pr paration of 
the nece ary working drawing and mould ; work in for foundry, and 
machine hop· and familiarity with the operation of power and electric li ht 
plants, and with the con truction of power ystem . Thi practical work i 
a companied by in truction in uch ubj c a h at en ine rin thermo-
dynamic team and ga en ine ring r fri eration heatin and ' 'entilatin . 
The curri ulum is de igned to prepare m n to become de ignin production 
and sale ngin r , and managers of manufacturing nt rpri ; d ignin 
and operating engineers of mechanical equipment for hote offic buildin , 
and residence ; and peciali t in the combustion of fu 1 in lubrication and 
in metallograph for overnment re earch bureau or for lar c rporation .. 
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The Curriculum in Mechanical Engineering 
(Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science) 
Freshman Year 
The courses for the freshman year are the same a tho e prescribed for the 
students in Civil Engineering. 
Sophomore Year 
First Semester Rec. 
Math. 111. Differential Calculus --------------------------- 4 
Phys. 61. Technical Physic ----------------------------- 3 
M. E. 51. Mechanisms ----------------------------------- 1 
C. E. 13. Engineering Problems ------------------------- 0 
C. E. 57. Engineering Dmwing -------------------------- 2 














Second S emeste1· Rec. Lab. Cr. 
Math. 112. Integral Calculus ------------------------------ 4 + 0 4 
Phys. 62. Technical Physics ------------------------------ 3 + 6 5 
C. E. 60. Applied Mechanics ----------------------------- 5 + 0 5 
M. E. 54. Elements of Pattern Making ____________________ 0 + 6 2 
M. E. 60. Foundry -------------------------------------- 0 + 6 2 
18 
Junior Year 
First Semester Rec. Lab. r. 
C. E. 131. Mechanics of Materials _________________________ 5 + 0 5 
E. E. 107. Electrical Circuits and Machinery--------------- 3 + 3 4 
M. E. 107. Heat Engines --------------------------------- 4 + 3 5 
M. E. 111. Metallography and Heat Treatment_ _____________ 1 + 9 4 
18 
Second S emester Rec. Lab. r . 
C. E. 132. Materials and Materials Testing _________________ 3 + 3 4 
E. E. 108. Electrical Circuits and Machinery--------------- 3 + 3 4 
M. E. 108. Heat Engines --------------------------------- 4 + 5 
M. E. ll8. Machine Design ------------------------------- 2 + 6 4 
17 
Senior Year 
First Semester Rec. I ,ah. 'r. 
C. E. 115. Graphics -------------------------------------- 0 + G 2 
M. E. 121. Machine Design ------------------------------- 2 + 6 4 
M. E. 153. Heat Power Engineering ---------------------- 4 + 3 5 
M. E. 161. Factory Management_ __________________________ 3 + 0 3 
M. E. 175. Heating, Ventilatin and Air onditionin ------- 3 + 0 3 
17 
Second Semester R c. Lab. r. 
C. E. 154. Hydraulics ------------------------------------ - + 3 3 
. E. 170. Engineering Economics ------------------------- 3 + 0 3 
C. E. 180. ontract and Specification --------------------- 3 + 0 3 
M. E. 154. Heat Power Engineering _______________________ 3 + 3 1. 
M. E. 164. Engine Design --------------------------------- 1 + 6 3 
M. E. 176. Refrigeration ----------------------------- --- - 3 + 0 3 
19 
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The Department of Civ il Engineering 
Professor Moody and Mr. Mallory 
I. ENGINEERING LECTURES. Sem. l. 1 + 1, r. l. 
A series of lectures by members of the engineering faculty and invited 
peakers. Subject considered: the field of engineering; choice of major; 
studying and note-taking; the use of the library. 
11. ENGINEERING DRAWING. Sem. l. 0+9, Cr. 3. 
Lettering, care and u e of instruments, principles of orthographic projec-
tion, common engineering geometry, working drawings, special sections, com-
mon fasteners, tracing, and duplicating. 
13. ENGINEERING PROBLEl\fS. Sem. 1. 0+3, Cr. l. 
Typical elementary problems from various fields to suggest to the student 
the nature and cope of engineering work. Lectures and problems are designed 
a an orientation course. Instruction in theory and u e of lide rule included. 
16. PLANE SURVEYING. Sem. 2. 1 + 6, Cr. 3. 
Field and drafting-room work with recitation covering the fundamentals 
and the practice of plane surveying. Required of all engineering students 
except tho e in chemical engineering. 
Prerequisite: Mathematics 61. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, $4.00. 
18. DEscRIPTIVE GEOMETRY. Sem. 2. 0+9, Cr. 3. 
A study of points, lines, and planes in space including intersection of 
solids, development of urfaces, and the principles of shades and shadows. 
Emphasis is placed on the olution of practical problems, involving the 
theory covered. 
Prerequisite: C. E. 11. 
57. ENGINEERING DRAWING. Sem. I. 2+0, Cr. 2. 
Shop sketching, pictorial representation, including isometric, cabinet and 
perspective drawing, platting, graphs, topographical map , simple layout of 
• tructural steel, electrical symbols, and architectural convention . 
Prerequisite: C. E. 11. 
60. APPLIED MECHANICS. Sem. 2. 5+0, Cr. 5. 
Statics and kinetics. Composition and resolution of forces; principles of 
equilibrium of rigid bodie . 
Prerequisite: Math. 111 and 112. or Math. 112 concurrently with C. E. 60. 
61. ToPOGRAPHIC SuRVEYING. Sem. 1. 2+6, Cr. 4. 
Field and drafting-room work with recitations, including the theory and 
u e of plane table, tadia, extant, and solar attachment to the transit, in 
triangulation, city urveying, topographic suneying. and hydrograPhic sur-
veying. 
Prerequi ite: C. E. 16. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; depo it, 4.00. 
62. ToPOGRAPHIC S RVEYING. Sem. 2. 0+3, r. I. 
A continuation of . E. 61. 
Prerequi ite: C. E. 61. 
107. CURVE, AND EABTIIWORK. Sem. l. 2+3, Cr. 3. 
Recitation and field work in imple, compound, and tran ition curves a 
related to railway . hi..,hway , and canal . Sufficient field and office work i 
given to acquaint the tudent thoroughly with the best m dern practice in tbe 
computation of earthwork quantitie , including the u e of uch equipment as 
the polar planimeter, calculator , graphs, tabl , and the rna, diagram. 
Prerequi ite: C. E. 16. 
Laboratory fee, 3.00; dep it, 4.00. 
115. GRAPH! . Each S m. 0 + 6, Cr. 2. 
Graphical determination of tres in roof and bridge tru under action 
of tatic and moving load ; al o crane , derrick and , imilar tructur . 
Prerequi ite: C. E. 60. 
116. TRE Es. Sem. 2. 5 + 0 Cr. 5. 
The determination of reaction., mom en . and bear in hearne; and imple 
trus tre in roof and brid"'e tru under tatic and dynamic load 
by th algebraic method, with orne attention to the grapllical method. 
Prerequi ite: . E. 60 and C. E. 115. 
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126. RoAns AND PAVEl\IEN'l'S. Sem. 2. 3 + 6, Cr. 5. 
Design, construction, and maintenance of various types of road and street 
wearing courses and foundations. Particular attention i given to problems 
of drainage, grade curves, widths, etc. Following Government practice, com-
plete surveys and plans are made for specific highway improvement, and 
quantities and costs are estimated. 
Prerequisite: C. E. 16. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, 4.00. 
131. MECHANics OF MA'l'ERIALS. Sem. 1. 5 + 0, Cr. 5. 
Principles of mechanics applied to structural members and engineering 
materials; mathematical theory of elasticity; interpretation of results of 
actual tests of materials; study of shapes and other products given in the 
steel company's hand-books. 
Prerequisite: C. E. 60. 
132. MATERIALS AND MATERIALS TESTING. Sem. 2. 3+3, Ct·. 't. 
A study of materials commonly used in engineering. tudy of theory. con-
struction, and use of testing machines. The method of commercial tes ting ; 
determination of the properties of construction materials by mechanical te t . 
The effect of heat upon metals is investigated and the S. A. E. ' pecifications 
are studied. 
Prerequisite: C. E. 181. 
Laboratory fee, $3.00; depo it, $4.00. 
135. WATER SuPPLY. Sem. 1. 2+3, Cr. 3. 
Sources and purity of water supplies and works for the distribution 
of water. The design of a water supply system from given data. 
154. H YDRAuucs. S em. 2. 2+3, Cr. 3. 
Lectures, recitations, and laboratory work on the laws of motion of fluids; 
covering flow through orifices. open channels, and weirs. Also hydrostatic 
pressure on dams and gates; the theory of impulse wheel , turbines, and 
centrifugal pumps; the fundamentals underlying hydraulic development. 
Prerequisite: Math. 112. 
Laboratory fee, $3.00; deposit, $4.00. 
155. BRIDGE D EsiGN. S em. 1. I+ 12, Cr. 5. 
The design of a p late girder bridge and design, with all computations 
and plans, of a simple railroad tru bridge. General detail plans show 
location of all rivets, make-up and relation of all members and connections. 
Final report gives full list of hape , plates, etc., and a cla ified analy i of 
the estimated weight of the entire structure. 
Prerequisite: C. E. 115 and 110. 
156. STRUCTURAL DESIGN. Sem. 2. 0+9, Cr. 3. 
General ·principles of structural design. Girders, column , and roof 
trusses. Design of teel frame buildings. 
Prerequisite: C. E. 116. 
161. S EWERAGE. Sem. I. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
The principle and practice in the de ign anrl eon!'tru('tiiJn of -;torm . .;;aui-
tary, and combined y terns of sewer ; ewage treatment and di. posal. with 
construction problems on the detail of plants for am . 
163. R EINFORCED CoNCRETE. Sem. I. 3 + 3, Cr. 4. 
Materials for concrete; the mixing. placing and curing of eo11er •tt• : prop-
erties of plain concrete; theory of reinforced oncr te. 
Prerequisite: C. E. 131. 
Laboratory fee, 8.00; depo it, 4.00. 
164. REINFORCED CoNCRETE. Sem. 2. 3 + 3, r. ~. 
The design of retaining walls. dam , and girder bridge . The complete 
design, with working drawing and reinforcing hedul , of a reinforc· d con-
crete building. 
Prerequi ite: C. E. 103. 
Laboratory fee, $3.00; depo It, 4.00. 
165. TR.A PORTATION Y TE 1 . Sem. 1. 4 + 0, r. 4. 
Development and relation in railway and highway tran portatlon with 
orne attention to air and inland water tran portation. Railway ma lntenan e, 
highway location, economic comparl on, flnancin.,. a nd Orl.\'anizing, tr n porta-
tion urYeys. regulation and control, coordination . 
Pr r qui. ite: enior tanding. 
166. M so nY ru FouND TIO."" • em. 2. 2+0 r. 2. 
Materials for rna onry and the metho of using them. Foundation d lgn , 
pneumatic cais on , the freezin..,. proc • piling, cofferdam . pier foundation 
in open wellJ . ordinary bridge piers, cylinders and piv t pi r , brldg abut-
men • pread fO<Jtin for building foundation . 
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170. E:NGINEERIXG EcoNOMics. Sem. 2. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
A study of the fundamental principles of economics and their application 
to engineerin"' • tructure and operation . 
1 0. Co ~TRACTS AND SI>ECU'ICATION . Sem. 2. 3 + 0, Cr. 3. 
Legal, contractural, and per onal engineering relations; development of 
contract principle ; pr paration of engineering contract . 
The Department of Electrical Engineering 
As i tant Professor Lauritzen and Mr. Mallory 
52. ELEMENTS OF ELECTRicr.rY. Sem. 2. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
An elementary course in electricity introducing fundamental law and 
principle ; al o units, instruments, induction, resistance, and capacity. In-
clude practice in illu trative problems. 
Prerequisite: Taken concurrently with Math. 112 and Physic 62. 
107. ELECTRICAL IRCUITS .AND MACHINERY. Sem. 1. 3+3, Cr. 4. 
A general course in the study of electric machinery and power, direct 
current apparatus, generation, measurement and application of electric power. 
Experimental work on direct circuits, including the use and calibration of 
instruments and the testing of direct current apparatu . Course is offered 
to non-electrical engineering students. 
Prerequisite: Physics 62, Math. 112. 
Laboratory fee, 3.00; deposit, 4.00. 
10 . EI.ECTBICAL CmcuiTS A ""D MACHINERY. Sem. 2. 3 + 3, Cr. 4. 
A continuation of course 107, with pecial cmphasi on alternating current 
apparatus and circuit . 
Prerequi ite: E. E. 107. 
Laboratory fee, $3.00; deposit, 4.00. 
109. DIREcT CuRRENT MACIIINERY. Sem. 1. 5 + 0, Cr. 5. 
A course for junior electrical engineer including the theory of direct cur-
rent dynamo electric machinery and circuit . Characteri tic curves, parallel 
operation, operating characteristic , theory of commutation rating, and effi-
ciency. 
Prerequisite: E. E. 52. 
113. D. . LABORATORY. Sem. 1. 0 + 6, Cr. 2. 
A laboratory cour e to be taken with E. E. 109. The te ·ting, operating 
characteri ti , and rating of direct current apparatu 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, '1.00. 
114. D. C. LABORATORY. Sem. 2. 0+6, Cr. 2. 
A continuation of E. E. 113. 
Prerequl.ite: E. E. 109. 
Laboratorr fee, 6.00; deposit, 4.00. 
116. ALTERNATING Curum T THEORY. Sem. 2. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
tudy of fh.IX and e. m. f. waves, circuit con tants mea urement , vector , 
single and polypha e circuits. 
Prerequi ite: E. E. 109. 
151. ALTERNATING URRENT MACHINERY. Sem. 1. 5+0, Cr. 5. 
A cour e for senior electrical engineers including the study of alternating 
current circuits and machinery. The application of mathematics and graphics 
to alternating current circuits. Transient and high frequency phenomena. 
Hystere i and eddy currents. Measurements of alternating current quan-
tities. Transformer , induction motor , and synchronous machines. 
152. ALTERNATING CURRENT MACHINERY. Sem. 2. 5 + 0, Cr. 5. 
A continuation of E. E. 151. 
Prerequi ite: E. E. 151. 
153. A. C. LABORATORY. Sem. 1. 0+6, Cr. 2. 
A laboratory our e to be taken with E. E. 151. The t ting of alternating 
current circuit and apparatu . Operating and efficiency tests of tran former 
and alternatin"' current machinery. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; depo it, 4.00. 
154. A. C. LABORATORY. Sem. 2. 0+6, Cr. 2. 
continuance of E. E. 153. 
Prerequi ite: E. E. 153. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; depo it, 4.00. 
167. o IM NICATION. Sem. 1. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
The th ory of thermionic emi ion, con idered with the characteri ti , 
operation and application of the vacuum tube. 
Prerequi ite: enior E. E. or by penni ion. 
16 . OMMUNICATION. Sem. 2. 3-1-0 Cr. 3. 
ontinuation of E. E. 167. 
'OLLEGE OF ENGINEERI~G 
The Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Professor Cushman and Assistant Professor Uban 
51. MEcHANISMS. Sem. 1. 1 + 6, Cr. 3. 
5 
A study of the variou elemental mechani m used in machine con truc-
tion; includ.ing instant centers, velocity and velocity diao-rams, parallel and 
straight line motions, belt and pulley layouts, and the de i"'n of cam and gears. 
54. EJ.EMF.NTS OF PATTERN M.AKING. Sem. 2. O+G, Cr. 2. 
Care and use of woodworking tools and machinery. Practice in the fun-
damental principle of joinery applied to individual project . Making of 
imple pattern in one piece, coring, and plit pattern . Rules of hrinkage, 
clearance, rapping, and fini hing allowance. 
Laboratory fee, Ci.OO; depo it, 4.00 . 
59. MACHINE SHoP AND FoRGE. Sem. l. 0+6, r. 2. 
Hand working of metals. Care and operation of common machine tools, 
as drill presse , lathes, shaper , millers, grinders and saw , simple forlring, 
welding, and heat treating. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, 4.00. 
60. FouNDRY. Sem. 2. 0 + 6, Cr 2. 
The making of bench and floor mould , green and baked and core , alum-
inum and brass furnace practice and operation. upola practice for ca t iron 
with the determination of charge and the composition of the resultant ca ting . 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, 4.00. 
61. MACHINE SHoP. Sem. l. 0+9, Cr. 3. 
This course completes the work described under o. .i !l. In addition, 
particular attention is paid to jigs, fixtures, and automatic machinery as 
used in manufacturing proces e . 
Required of Mechanical Engineer . 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; deposit, 4.00. 
107. HEAT ENGINEs. Sem. l. 4+3, Cr. 5. 
Thermodynami s; the theory of gases and vapors, their law and behavior; 
engine and compres or cycles. The types, mechanical featur , and perform-
ance of air compres or and engine , and ga , oil, and vapor pi ton engin . 
The laboratory work include tests of bearing , b 1 , and other mechanical 
equipment, the testing of oils, a study of carburetors and fuel pumps, and 
of valves and valve gears for internal combu tion engines. Internal com-
bustion engine and air engine tests are made. 
Laboratory fee, 8.00; depo it, $4.00. 
108. HEAT ENGINES. Sem. 2. 4+3, Cr. 5. 
A continuation of M. E. 107. Include the tudy of governor , team engine 
valve gear , turbines, fuel and combu tion, boiler , furnaces, grate , pumps, 
condensers, and other heat exchanges u ed in power plants. The laboratory 
work includes further te ts on internal combustion engine , team engine 
valve etting, flue ga analy is, the steam engine indicator, the team calor-
imeter; and tests on air com pres ors, team engines, and boiler . 
Laboratory fee, 8.00; depo it, $4.00. 
Ill. METALLOGRAPHY AND HEAT ThEATMEN'!' OF METALS. Sem. l. 1 +9, r. 4. 
Physical metallography of ferrous, non-ferron , and alloy metal . Micro-
copic study and phy leal testing of a repre entative variety of specimens. Lab-
oratory experiments in heat treatment of metal and alloy . nnealing, harden-
ing, normalizing, pherodizing, and carburizing and their tfect on uch phys-
ical character! tic as ten ile strength, structure, hardnes , and ductility. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; depo it, 4.00. 
118. MAcniNE DEIGN. Sem. 2. 2+6, Cr. 4. 
Theory of machine and applied problem in design of fly-wheel , belts, 
rop , chain , brak , clutches, cylinders, riveted joints, key , cotter , fasten-
ings, haf , coupling , journals, bearings, pur gearing , and prlng . 
Prerequl ite: M. E. 51. 
121. MACHINE DEIGN. Sem. l. 2+6, Cr. 4. 
Continuation of M. E. 118, but more advanced in character. Cover 
analy i of forces and design of parts, and con ider wear, dynamic for es, 
critical peed , and the application of the theory of ela ticity. 
153. HEAT PoWER ENGINEERING. Sem. l. 4+3, Cr. 5. 
Particular attention i paid in this cour e to the de ign, operation, and 
pecial features of the larger types of power equipment and plant . The 
different type of prime mover are compared with the view of developing 
the principle that underlie an intelligent election for a particular use. Th 
unitlow engine, the turbine, and the Di el engine are tudied in orne detail, 
and a tudy i made of heat transmi ions. The laboratory work include 
the analy is of fuels and the testing of fans and blower . 
Laboratory fee, 3.00; dep it, 4.00. 
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154<. HEAT PowER ENGINEERING. Sem. 2. 3 + 3, Cr. 4. 
A continuation of M. E. 153. Boilers, furnaces, pumps, condensers, feed 
water heaters, economizers, air preheaters, evaporators, feed water treatment, 
instrwnents, power plant finance and economics. The lay-out of power plants 
of various size is tudied. The laboratory work includes tests and heat 
balances of actual power plants, including one on a large modern Northern 
Indiana Public Service Company station. 
Laboratory fee, 3.00; depo it, 4.00. 
161. FACTORY MANAGEl\IEN'l'. Sem. 1. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
Organization and lay-out; selection, placement, and wage payment of 
laborers; scientific management in production. 
Prerequisite: Senior standing. 
164. ENGINE DESIGN. Sem. 1. 1 +6, Cr. 3. 
Design and detail of steam and internal combustion engines. 
173. HEA'l'ING, VEN'l'ILATI .. G AND Am CoNDITIONING. Sem. 1. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
A study of methods of heating and ventilating residences, public build-
ings, and industrial plants. The ventilation of tunnels, hafts. and mines 
receives some attention. During the Ia t few weeks a small heating and 
ventilating plant is designed. 
176. REFRIGERATION. Sem. 2. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
Theory and de ign of refrigeration and air conditioning system' . 
PART VI 
THE COLLEGE OF PHARMACY 
The College of Pharmacy 
General Information 
History 
The College of Pharmacy, which graduated its first class in 1893, offered 
its students at that time a fifty weeks' course for the purpose of giving the 
men in the profession a slight knowledge of the science of pharmacy. Mean-
while, the tremendous advances in the fields of medicine, chemistry, and allied 
sciences made it necessary for the pharmacist to engage in a more extensive 
study of his work in order to retain his place in the community. This need 
was met by organizing curricula of two and three years' duration. Recent 
survey of pharmaceutical education,. however, indicate that a curriculum of 
at least four years is now indispensable. This fact led the College of Phar-
macy to introduce such a curriculum, as the minimum, beginning in the aca-
demic year 1930-1931; and since the academic year 1932-1933, all the recognized 
schools and colleges of pharmacy in the United States have established four-
year cu nicula as the minimum. 
Purpose 
A recent urvey of pharmacy made by an impartial observer states that 
pharmacy is a profession as well as a business. Recognizing the truth of thi 
observation, the College of Pharmacy aims to give its studeRts : ( 1) sound 
instruction in the fundamental sciences with which a pharmacist has to deal, 
(2) thorough training in the practical lines of his profession, and (3) as 
broad a cultural background as is possible within the prescribed time. Such 
training hould serve to give him high professional and business standing in 
the community. 
Recognition 
The College holds membership in the American Association of College of 
Pharmacy. The object of the Association is to promote the interests of 
pharmaeeutical education. All schools holding membership must maintain 
certain minimum requirements for curriculum, equipment, entrance, and grad-
uation. It has been the influence of this a sociation which has cau ed phar-
macy curricula to change from time to time. 
Equipment 
Eight laboratories in Science Hall and the Biology Building furni h ample 
facilitie for the students to do their practical work. The main chemical lab-
oratory and the pharmacy laboratory are each able to accommodate several 
hundred student . The dispensing laboratory is well supplied with modern 
prescription equipment. The materia-medica room is fitted with individual 
desk, and lockers for pharmacognosy and contains display-cabinets filled with 
ampl of all the official crude drugs, also chemicals and pharmaceutical 
apparatus. There are also special laboratories for Bacteriology, Botany, and 
Phy ·iology. A good working library, which contains the late t publication in 
the pharmaceutical fi ld, is maintained in connection with th maiR Univer-
ity library. 
Valparaiso University Pharmaceutical Association 
The Valparaiso Univer ity Pharmaceutical A ociation wa organiz d a 
an extra-curricular activity to fo ter student intere t in the cientific and 
bu in a pect of pharmacy. All pharmacy student are eligible for mem-
ber hip. Th program con ist of lectures by men connected with pharmacy, 
movie on related ubject , and occasional participation by the member . 
Among the duties of the A ociation are the arrangement of the annual 
inspection trip to th variou larg pharmaceutical manufactur r , and of 
the annual spring picnic and other social events. 
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Field Trips 
The faculty annually arranges inspection trips to the pharmaceutical 
manufacturing establishments in such cities as Chicago, Indianapolis, and 
Detroit, so that the students may have some understanding of the preparation 
of chemicals and galenicals upon a commercial scale. 
Admission 
The requirements for admission to the College of Pharmacy are the same 
as those of the College of Liberal Arts, except that the minimum age for 
entrance is 17 years. 
Graduation 
The degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy requires the ati factory 
completion of 135 credit hour of the four-year curriculum with at least 
135 quality points. All candidates for the degree of Bachelor of ci nee in 
Pharmacy must spend at least their last year (thirty-six weeks ) in re idence 
at Valparaiso University. 
Students entering with advanced standing from non-pha rmacy schools 
must complete at least three full years of credit in a school of pharmacy to 
be eligible for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy. 
Pre-Pharmacy Program 
The College of Liberal Arts offers a one-year pre-pharmacy program to 
meet the entrance requirement of those colleges or schools of pharmacy which 
require one year of prescribed work in liberal arts for admission to the 
pecified work in pharmacy. 
The Dean of the College of Pharmacy should be con ulted concerning this 
program. 
The Four-Year Curriculum 
The college offer a four-year curriculum leading to the degree of B achelor 
of cience in Pharmacy (B.S. in Pharmacy). 
This curriculum prepares the tudent: ( 1) for the dutie of the reta il 
pharmacist, (2) for such positions as those of ho pital pha rmacist and analyt -
ical chemist in pharmaceutical and food la boratories, and (3) fo r employment 
in various branches of government er vice. The cour e offe red in the curric-
ulum include not only those of the fundamental sciences in volved in t he tudy 
of pharmacy, but also such as are of general cultural value. 
The Four-Year Curriculum 
(L ad ing to the degree of Bachelor of Sci nee in Pharmacy) 
Fit·st emeste1· 
Pharm. I. 
Engli h I. 
Chern. 51. 
Botany 51. 
Math. · 51. 
Freshman Year 
Class Lab. Cr. 
Pharmac u tical Technique ------------- --- - 2 + 3 3 
Fre hman ompo ition --------------------- 3 + 0 3 
General hemistry ------------------------- 3 + 2 4 
eneral Botany ---------------------------- 2 + 4 4 
olle e lgebr'a ---------------------------- 4 + 0 4 
econd 




2 . harmaceutical :\!athematic ---------------- 2 
Pharmaceutical Latin ---------------------- 2 
Fre~hman omp ition --------------------- a 
I norganic h mi ·try ----------------------- !3 
Lab. Cr. 
+ 0 2 









ualitath· Analy i ------------------------ 0 
General Botany ---------------------------- 2 
t- 0 3 
+ 0 3 
+ 9 3 
4 4-
17 







Operative Pharmacy------------------------ 2 + 3 
Theqry of Pharmacy: Inorganic _____________ 3 + 0 
Phys. 51. 
Organic Chemistry ------------------------- 3 + 6 
General Physics ---------------------------- 3 + 3 
Econ. 51. Principles of Economics _____________________ 3 + 0 












Operative Pharmacy -------------------- 2 
Jesus and His Teachings*t ------------------ 3 
Organic Chemistry ------------------------- 2 
General Physics --------------------------- 3 
Principles of Economics _____________________ 3 
Junior Year 
Clas 
Pharmacognosy ---------------------:------- 3 
Elementary Dispensing --------------------- 1 
Quantitative Analysis, Volumetric ----------- 2 
Elementary Physiology --------------------- 3 
1'he Bible*t ------------------------------- 3 
Second Semester Class 
Pharm. 112. Elementary Dispensing --------------------- 1 
Pharm. 104. Pharmacognosy ---------------------------- 3 
Chern. 164. History of Pharmacy and Chemi try or 
Pharm. 148. Pharmaceutical Jurisprudence -------------- 2 
Pharm. 140. Theory of Pharmacy: Ot·ganic _______________ 4 
Botany 140. Bacterioloo-y ------------------------------- 2 










Advanced Dispensing ---------------------- 1 
Pharmacology, Toxicology, and Therapeutic __ 3 
Pharmacological Standardization ------------ 0 
Pharmacopoeial A say --------------------- '> 
Pharma<'opoeial Chemi try ------------------ 3 
Lettering ---------------------------------- 0 
































































*The e our es are required of all tudent' except tho ' e who have recei,·ect exemp-
tion from tlle Committee on dmi ions and Degrees. 
tRecommended electives for tho e granted e ·emption from cour-e~ in religion: 
General Psychology 51. Introdu tion to the Study of Human ociety 51-52. Ethics 
105, Pllilosopby 101, 102, 141, 142, Principles of ~Iarketing 121. ~larket Admini tration 
122, Quantitative Analysi , Gravimetric 110, Elementary Phr~ic:al and Theoretical 
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erneste1· Class Lab. 
156. Advanced Dispensing ----------------------- 1 + 3 
152. Pharm·acology, Toxicology and Therapeutics __ 3 + 0 
164. History of Chemistry and Pharmacy or 
148. Pharmaceutical Jurisprud nee _______________ 2 + 0 
1 0. U. S. P. and T F. __________________________ 2 + 0 
124. Lettering ---------------------------------- 0 + 2 
138. Bio-Chemi try ----------------------------- 2 + 3 
151. The Church and Her Work**t --------------- 2 + 0 
C ourses of Instruction 
Pharmacy 
Professor Lofgren, Associate Professor Harwood, 











1. PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNIQUE. Sem. 1. 2+3, Cr. 3. 
A cour e dealing with the fundamental principles of pharmaceutical 
operation. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00; depo it, 4.00. Lofgren, Lien 
28. PHARl\t:ACEUTICAL MATHEMATics. Sem. 2. 2+0, Cr. 2. 
A course in mathematic dealing with problem peculiar to pharmacy, 
uch a weights, mea ure , pecific gravity, alligation, proportion, percent-
age, profits, and costs. Harwood 
30. PHARMACEUTICAL LATIN. Sem. 2. 2+0, Cr. 2. 
A cour e in beginning Latin emphasizing the term used in writing and 
interpreting phy ician ' prescriptions. Harwood 
75-76. OPERATIVE PHARMACY. Yr. Each Semester. 2+3, r. 3. 
An exhau tive tudy of the galenical and inorganic chemical prepara-
tions of the United States Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary which 
are not ordinarily made extemporaneou ly by the pharmacist, but are u ually 
purcha ed from the manufacturer. Exampl of the various type of pr p-
arations will be made in the laboratory. 
Prerequi ite: Pharmacy 1. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00 per erne ter; depo it, $4.00. Lofgren 
111-112. Yr. Each Semester. 1 +3, Cr. 2. 
tudy of the preparation found in the United tat 
Pharmacopoeia and the ational Formulary which commonly are made extem-
poraneou ly by the pharmaci t. Example of the variou kinds of pr para-
tions are manufactured in the laboratory. 
Prerequi ite: Pharmacy 76. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00 per erne ter; d po it, 4.00. Lofgr n 
123. LETTERING. Each m ter. 0+2, Cr. 1. 
The cour e in lett rina- pro,·ide the tudent with a know! dge of th evolu-
tion of letter form, and the practical application of variou alphabets in 
hand lettering, illumination and commercial art. Zimm rman 
124. LETTERING. ach Sem ter. 0 + 2, Cr. 1. 
ontinuation of Lettering 123. 
Prerequi ite: Lettering 123. Zimmerman 
14 . m. 2. 2 + 0 r. 2. 
t to the pharmaci t, with 
Harwood 
155-156. 
LOO. Lofgr n 
* Required of Lutheran tudent only. thcr tudcn take 
tRecomm nded el tiv for tho grant cl ex mption from ur in r l111;ion: 
General P, ychology 51. Intr lu tion to th tudy of Human ociety 51-52, Elhk 
105, Philo oph · 101. 10!!. HI , 112. Principle of Mark ting 121 . tark t Admini trati n 
122, QuantitatiY _ naly i . ra' im tric llfl , I<:l m ntary Ph) . i al and Th or ti al 
Cbemi. try 1 l, Foreign Langua 
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180. U. S. P. AND N. F. Sem. 2. 2+0, Cr. 2. 
A systematic review of the preparations and crude drugs of the United 
States Pharmacopoeia and the ational Formulary. Lofgren 
195-196. ADVANCED PROBLEMS IN PHARl\IACY OR PHAR::IIACEt:TICAL CHEl\[JSTRY. 
Sem. 1. and 2. 2 to 5 Cr. 
A study of advanced problems in manufacturing pharmacy, pharmaceutical 
assay or pharmaceutical chemistry. Credit and arrangement of schedule is 
made by members of the pharmacy staff. 
Prerequisite: Pharmacy 156 or 177. 
Laboratory fee, $1.50 per credit; deposit, $ t. OO . 
Pharmacognosy-Pharmacology 
Assistant Professor Kaufmann, Professor Lofgren 
103-104. P HARMACOGNOsY. Yr. Each Semester. 3 +3, Cr. 4. 
A study of the sources, preparation, physical and chemical character-
istics, active constituents, Latin and common names of crude vegetable, ani-
mal, and chemical drugs used medicinally. The laboratory work deals with 
the macroscopic and microscopic study of the important official vegetable drugs. 
Prerequisite: Botany 52. 
Laboratory fee, $8.00. Kaufmann 
151-152. PHARMACOLOGY, ToxicOT"OGY, AND THERAPEUTics. Yr. Each Semes-
ter. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
A study of the physiological action, toxicity, and therapeutic uses of 
medicinal substances with special reference to the drugs and preparations of 
the United States Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary. 
Prerequisite: Pharmacognosy 104, Chemistry 102, Elementary Phvsiol-
ogy 75. Lofgren 
161. PHARMACOJ"OGICAL S·.rANDARDIZATION. Sem. 1. 0 +3, Cr. 1. 
A laboratory and demonstration course in biological drug assayin"" with 
special reference to the methods of the United States Pharmacopoeia. 
Prerequisite: Elementary Physiology 75. 
Laboratory fee, $8.00. Lofgren 
Pharmaceutical Chemistry 
Associate Professor Harwood 
81. THEORY OF PHARMACY: INoRGANIC. Sem. 1. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
A study of the inorganic chemicals of the United States Pharmacopoeia 
and the National Formulary stressing their official name , synonyms, Phar-
maceutical properties and uses. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 54. Harwood 
140. THEORY OF PHARMACY : ORGANIC. Sem. 2. 4+0, Cr. 4. 
A study of the organic chemicals of the United States Pharmacopoeia 
and the National Formulary stressing their official names, synonyms, phar-
maceutical properties, and uses. 
Prerequsite: Chemistry 102. Harwood 
177. PHARl\IACOPOEIAL AssAY. Sem. 1. 2+6, Cr. 4. 
A study of the quantitative tests for standardization of drug and medi-
cines as used in the United States Pharmacopoeia a nd the ~ational Formulary. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 109. 
Laboratory fee, 6.00 ; deposit, $4.00. Harwood 
185. PrrARl\IACOPOEIAL CHEMISTRY. Sem. 1. 3+0, Cr. 3. 
A systematic review of the chemistry and propertie of the inorganic and 
organic sub tance of the United State Pharmacopoeia and the :\ ational 
Forrnulan·. Harwood 
PART VII 
THE SCHOOL OF LAW 
The School of Law 
Purpose 
Modern American law i a composite of the common law and legislative 
and constitutional enactments. This law is the fruit of hundreds of years of 
development in England and later in America toward the establishment of a 
system of law which would adequately protect the rights, powers, privileges, 
and immunities of individuals and suppress personal and public wrongs. 
Right, justice, and liberty under law are its objectives. 
As developed thus far, though many important changes have been made 
through legislation, this system of law is, primarily, the outgrowth of the 
<:ecisions of courts in cases that have come before them. The judicial process 
involves many considerations. Important among these are the consideration 
which should be given to decisions of former similar cases; the possible effect 
of pertinent legislative enactments; and the influence which the social interest 
involved should have upon the decision. 
The School of Law seeks to acquaint its students with the principles and 
rules that have thus been established, without overlooking outstanding local 
peculiarities of the law as it exists in the various states of the United States 
and in the federal jurisdiction. The aim is not solely to give information nor 
is it solely to supply mental training. Discipline in the methods of legal 
reasoning and analysis is considered of great importance; but this is supple-
mented by much practical information and by training in the operative func-
tions. The students is acquainted with the ideals and traditions of the profes-
sion. He is trained in drawing legal papers. Courses are offered in pleading 
and trial practice. A practice court is maintained, in which the student must 
take all the steps required in the preparation and trial of a case. Professional 
interest of the students is stimulated through lectures by practicing lawyers 
and by judges. A sane and practical balance between theory and practice is 
thus attained. Legislative enactments and social influences are not neglected; 
yet the judicial process through which law takes its final form must necessarily 
remain the central concern of the School of Law. 
Rank of the School of Law 
The School i fully approved by the American Bar ociation through its 
Council on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar. 
Association of American Law Schools 
The School i a member of the Association of American Law Schools, an 
organization compo. ed of eighty-two law school in the "[ nited State and 
Canada. 
New York Board of Regents 
The degree of Bachelor of Laws is approved by the Board of Regent of 
the University of the State of New York. 
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools 
The University of which the School of Law is a part holds me~pbership in 
the North Central As ociation of ollege and. econdar~· chool , th accred-
iting association of the college and univer itic of the ~1iddle We t . 
General Information 
Historical Statement 
The chool of Law wa organized in 1 79 by th Honorable Mark L. 
DeMotte who remained at it head for nearly thirtY -rear . Durino- that 
time hundred, of graduate became ucc ful lawyer . and many w re given 
political pr f rment or judicial honor both in tate and nati.pn. Colonel 
DeMotte retired during the year 1907-190 b cau e of ill health. Hi place was 
taken by Milo J. Bowman, who , erved a . Dean for a period of more than 
henty year .. 
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In 1926 the School of Law wa · moved to the main floor of the rt -Law 
Building. 
The School of Law was approved by the Council on Legal Education of 
the American Bar Association May 6, 1929, and was elected a member of 
the Association of American Law Schools December 28. 1930. 
Practice Court 
The School maintain a cour e in practice court, under an in tructor who 
has had experience in the practice of law. 
The Law Library 
The law library, which consists of about eleven thou and volume , meet 
the requirements of all accrediting association . 
The library contains the official reports of the Supreme ourt of the United 
States and those of thirty-seven states up to the reporter ystem, the ational 
Reporter System complete, all sets of general annotated decisions, full Eng-
lish Reprint of English reports and digests, the United States Code Annotated 
and earlier compilations of federal statutes, the United State Statute at 
Large, state revi ed statutes or compilations and session laws, the American 
Digest Sy tern, state and special dige ts, citator ·, twelv legal p riodical , 
the tandard law encyclopedias, and a collection of tate trial , legal hi 'torie , 
and treatises on law and jurisprudence. 
University Lawyers' Association 
The University Lawyers' Association enables the law student to make a 
more intimate contact with the practical side of the legal profession. Thi 
purpose is accompli hed by mean of a series of lectures given by prominent 
lawyers and judge who are able to give the student an id a of what he can 
expect and what will be expected of him when he him elf ent r the practice 
of law. Thi organization has encouraged the law student to become a member 
of the Junior Bar Association of his state if one is established therein. Thi 
gives the student the opportunity and the privilege of making per onal contact 
with the practicing lawyers. The Lawyers' As ociation has invited the pre-
legal student to become a sociate member . This give uch tuden an 
opportunity to become acquainted with I gal work b fore a tually entering 
upon it. All law tudents are eligible to full membership in the • ociation. 
Curricula 
The Univ r ity offers in th chool of Law a thre -year curriculum, ba ·ed 
on an entrance r quirement of two year of coil g work, leading to th d gr 
of Bachlor of Law (LL.B.). The University al o offer a ix-y ar curriculum, 
compri ing three year of colleg work and thr e . ear of work in law, 1 ad-
ing to the d gree of Bach lor of Arts ( .B.) and Bachelor of Law (LL.B.) . 
The need for 
d ign d to giv 
fore directed to 
Proc dure, d 
Practice and Procedure 
training in practic and pr edur ha. b n m t by ·ours s 
kill in the application of law in practice. Attention i. th r -
the cour e called e of Book , riminal Pro· uur ·, ivil 
PI adinO' Trial Practic , Evidence and Pra ·ti ·e ou rl. 
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ment. The above requirements, except a to quality points, are fixed by the 
Association of American Law Schools. 
The entrance requirements of this University call for graduation from a 
four-year approved secondary school. 
Except by special permission of the Committee on Admissions and Degrees, 
no special students are admitted. In no case will more than one such student 
be allowed to matriculate during any academic year. 
All rules and regulations of the University, except as herein noted, apply 
in general to the School of Law. 
A dvanced St and ing 
A student transferring from another law school may receive credit not 
exceeding two years, provided: (1) that the law school is a member of the 
Association of American Law Schools or is on the approved list of the Amer-
ican Bar Association; (2) that the student transferring meets the scholastic 
average required by that law school; (3) that his scholastic standing meets 
the requirements of Valparaiso University for advanced standing; ( 4) that 
the work which he has completed is similar in character to that which is 
given at Valparaiso University; and (5) that he has met the entrance require-
ments of the School of Law. 
The right i reserved to withhold such credit, wholly or in part. Credit 
which has been granted may be withdrawn because of poor work at this 
university. 
Requ irements f or G raduat ion 
The requirements of the first year are constant. Except by approval of 
the Committee on Admis ions and Degrees, first year law students are not 
permitted to take cour es in other colleges of the University. The required 
courses for the second year are Business Organization II, Equity, and Code 
Pleading. Those for the third year are Constitutional Law, Trusts, Legal 
Ethics and Practice Court. Students in the second and third years must elect, 
in addition to the above required work, enough work in law to make a total 
of not less than 77 hours and 77 quality points. Upon approval by the Com-
mittee on Admissions and Degrees, a second or third year student m ay elect, 
from course offered in the College of Liberal Arts, not more than four 
hours of extra work each seme ter. Attendance at special lectures i required 
of all students. 
Combined Liberal Arts-Law Curriculum 
Student who have completed three years (94 semester hours ) of work in 
the College of Liberal Arts, and have received 94 quality points, will receive 
the degree of A.B. upon completing the fir st year in the School of L aw, and 
the degree of LL.B. upon completing two additional year in the chool of 
Law. By electing the combined course, student may obtain the t wo d egree 
in six years. Students who elect the combined curriculum mu t fulfill the 
requirements of the College of Liberal Arts a to the combiried progr am. 






Curriculum for the School of Law 
First Year 
First emcster r. 
ontract ------ - ----- - ---- 5 
Property I - - - ------ - - ----- 3 
Tort -- - - ------- - - - --- -- - - 5 
U e of Book ------ --- - ---- 1 







econd S emester r. 
Bu ine Or anization L ___ 2 
ivil Procedure ------------ 3 
riminal Law and Procedure 3 
U e of Book -------------- I 
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Second 
First Semester Cr. 
Business Organization IL--- 2 
Equity -------------------- 3 
Electives ------------------ 7 
12 
Third 
First Semester Cr. 
Constitutional Law -------- 3 
Trusts -------------------- 3 










Second Semester Cr. 
Business Organization II ___ 2 
Equity -------------------- 2 
Code Pleading --- ---------- 2 
Electives ------------------ 6 
12 
Se.cond Semester Cr. 
Constitutional L,aw -------- 2 
Legal Ethics _______________ 2 
Practice CourL------------ 3 
Electives ------------------ 5 
12 
Electives 1937-1938 and in Alternate Years Thereafter: 
First Semeste1· Cr. Second Semester Cr. 
221. Trial Practice ------------- 3 154. Bills and Notes----------- - 3 
161. Insurance ----------------- 2 198. Property III -------------- 3 
187. Persons ------------------- 2 178. Municipal Corporations----- 2 






Electives 1938-1939 and in 
First Semester Cr. 
Carriers ------------------- 2 
Mortgages ---------------- 2 
Suretyship ---------------- 2 
Evidence ------------------ 3 
9 
8 
Alternate Years Thereafter: 
Second Semester Cr. 
206. Conflict of Laws ____________ 2 
196. Sales ---------------------- 3 
204. Creditors' Rights ---------- 3 
8 
Courses in Law 
First Year Courses (Required) 
102. BusiNESS ORGANIZATION I. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
This course consists of a treatment of the law of Agency embracing the 
nature and purpose of the agency relation; parties to the relation; methods 
of its creation, the authority of the agent, duties owed by agent to prin-
cipal; rights of agent again t principal; power of agent to ubject principal 
to liability on contract and in tort; undisclosed principal; ratification and 
termination of the agency. 
Magill and Hamilton: Cases on Bu ines Organization, Volume I. Wehling 
llO. CIVIL PRoCEDURE. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A tudy of the Common Law action including their origin, development 
and niodificatiop by modern codes and tatute ; a urvey of the Common Law 
systems of pleading with a critical analy i of its succe in reaching is ues 
of law and fact between the litigants. 
Ca ebook to be selected. Jox 
101. CoNTRACTS. Sem. I. Cr. 5. 
Offer and acceptance; contractual intent; communication of offer and 
acceptance; kinds of contract; con ideration; ealed contrac ; rights and 
liabilitie of beneficiaries; of as ign e ; joint and everal contracts; illegal 
contract ; conditions; di charge of contracts; tatute of Fraud . 
Co tigan: Cases on Contracts (third edition). • Wehling 
104. CnnnNAJ. LAW AND PROCEDURE. em. l. r. 1. m. 2. r. 3. 
General con iderations; solicitation and attempt; a ult, battery, and 
mayhem; false impri onment; homicide; rap ; larceny; embezzl ment and 
fal e preten e ; receiving tolen property; bur~lary; arson; infamy; com-
bination of per on ; criminal procedure. Attention · given to re ommenda-
tion of American Law In titute. 
Harno: ca es on Criminal Law and Procedure. Morland 
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107. PROPERTY I. Sem. l. Cr. 3. 
Personal property; pos es ory intere ts in chattel ; acqui ition of title 
to chattels; fixtures. Real property; general introduction; rights in another' 
land: Particularly, rents, profis a prendre, "natural" rights, easements, 
licenses, and covenants running with the land. 
Bigelow: Ca es on Personal Property ( econd edition) . 
Bigelow: Cases on Rights in Land (second edition). Berry 
108. PROPERTY II. Sem. 2. Cr. 5. 
Original title, including pos essory title, pre cription and accretion ; deriva-
tive title, including execution of deeds, description of property conveyed. crea-
tion of easements by implication, estates created, covenant for title, estoppel 
by deed and priorities. 
Bigelow: Cases on Rights in Land (second edition). 
Aigler: Cases on Titles (second edition). Berry 
105. ToRTS. Sem. l. Cr. 5. 
Specific torts, namely, a ault, battery, false imprisonment, trespas to 
land and to good : deceit, defamation, maliciou, prosecution; liability for 
negligent conduct; legal cau at ion; absolute liability of landowner' to third 
parties; injuries to economic rights. 
Bohlen: Case' on Torts (third edition). Jox 
103. UsE OF BooK . Sem. l. Cr. l. Sem. 2. Cr. l. 
Training in legal research and the use of authoritie . ca e', indices and 
dige ts. 
Material to be elected. Morland 
Second Year Courses (Required) 
153. BusiNEss ORo NIZATION II. Sem. l. Cr. 2. Sem. 2 Cr. 2. 
This course consi ts of a treatment of the law of partnership and private 
corporation in relation to each other. It con ider the formation, the going 
concern, problem of contract and of tort. divi ion of proceed . and solvent 
dissolution of each type of organization. Material relating to business 
trusts, limited partnerships and joint tock a ociation are al o con idered. 
Magill and Hamilton: Cases on Busine Organization. Volume II. Wehling 
152. ConE PLEADING. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
An interpretation of the provi ion of modern codes of pleading, with pe-
cial attention to the influence of the common law , y"tem of pleading on the 
judicial con truction of these code ; uo-ge ted modification of existing codes. 
Hinton: Ca es on Code Pleading (third edition). Jox 
165. EQUITY. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. Sem. 2. r. 2. 
Nature and scope of equity; injunction , pecific performance; reformation 
and recession; recovery for benefit wrongly retained: bill of peace, bill of 
interpleader. bill quia timet. Brief attention i al o gh·en to Qua -i-Contract:. 
Cook: Ca e~ on Equity. One volume ( econd edition). Morland 
Third Year Courses (Required) 
205. CoNSTr.ruTIO~ .\L LAw. Sem. l. Cr. 3. em. 2. r. 2. 
Relation between the federal government and the tate; cope of legis-
lative, judicial, and executive power ; interstate commerce, money; federal 
taxation; territories and dependencie ; con titutional limitation in favor 
of life, liberty, and property; du proce ~ of law and equal protection of 
the laws; power of states. 
Casebook to be elected. Morland 
164. LEGAL ETHIC. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
The natur of the prof ion: pecuniary limitation , adverti in~. -olici-
tation, fee , lawyer's oath; ethical duties of lawyer to ociety, to courts, 
to clients, to litigants; ethi of employment; C non;; of Ethk" of the Amer-
ican Bar A ociation. 
Arant: e on Legal Ethic . Weblin"' 
212. PRAcTicE CouRT. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Pra~tical xer i·e- are "'iven in the cmnmencement. maturing, and trial 
of case . The tudent incidental1y acquire a familiarity \\ith draftino- plead-
ing , brief making. and the te ·hniqu of practi e. but the greater str . is 
laid upon developing the pow ,., of con. tructive thinkine- in correlatin"' pro-
cedure and ub tantive law. Jox 
209. TRu TS. em. 1. r. 3. 
The origin and nature of tru t ; r ultin~ and con tructhe tru.-t-: ch r-
itable tru t ; duties of tru t : rem di of ce tui qui tru~t . 
ott : a - , on Tru ts (second edition). Berry 
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Electives for Second and Third Years 
155. Am~IINISTRATIVE LAw. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
The law of public officers, including extraordinary legal remedies. 
Freund: Cases on Administrative Law (second edition). 
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[Not offered 1937-193 .] Morland 
154. BrLI.s AND NoTEs. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
History and development of the law of negotiable instruments from the 
law merchant, through the common law and into its present codified state 
in the Uniform Negotiable Instruments Law; the formal requisites of bills, 
notes, and checks; the necessary steps to perfect the holder's rights; and 
the discharge of negotiable instruments. 
Britton: Cases on Bills and Notes (second edition). Wehling 
202. CARRIERS. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
A general consideration of bailment undertaking involving ordinary liabil-
ities, and a more extended study of carriers, innkeepers, and other public 
service relations involving extraordinary liability. 
Goddard: Ca es on Carriers (second edition ) . Berry 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] 
206. CoNFLICT OF LAws. Sem. 2. Cr. 2. 
A study of the principles which control in determining when a forei~n 
law, a law of some other state than that of the form, hould be applied in 
adjudicating the rights of parties. 
Lorenzen: Cases on Conflict of Laws (third edition) . 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] J ox 
204. CREDITORS' RIGHTS. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
The legal and equitable remedies of the unsecured creditor against hi insol-
vent debtor, including enforcement of judgments by legal and equitable pro-
cess, fraudulent conveyances, general as ignments, creditor ' agreements, re-
. ceiverships, and bankruptcy. 
Hanna: Cases on Creditors' Rights (second edition ) . Berry 
207. EviDENCE. Sem. 1. Cr. 3. 
Rules for the exclusion of evidence, functions of the court and jury; 
burden of proof; circumstantial evidence; hear ay; the examina tion of wit-
nesses; the "parol evidence" rule. 
Hinton: Cases on Evidence (second edition). 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] Jox 
215. FEDERAT" J unrsmcTioN. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Juri diction and functions of the federal judicial system; constitutional 
limits of power of courts; sub tantive and procedural law applied; jurisdic-
tion of District Courts; diver ity of citizenship, federal question, removal of 
cau es, jurisdictional amount, venue; concurrent juri diction of tate courts; 
jurisdiction of Circuit Court of Appeals; juri diction of Supreme Court, 
original and appellate; relation hip between state and Federal courts; Supreme 
Court rule of pleading and procedure. 
Frankfurter and Katz: Ca on Federal Juri diction and Procedure. 
[ ot offered 1937-193 .] 
Morland 
161. L- "URANCE. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Con idering the topic of in urable inter t. concealment, repre entation, 
warranty, cau e of invalidity, incr a e of hazard , condition prohibiting alien-
ation, the peril in ured again t, the amount of r co,ery. ubro:.~"ation , condi-
tion applicable after lo , waiver and e toppel, as ignment of poUcies and 
rights of beneficiarie . 
Patter on: Ca on In urance. Wehling 
171. MoRTGAGE . em. I. Cr. 2. 
• · ature , equitable mort~age , re triction on ri,:bt to red em; prioriti ; 
obligation ecured; ex ten ion of time; t ra n,fer-;: di. charge; redemption; 
ubrogation · foreclo ure. 
Park : Cas on Mortgage . 
[Not offered 1937-193 .] Berry 
178. MuNICIPAL OBPORATio_ - . em. 2. Cr. 2. 
Incorporation and inciden of ·i tenc ; l"rP of rganiz tion ; legi 
latiYe control· corporat agenci , xpre :md impli d p w r ; r venue and 
indebtedn ; acquLition and control of property ; liability in contract and 
tort; remedies. 
ea on.,.ood : Cru n . 1unicip.al Corpora ti n (, c nd clition) . for land 
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187. PERSONS. Sem. 1. Cr. 2. 
Family law including marriage, separation, and divorce; property rights 
of married women; contractual and tortious liabilities of one spouse to the 
other and to third persons; personal disability including a study of the rights 
and liabilities of an infant to his parents and to third persons. 
Madden: Cases on Domestic Relations. J'Ox 
196. SALES. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Embracing the subject matter of sale, contract of sale, parties to the 
contract, the price, executory and executed sales and the various rules of 
law governing each, sales of specific property, sales of non-existent and 
unidentifiable property, retention of jus dispondenti, stoppage in transitu, 
warranty and application to executory and executed sales, frauds, avoidance 
of the contract and Statute of Frauds. 
Bogert and Britton : Cases on Sales. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] Wehling 
198. PROPERTY III. FUTURE INTERESTS. Sem. 2. Cr. 3. 
Future interests in real and personal property; their creation, validity, and 
effect. Vested and contingent remainders; executory interests; Rule in Shel-
ley's Case; powers; rule against perpetuities; illegal condition and restraints. 
Kales: Cases on Future Interests (second edition). Berry 
201. SURETYSHIP. Sem. I. Cr. 2. 
Statute of Frauds applying to contracts of suretyship, guaranty and 
indemnity; commercial guarantees; defenses of alteration, payment fraud, 
release, failure to sue principal, Statute of Limitations and exoneration; 
special types of contracts, private, public, and judicial bonds; right and 
remedies of promiser after payment, including subrogation, contribution, and 
indemnity. 
Arant: Cases on Suretyship. 
[Not offered 1937-1938.] Wehling 
221. TRIAL PRACTICE. Sem. I. Cr. 3. 
Jurisdiction of the subject-matter; process, including a study of juris-
diction in personam and jurisdiction in rem; default judgments; conduct of 
the trial from the selection of the jury to entry of the final judgment in jury 
trials, including the drafting of jury instructions; trials by court without a jury. 
Hinton: Cases on Trial Practice (second edition). 
159. WILLS. Sem. I. Cr. 2. 
Testamentary capacity: kinds of wills; execution; revocation; probate of 
wills; testate and intestate succession to real and personal property; executors 
and administrators; administration of decedents' estates; distribution; final 
report and di charge. 
Costigan: Cases on Wills (second edition). Berry 
226. LAw LECTURES. Cr. 0. Sem. 1 and 2. 
Some twenty lectures on subjects of practical importance gi\·en by men 
who are active in the profession of law. Subjects included are Appellate 
Practice, Juvenile Courts, Legal Ethics, and Legal History. Required of 
all students. Absences are reported as in other courses. The lecturers 
and their subjects are: 
Judge Grant Crumpacker_ ______________________ Federal Juri diction and Practice 
~~~~: ~~r~ ·l1R~cll=·-~--=~~-~~=-~-==-=-=~-~=.:_--.=-_=~=-- --=· J~~L~~l iflli: 
Reading Course 
Students of high standing who desire to take a cour e not li ted. above may 
do so with the consent of the faculty and the as i tance of an in trnctor. 
PART VIII 
DEGREES CONFERRED, STATISTICS, 




Doctor of Music 
June 14, 193 6 
Mr. Edmund Seuel 
The College of Liber al Arts 
Oliver C. Heine 
Anthony Bielauskas 
Frank Ellis Kamplain 
Edna Bernice Anderson 
Vern a Lu Ella Arnold 
Carl William Beyer 
Millicent Bibza 
Elmore Louis Clemens Boeger 
Lois Emily Brauer 
Harvey E. Busse 
Helen Cobb 
Juanita Conklin 
Wilbert Martin Dierker 
Francis Paul Dodson 
Paul Darius Egl\ 
Car 1 Leonard Fessel 
Frank Carl Fierke 
Ernst Flotow 
Lloyd J. Frevert 
Theodore A. Frincke 
Daniel Gahl 
William R alph Galen 
Marion Elizabeth Gauss 
Lenard Paul Gotsch 
Roland Carl Grimmer 
Waldemar Otto Gro nick 
John Herman Hahn 
Elmer Delbert Hartig. 
Lois Mae Horning 
Ruth Marie Kemena 
Carl Henry Koss 
Bachelor of Arts 
July 2 0, 1935 
Grant Robert Wacknitz 
August 24, 1935 
Arthur Idolf Raelson 
February 1, 1936 
Paul Christian Plehn 
June 14, 1936 
Eugene Roman Kotur 
Norma M. Kroehnke 
Violet Marie Krohn 
Adah Hermine Holland-Letz 
Daniel Paul Manka 
Sylvester Ambrose Mann 
Armin William Manning 
Leota Caroline Marten 
Evangel Lind Miller 
Hazel Carolyn Moennich 
Helen Marie Oelschlager 
Donald Woodrow Peters 
Elwood A. Pett 
Erwin H. C. Potthoff 
Elvin Henry Pretzer 
Elmer William Rehme 
Earl Frederick Reinke 
Raymond Henry Renn 
William Frank Roeske 
Flora Ellen Rosenthal 
Helen Elizabeth Schack 
Wilbur Louis Schmidt 
Mary Louise Schroeder 
Peter J. Struck 
Wilbur C. Struebig 
Robert Nebel Wat on 
Helen Anna Barbara ·wei 
Kenneth Karn ·wun ch 
STATISTICS 
The College of Engineering 
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering 
June 14, 1936 
August Karl Miller 
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering 
June 14, 1936 
Herbert Frank Findling Lester W. Malzahn 
Harland Aaron Kaufmann H arold Frederick Mertz 
Frederick Henry Persson 
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
August 24, 1936 
Lewis John Reguly 
June 14, 1936 
E r nest Stueckler 
The College of Pharmacy 
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy 
February 1, 1936 
Wilbur C. Sb:uebig 
June 14, 1936 
Anthony Th odore iello R aymond J ame Broviak 
The School of Law 
Ru ell Bow er 
W alter Augusto hri topher 
ndrew Bernard hru tow ki 
Olive r H enry E gger 
amu I H. Freel 
H a rold H enr R ein 
1eorge Vincent K rampien 
Bachelor of Laws 
June 14, 1936 
H n ry Fr derick M ilahn 
lh rt G. Monti 
Martin ,John hrin 
~ 1elvin liv r u 
rthur I dolf Ra lc;on 
Rudy Geor matlak 
,. rman William W tph 
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Summary of Attendance 
19 3 6-19 3 7 (September-June) 
(As of March 11, 1937} 
The College of Liberal Arts 
Men 
Seniors ------------------------------------------- 15 
Jur.rlors ------------------------------------------- 34 
Sophonaores --------------------------------------- 53 
Freshnaen ------------------------------------------ 87 
lJnclassified --------------------------------------- 3 
i\uditor ----------------------------------------------
Total ------------------------------------------192 
The College of Engineering 
Men 
Seniors -------------------------------------------- 5 
Juniors -------------------------------------------- 8 
Sophonaores --------------------------------------- 11 
Freshnaen ----------------------------------------- 28 
lJnclassified --------------------------------------- 1 
Special -------------------------------------------- 1 
Total ------------------------------------------ 54 
The College of Pharmacy 
Men 
Seniors -------------------------------------------- 6 
Juniors -------------------------------------------- 15 
Sophonaores --------------------------------------- 11 
Freshmen ----------------------------------------- 6 
Total ------------------------------------------- 38 
The School of Law 
Men 
Third 1lear ---------------------------------------- 14 
Second 1lear --------------------------------------- 11 
First 1lear -----------------------------------~----- 13 




The College of Liberal i\rts-------------------------192 
The College of Engineering-------------------------- 54 
The ollege of PharmaCY---------------------------- 3 The School of Law __________________________________ 3 

































15 4 0 
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Summary of Attendance 
Summer Session 19 3 6 
Men 
First Five-Week Term (June 15-July 18)------------ 30 




Total Gross Enrollment_ _________________________ 57 51 108 
Deduct Duplicates ------------------------------ 14 
Total Different Students------------------------- 43 
Recapitulation 
(June, 1936-June, 1937} 






The College of Liberal Arts-------------------------192 
The College of Engineering-------------------------- 54 





The School of Law __________________________________ 38 2 40 
First Summer Term ________________________________ 30 36 66 
Second Summer Term _______________________________ 27 15 42 
Total Gross EnrollmenL-------------------------379 
Deduct Duplicates ------------------------------ 22 
209 5 8 
24 46 
Total Different Students-------------------------357 185 542 





Indiana ------------------- 162 
Illinois -------------------- 123 
Wi consin ------------------ 53 
Michigan ------------------ 46 
Ohio ---------------------- 25 
Minnesota ----------------- 11 
Iowa ---------------------- 10 
New York ----------------- 10 
Mis ouri ------------------- 7 
Pennsylvania -------------- 6 
New Jers y ---------------- 5 
Number of 
State Students 
Connecticut ---------------- 4 
]{ansas -------------------- 4 
Ma sachu etts -------------- 3 
Texa --------------------- 3 
Montana ------------------ 2 
Arkansa ------------------ 1 
olorado ------------------ 1 
Maryland ------------------ 1 
orth arolina ------------ 1 
Wyoming ------------------ 1 
Total -------------------- 479 









Numb r of 
tud nt 
tate - ontinental --------------------------------------- 479 
tate. - In ular and Non- ntiguou T rritorie ------------
ountri -----------------------------------------------
Total -------------------------------------------------------- 4 0 
umb r of tate llepr nted------------------------------------ 21 
umber of In ular and ~ on-Contiguous T rritori ----------------
Foreign untri ----------------------------------------- ------ 1 
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Register of Students 
( 1936-1937) 
(As of March 11, 1937) 
(Including the Summer Session of 1936) 
The following abbreviations are used to designate colleges: LA, College 
of Liberal Arts; E, College of Engineering; P, College of Pharmacy; L, 
School of Law. 
Classification of students is indicated as follows: F, Fre. hman; So., Sopho-
more; J, Junior; S, Senior; U, Unclassified; Sp., Special; Au., Auditor; 
I, First Year; 2, Second Year; 3, Third Year. 
Attendance is indicated as follows: I, First Semester; 2, Second Semester; 
1ST, First Summer Term; 2ST, Second Summer Term. · 
NAME OF STUDENT c y ATTENDANCE HOME ADDRESS 
--- ---
Ackenhausen, Milton ..... E So. 1, 2 Pekin, Illinois 
Adams, Helenrae ... LA So. 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Addison, Robert .. .... . . . LA F 2 Gary, Indiana 
Ahlbrand, Evelyn .. . ..... LA F 1, 2 Seymour, Indiana 
Ahlbrand, Melba ..... . .. LA s 1, 2 Seymour, Indiana 
Ahlbrand, Virginia . . . ... . LA F 1, 2 Seymour, Indiana 
Allett, Jean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LA s 1ST,2ST,l,2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Andernacht, Daniel .. . . . .. LA J 1, 2 Crown Point, Indiana 
Anders, Clara Belle . . . . . .. LA So. 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Anderson, Fay ......... . . L 1 1, 2 Oak Park, Illinois 
Andres, Eric ... .... . ..... LA s 1, 2 Evanston, Illinois 
Angell, George . .. ........ LA u 2ST La Porte, Indiana 
Anhold, Albert .. .... L 3 1,2 Gary, Indiana 
Ansorge, Luella .. LA J 1ST, 1, 2, Manning, Iowa 
Appold, Norman ......... E So. 1, 2 Detroit, Michigan 
Arndt, Easter. . ...... . ... LA u 1ST La Porte, Indiana 
Babcock, Verla ...... LA So. 1, 2 Chesterton, Indiana 
Baetz, Wilbur ............ LA So. 1, 2 Detroit, Michigan 
Baliff, Mrs. Mildred H . . . . LA u 1ST East Gary, Indiana 
Baran, John .. .... . ...... L 3 1, 2 East Chicago, Illinois 
Bartelt, Robert .......... LA So. 1, 2 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Bauer, Leland . ... . ...... LA F 1. 2 Herscher, Illinois 
Baum, Margaret ......... LA F 1ST,2ST, 1 Crown Point, Indiana 
Baumbach, Roland ....... LA F 1, 2 Downers Grove, Ill. 
Beach, Clyde ............ E J 1, 2 Calumet City, Illinois 
Beer, Lawrence .... . ..... LA u 1ST Des Plaine . Illinoi 
Beesley, Ralph . .. ........ L 1 1. 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Beiderwieden, Hermine . . . LA s 1ST, 1, 2 Hammond, Indiana 
Benninger. Mae . ......... LA F 1, 2 Reeseville, Wi con in 
Berkowitz, Joseph ........ LA 0. 1, 2 Che terton, Indiana 
Berlin, 0. H . ............ LA u 1ST Hobart. Indiana 
Betterton, Oley .......... LA 1ST Porter. Indiana 
Beu cher, FreeL . . . . . .... LA 1.2 Cudahy. Wi con in 
Bischoff. Paul . . .......... LA 1, 2 . Euclid, Ohio 
Blaese, Rosemary LA 1, 2 Valparai o, Indiana 
Blackwood, Rev. Grant . .. LA 1 Hebron, Indiana 
Blake, James ............ E 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Bloom. William .......... LA 2 T Chicago. Illinoi 
Bode. Frank ............ LA 1, 2 Alton. Illinoi 
Boden tab, Philip . L 3 1 Chicago. Illinoi 
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Boeger, Elmore ..... . . . .. L 2 1, 2 Hillside, Illinois 
Boehne, Victor . . . . . . . . . . . E So. 1, 2 Itasca, Illinois 
Boelter, Kenneth .. .. . . . . . LA So. 1, 2 Montevideo, Minn. 
Boerger, Eugene . . . . ..... p So. 1, 2 Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Boerger, Victor . . . . . . . . . . E F 1, 2 Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Boese, Ella . . . . . . . . ... . .. LA u 2ST Columbus, Indiana 
Bohl, Ralph . ........ . ... LA So. 1, 2 Appleton, Wisconsin 
Bona, Frank .. . .. . ... . .. . p So. 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Boomershine, Charles . .. .. L 3 1, 2 Monon, Indiana 
Borum, Anita .. .. .. LA F 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Boss. Edward .. . . ....... LA F 1, 2 Detroit, Michigan 
Bradley, Vera. . . . . . ...... LA u 1ST Wheeler, Indiana 
Brasch, Harold A .... .... . LA s 2 Pembroke, Ont., Can. 
Brauer, Miriam . . . .... . . LA F 1, 2 Columbus, Indiana 
Bretscher, Else . . . . . . . . . . LA So. 1ST,2ST,1,2 Springfield, Illinois 
Brinkmann, Edwin ....... LA F 1, 2 Homewood, Illinois 
Brinkman, Norman ... . . . . LA u 1ST, 2ST Kankakee, Illinois 
Brna, Paul . ....... . . . .. . LA J 1, 2 E. Port Chester, Conn. 
Brown, Clarence . . ... . ... LA So. 1, 2 Michigan City, Ind. 
Brucks, Oscar. . . . . . . . . . . . LA So. 1, 2 Appleton, Wisconsin 
Brueggemann, Myrtle . . . LA F 1, 2 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Bruss, Del bert. . . . . . . . . . . p J 1, 2 Echo, Minnesota 
Bruss, Orville . . . . ...... . . LA F 1, 2 Echo, Minnesota 
Bull, Thelma . ........... LA F 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Buls, Erwin J . .. . . .. . ... . LA u 1ST, 2ST Calumet City, Ill. 
Buls, Mildred .. . . ........ LA So. 1, 2 Palmyra, Missouri 
Burton, Phyllis . ... LA F 1, 2 Grand Haven, Mich. 
Bush, George T . ......... L 3 1 Chesterton, Indiana 
Busse, Harvey ..... . ..... L 2 1, 2 Mount Prospect, Ill. 
Busse, Walter. . . ......... LA J 1, 2 Appleton, Minneota 
Busse, William ........... L 1 1,2 Mount Prospect, Ill. 
Butzow, Charles . ........ LA F 1, 2 Wausau, Wisconsin 
Cade Dorothy .. . ........ LA So. 1, 2 Guttenberg, N.J. 
Cagann, Richard ......... LA So. 1, 2 Champaign. Illinoi 
Callies, Edith ....... LA s 1, 2 Milwaukee, Wi . 
Cannon, Joseph ......... LA F 2 Chicago, lllinoi 
Carlson, Irvin ........... E u 1 Chesterton, Indiana 
Carr, Donald LA So. 1, 2 Michigan City, Ind. 
Casten, Clarence . . ....... LA So. 1, 2 pringfield, Illinois 
Cenkush, Edward .. ... LA F 1. 2 New Carli le, Indiana 
Chapman, Rachel . ..... LA F 1, 2 Taylor ville, N.C. 
Cie ielski, John .. E J 1,2 Valparai o, Indiana 
Cigrand, Robert ......... LA F 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Clark. Wallace .... . . . . .. LA So . 1, 2 helley, Montana 
Claudon, Herbert ....... LA F 1.2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Caludon, Marjorie ....... LA 1 T , 1, 2 Valparai o, Indiana 
Claus, Hilda ............ LA J 1, 2 Lamar, Arkan a 
Clifford, Leo ............. L 1 1, 2 Valparai o, Indiana 
Collier, Jack ............ LA F 1, 2 D catur, Illin i 
Cone herman ... p J 1, 2 Freeport, Illinoi 
Coni bear. Robert ....... p So. 1, 2 Morton. lllinoi 
Cook, Marvin .... E J 1. 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Conley, Laura Mae. L 1 T , 2 T Valparai , Indiana 
Craft, Beulah ... LA 1 T King burg, Indiana 
Dale John p 1, 2 I h t rton , Indiana 
Dannenfel er . Robert L F 1, 2 Fort Wayn . Indiana 
Darling, Dorothy . . . L F 1, 2 , Hamburg, w York 
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Dawald, Earl. ........... LA F 1, 2 Peru, Indiana 
Dede, Eldred • • • 0 •• •• 0. L 2 1, 2 Milwaukee, Wis . 
DeGrazia, Lenora ........ LA F 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Diemer, Roland .......... LA s 1, 2 Stratford, Wisconsin 
Dierker, Cecilia .......... LA J 1, 2 Watertown, Wis. 
Diersen, Arnold. . . ....... LA u 1ST, 2ST L y~ms, Illinois 
Dietrich, Adolph ......... E F 2 Willshire, Ohio 
Dietrich, Myrtle ......... LA So. 1, 2 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Dolk, Charles ............ LA So. 1, 2 Chesterton, Indiana 
Donner, Elmer . .. . ....... E J 1, 2 Wilson, New York 
Doty, James A ....... .. .. p F 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Drzewicki, B. William .. . . L 2 1, 2 Cicero, Illinois 
Dube, William ........... LA J 1, 2 The Grove, Texas 
Duesenberg, Carl ... ..... LA F 1, 2 St. Louis, Missouri 
Duganne, Walter. ........ LA u 1ST Bremen, Indiana 
Duhn, Walter. . . . . . ..... E F 1, 2 Indianapolis, Indiana 
Eaton, Dorothy .... . ..... LA u 1ST Boone Grove, Indiana 
Eberts, Helen .. .. ........ LA F 1, 2 Detroit, Michigan 
Eddy, Harold .... . .... ... p F 1, 2 Hurley, Wisconsin 
Edquist, Evar . . ......... LA So. 1, 2 Chesterton, Indiana 
Eggebrecht, Dorothy ..... LA F 1, 2 Hammond, Indiana 
Eggebrecht, Edward ...... E So. 1, 2 Hammond, Indiana 
Ehlers, Myrtle ........... LA So. 1, 2 Cornucopia, Wis. 
Ehlert, Jean ............. LA F 1, 2 Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Ehlert, Marguerite ....... LA So. 1, 2 Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Ehnes, Carl ... . ......... LA s 1, 2 Corona, New York 
Eickstaedt, Leo .... ...... LA u 1ST Hanna, Indiana 
Eilers, Arnold . ... . ....... LA u 1ST La Grange, Illinois 
Elkin, Morris . . .......... p So. 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Ellefson, Alton .... ....... E Sp. 1, 2 Waterville, Iowa 
Elliot, Frederick . . . . . .... p So. 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Erasmus, Kenneth ....... LA F 1, 2 Milwaukee, Wis. 
Erickson, Glenn .. ........ E J 1, 2 Chesterton, Indiana 
Estler, Harry ............ LA So. 1, 2 New York, New York 
Evans, Richard .......... LA J 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Falk, Kurt .............. L 1 1, 2 Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
Feiertag, Henry .... . . .... E F 1, 2 Wheatridge Colorado 
Felper, Jesse ............. LA u 2ST Michigan City, Ind. 
Felten, Arnold ........... LA F 1, 2 Shawano, Wisconsin 
Fessel, Dorothy .......... LA F 1, 2 Defiance Ohio 
Fiedler, Jeanne . . ........ LA F 1, 2 Lima, Ohio 
Fienup, Elizabeth ........ LA s 1, 2 St. Loui , Mis ouri 
Fierke, David ........... LA s 1, 2 Wittenberg Wi. 
Fiesser, Ruth ............ LA F 1, 2 orth Bergen, N. J. 
Fifield, Rex ............. LA F 2 Hebron, Indiana 
Findling, Willard ........ E 1 2 Hammond, Indiana 
Finneran, Donald ........ LA F 1, 2 Calumet City, Illinois 
Finneran, James .. . ..... .. LA F 1, 2 Calumet City, Illinois 
Fleck, Paul .............. E 1, 2 Forest Park, Illinoi 
Foor, Eva M ............. LA u 1ST Wanatah, Indiana 
Freehauf, Mable G ........ LA F 1, 2 Bremen, Indiana 
Freise, Herbert . . ........ LA 1, 2 Palatine, Illinois 
Fre e, Gretchen .......... LA F 1 Chicago, Illinoi 
Frevert, Lloyd . . . ........ L 2 1, 2 Holyrood Kan as 
Fritz, George ............ LA So. 1.2 Detroit, Michigan 
Fritz, Wilfred W . ........ LA 1, 2 Hin dale, Illinoi 
Fritz. William H . ........ E F 1, 2 Detroit, Michigan 
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Fuhlberg, Mildred ...... .. LA So. 1 Gary, Indiana 
Gade, Cora ....... LA F 1, 2 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Gallmeyer, Marybelle ..... LA F 1, 2 Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Garbers, Walter. ...... . .. E s 1, 2 Oak Park, Illinois 
Gase, Marion .... . .... ... LA J 1, 2 Parma, Ohio 
Gauss, Charles .. . .. .. . ... LA F 1, 2 Detroit, Michigan 
Gauthier, Gerald .. ..... .. LA F 1 East Chicago, Indiana 
Gay, Frederick .. ..... ... E F 1, 2 Fowler, Indiana 
Gehrke, Willis .... ... . ... LA So. 1, 2 Mayville, Wisconsin 
Gerbinsky, Eugene . . ...... p J 1, 2 Manitowoc, Wis. 
Gernannt, Emma .. ...... LA F 1, 2 New York, N.Y. 
Gieseke, Fred .... .. .. .... L 1 1, 2 Arlington Heights, Ill. 
Glotzhober, Clemens .. .. . LA F 1, 2 Dearborn, Michigan 
Goad, Wendell . .. ....... LA F 1 Gary, Indiana 
LA So. 2 
Goethke, Lawrence ....... LA J 1 Baraboo, Wisconsin 
L 1 2 
Goetz, Howard ... ....... LA So. 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Gohlke, Selma .. .. .. LA So. 1, 2 Belvidere, Illinois 
Gorrell, James . . . . . . . . ... p F 1, 2 Amarillo, Texas 
Gotsch, Carol. . .......... LA F 1, 2 Monroe, Michigan 
Graf, Hilda . ... .......... LA F 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Graul, Walter .......... .. LA J 1, 2 St. Louis, Missouri 
Green, Lila . ......... LA F 1, 2 Abbotsford, Wis. 
Green, Lillian ........... . LA u 2ST Elizabeth, Indiana 
Griep, Arthur .. . ......... LA J 1ST, 1, 2 Cadillac, Michigan 
Grigg, Mae . ..... ... . .... LA So. 1 Detroit, Michi~an 
Grosnick, Edgar . ........ LA F 1, 2 Watertown, W 1s. 
Grosnick, Waldemar ..... . LA s 1, 2 Watertown, Wis. 
Grosz, Cordelia .. ........ LA F 1, 2 Sibley, Illinois 
Grosz, Rosaline .......... LA J 1, 2 Sibley, Illinois 
Gruett, Phyllis ........ ... p J 1, 2 Merrill, Wisconsin 
Gunder, Mrs. Bessie ...... LA u 2ST Crown Point, Indiana 
Gustaitis, Eleanor ........ LA F 1, 2 East Chicago, Indiana 
Guthrie, Virginia ..... .... LA F 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Guttilla, Pat . .... ........ p J 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Gutzler, Melvin .......... LA u 2ST Hobart, Indiana 
Haack, Edwin ........... LA u 1ST Wyandotte, Michigan 
Hackbert, Irvin .......... LA F 1, 2 Arlington, Wisconsin 
Haeger, June ............ LA F 1, 2 Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Hahn, Vera .......... .... LA J 1, 2 Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 
Haller, Roberta .......... LA s 2 T, 1, 2 Kankakee, Illinois 
Hannon, Helen . ......... LA F 1, 2 Kouts, Indiana 
Harper, Esther .......... LA 1, 2 Crown Point, Indiana 
Harrold, Mary .... ....... LA u 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Hartman, Esther ......... LA 1 T , 2 T Kendallville, Indiana 
Hartman, Victoria ....... LA F 1, 2 Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Hartmeister, Felix . ....... LA F 1 2 Paullina, Iowa 
Hartmeister Joel . .. ..... LA J 1,2 Paullina, Iowa 
Hass, Carl . .. ........... LA F 1, 2 Gary, Indiana 
Haxton, Dorothy ........ LA F 1, 2 Hobart, Indiana 
Heemsoth, Robert. ... .... LA 1 Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Helbling, Harold ......... LA 1, 2 East hicago, Ind. 
Hellen berg, Clare ........ E 1, 2 Detroit, Michigan 
Henkel, Alfred •..... ..... LA 1ST, 2 T, 1 hio ity, Ohio 
Hentschel, G. Herman .... LA 2 T Hobart, Indiana 
Her cher, Arnold ......... LA 1, 2 , Michigan 
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Heuser, William.......... LA U 
Hicken, Paul . . . . . . . . . . . . LA F 
Hildner, Victor . . . . . . . . . . LA So. 
Hill, Edwina . . . . . . . . . . . . LA J 
Hillger, Richard . . . . .. . .. LA U 
Hineline, Vernon. . . . . . . . . E F 
Hinz, Arthur . . . . . . . . . . . . L 3 
Hirsch, William . . . . . . LA F 
Hitchings, Quandon . . . . . . LA F 
Hitzemann, Irene . . . . LA So. 
LA J 
Hoecker, W. Richard ..... P J 
Hoff, Dale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L 1 
Hoffman, Laurence....... LA F 
Hoffman, Marjorie . . . . . . . LA S 
Holley, Janet. . . . . . . . . . . . LA U 
Hoover, Charles ... . . . . . . LA So. 
Hoppe, Oscar . . . . E F 
Horney, Wayne. . . . . . . . . . LA F 
Householter, Francis . . . . . L 3 
Howell, Frances . . . . . . . . . . LA U 
Hoy, Margaret. . . .. ..... LA F 
Hubbard, Alfred ... : . LA So. 
Hubner, Norman . . . . LA U 










1ST, 2ST, 1 
2 
1ST, 1, 2 
1, 2 
1 









1ST, 2 T 
1, 2 
Jacobs, Louis . . . . P F 1, 2 
Jacobs, Margaret ......... LA F 1, 2 
James, Kinsey ........... L 1 1, 2 
James, Russell . . . . . . . . . . . L 1 1, 2 
Jannasch. Clifford . . . . . . . . LA J 1, 2 
Jensen, Sylvia . . . . . . . . . . . LA So. 1, 2 
Jensen, William . . ..... . .. LA F 1, 2 
Johnson, Edwin . .. . . . . . . . LA J 1, 2 
John on, Paul . .......... LA F 1, 2 
Johnson, Robert .. . . . . . . . E 1, 2 
Johnson, Wilbur . . . . LA J 1, 2 
Johnston, Marjorie . . . . . . . LA F 1. 2 
Jones, Muriel. . . . . . . . . . . . LA S 1 
Kani , Leonora . . . . .. . .. . 
Karr, William . . .... . .. . 
Karel, Arthur .... . 
Ka e, Edward ......... . 
Kautz, Darrel. ......... . 
Keene. Juanita .... . 
Keil, Walter . . . ......... . 
Kemena. Roma ........ . 
Kerry, Parum . . . . ..... . 
Ker huna . Lon . . . .. . 
K el, Beulah .. . . 
Kielpikow ky, Edward . 
Klein chmidt. Wilbert . 
I litzke. June .... . 
Kl tz. Evelyn .. ...... . 
Knoke, Dorothy ....... . 
K psell, ictor. ... . ... . 
Komar, Frank ..... . 
K n hock. Ardath ..... . 
So. 1.2 
2 1, 2 
So. 1, 2 
F 1, 2 
J 1, 2 











1 T, 2 T 
F 1 
F 1, 2 
Arlington Heights, Ill. 
Chicago, Illinois 
Detroit, Michigan 


















Michigan City, Ind. 
Knox, Indiana 
Calumet City, Ill. 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 






Pittsfield, Mas . 
Gary, Indiana 
Valparia o. Indiana 
Michigan City, Ind. 
Valparai o, Indiana 
Wheeler. Indiana 
Chica~o. Illinoi 
Calumet City, Illinoi 
Chicago. Illinoi 
Huntington, Indiana 
Olean, ew York 
Gary, Indiana 
River Fore t , Illinoi 
Michigan ity, Ind. 
Thomp onville. Mich. 
Hammond. Indiana 
helbyville. Illinoi 
"alparai o, Indiana 
Hamburg, Wi c n in 
' Hammond. Indiana 
Chicago, Illin i 
Ea t Detroit. lich. 
hawan . \ ·i con in 
Ea t hicago, Indiana 
D ~loin . Iowa 
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Korntheuer, Gerhard . . . . LA 
Kowitz, Fred . . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Kramer, Alice . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Krause, Kenneth.. . . . . . . . E 
Krenzke, Edward . . . . . . . LA 
L 
Krenzke, Helen .......... LA 
Kressin, Luther. . . . . . . . . . LA 
Kretzmann, Anita . .. .. . . . LA 
Kretzmann, Emma. . . . . . . LA 
Kreutzburg, Rowena . . . . . LA 
Kringel, Donald LA 
Krogh, Harry. . . . . . . . . . . P 
Kronbach, Irma. . . . . . . . . LA 
Krueger, Esther. . . . . . . . . . LA 
Krueger, Frederick .. . . . . . L 
Kruse, Ethel. . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Kufrin, Ruben .. . . . . . . . . . P 
LA 
Kugler, Herbert .... . . . . . . L 
Kurtz, Edwin . . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Kusch, Fred . . . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Laetz, Ernest. . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Lamparter, Kenneth. ... . . LA 
Landgraf, Doris . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Langner, Carl. . ..... .... E 
Langrehr, Ellen. . . . . . . . . . LA 
Lantz, Gracecaryl. . . . . . . . LA 
Laube, Richard . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Layman, Lura . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Leach, Edgar . . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Lederer, Paul. . . . . . . . . . . . P 
Lee, Orville . . . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Lichtsinn, Louis . . . . . . . . . L 
Lidtke, Howard .......... LA 
Lillibridge, William . . . . . . . P 
Lindner, Hugo. . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Lipske, Herold .. :. . . . . . . . LA 
Loerke, Edward . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Long, La Verne . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Ludwig, Renata. . . . . . . . . . LA 
Ludwig, Ruth . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Lulinski , Chester ... . . . . . . P 
Lutz. William . . . . . . . . . . . LA 
Lutzke, Martin . . . . . . . . . LA 
Mac Farlane, Margaret . . . LA 
LA 
McGill, Mary Alice ...... LA 
LA 
McGillicuddy, Mary ..... LA 
McGinni , John ... . . . . . . . LA 
Mack, Wesle . . . . . . . . . . P 
Macken en. Dorothy. . . . . LA 
Maggart, Loui . . . . . . . . . LA 
Magnu on, Kenneth..... LA 




































































































1ST, 1, 2 




















Orange, New Jersey 





Harbor Beach, Mich. 
Michigan City, Ind. 




D etroit, Michigan 














Gary , Indiana 
Chicago, ILlinois 
Milwaukee, Wi consin 
Porter, Indiana 




Beaver Dam, Wi. 
Valparai o, Indiana 
Valparai o, Indiana 
Valparai o, Indiana 
Oak Glen, Illinoi 
Wanatah, Indiana 
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 
ilver Lake, Indiana 
Che tert n, Indiana 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
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Mahnken, Ella ........ LA F 1, 2 Carlyle, Illinois 
Maier, Frank .. . .. . ... . .. LA F 1, 2 Elmhurst, Illinois 
Makovsky, Theodore ..... LA F 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Mann, Mrs. Bernice L. . . . LA u 1ST, 2ST Michigan City, Ind. 
Mann, Sylvester ........ . LA u 1ST Wanatah, Indiana 
Marks, Gus ...... .... L 2 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Marquart, Jeraldine .... . LA J 1, 2 Chesterton, Indiana 
Mathy, Leonard ... . . .. .. LA F 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Max, Frederick . ......... LA So. 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Mayer, Walter. ........ . . LA F 1, 2 Springfield, Illinois 
Mehl, William ........... E F 1, 2 Sylvan Grove, Kansas 
Meier, Erwin ............ LA So. 1, 2 Berwyn, Illinois 
Meier, Paul ............. LA J 1, 2 Lockport, New York 
Mell, Annetta ... .... LA F 1, 2 Farmington, Missouri 
Mertz, Paul . . ..... . LA So. 1, 2 Lancaster, Ohio 
Meyer, Gertrude ..... LA F 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Meyer, Mary . ........ LA So. 1 La Porte, Indiana 
Meyer, Mildred .......... LA F 1, 2 Shawano, Wisconsin 
Michet, Victor . . . . p J 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Miles, Carroll ........ E F 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Miller, Audrey ..... p J 2ST, 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Miller, Eleanor . . . LA u 1ST Valparaiso, Indiana 
Miller, Franklin . . . . . . . ... E So. 1, 2 Big Rapids, Michigan 
Miller, Herman .......... E F 1, 2 Hammond, Indiana 
Miller, May . . ........ ... LA u 2ST La Porte, Indiana 
Miller, Ruth .. ... . LA F 1,2 Elizabeth, New Jersey 
Miller, Theodore ..... E J 1, 2 Beecher, Illinois 
Milnikel, Eugene . ... LA F 1, 2 St. Joseph. Michigan 
Misanko, Steve ... LA So. 1 Gary, Indiana 
Moody. Roger .... LA J 1,2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Morgan, William .. ... p So. 1 Harvey, Illinois 
p J 2 
Morland, Mary ...... L 1 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Mueckler, Evelyn .... LA F 1.2 Ludington, Michigan 
Mueller, Gertrude ........ LA J 1, 2 Napoleon, Ohio 
Mueller, Hilbert ..... . ... LA So. 1, 2 Dwight, Illinoi 
Mueller, Hildegarde .... LA So. 1 Waupun, Wisconsin 
Muhlenbruck. Kenneth . LA J 1, 2 Hicksville, New York 
Muhly. Thelma ... LA F 1 Detroit, Michigan 
Nase, Marie ............. 1, 2 Truman, Minne ota 
Neils, Robert .......... · .. 1,2 Libby. Montana 
Newson, Robert .. ~ ...... 1, 2 alparai o, Indiana 
· Nieman, Henry .... 1, 2 Hoyleton, Illinois 
Niemann, Lawrence ...... 1 Litchfield, lllinoi 
Nimmoth, Charle ....... 1.2 Detroit, Michigan 
Noble. teven .. ....... alparai o, Indiana 
ondorf, Thoma ........ Lan ing. Illinoi 
Nord ieck, Henriette ..... Richmond, Indiana 
Oertel, Gertrude ....... .. l ndianapoli , Indiana 
Lowell , Indiana 
Hammond, Indiana 
Madi on. "\ i con in 
Lenox. lichi an 
larinda. Iowa 
Lowell. Indiana 
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Papageorge, Helene .. .. LA s 1ST, 1, 2 Hammond, Indiana 
Pauken, Thomas . . ...... . E So. 1ST,2ST,1,2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Pederson, William . . . . .... LA J 1, 2 Manhattan, Illinois 
von Pelchrzim, Vivian .. .. LA So. 2 Oak Park, Illinois 
Peper, Robert. . .. ... ... . L 3 1, 2 Holgate, Ohio 
Peterson, Walter . . .. . . . . . LA So. 1, 2 Buffalo, New York 
Pfeiffer, Margaret . .. . . . .. LA F 1, 2 Detroit, Michigan 
Phillips, Wylda . ....... . . LA u 1ST Wanatah, Indiana 
Pillsbury, Mrs. Elizabeth B. p s 1ST, 1, 2 Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Pillsbury, Eugene . ...... . p s 1ST,2ST,1,2 Frankenmuth, Mich. 
Pillsbury, Rosella . . .. . . . . LA s 2ST, 1, 2 Frankenmuth, Mich. 
Plehn, John .... ....... . . LA F 1, 2 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Plischke, Hilbert .. ..... . . p s 1, 2 Bonduel, Wisconsin 
Ploger, Vivian ...... . . .. . LA So. 1 Valparaiso. Indiana 
LA u 2 
Poehner, John . . . ... . .... LA F 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Pomex, Ethel. .. ..... . . . . p s 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Potratz, Rev. John . . . . ... LA u 2ST Shawano, Wisconsin 
Purvis, Harry E .. ........ p s 1, 2 New Haven, Indiana 
Rabe, Charles .......... p So. 1, 2 Steeleville, Illinois 
Raelson, Verner . . ... . .. . . LA F 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Rankin, Margaret . . . . .. . . LA J 1, 2 Gary, Indiana 
Raub, Kenneth ...... . ... L 2 1, 2 Gary, Indiana 
Reed, Carolyn . ..... . .... LA So. 1, 2 Logansport, Indiana 
Reich, Howard . . .. . . . ... LA F 1, 2 Forest Park, Illinois 
Reich, Veronica .. . . . . .... LA So. 1, 2 Forest Park, Illinois 
Reich. Vivian .. .. . ....... LA s 1, 2 Forest Park, Illinois 
Reichert, Elaine . . . . . .... LA F 1, 2 Chili , Wisconsin 
Reidenbach, Esther . . . . ... LA F 1, 2 South Bend, Indiana 
Reifschneider, Gustav .... LA u 2ST Cleveland, Ohio 
Rentner, Elvira .. ........ LA F 1, 2 Chicago, Illinoi 
Ressmeyer, Ruth . . ....... LA 1 2 Baltimore, Maryland 
Reynolds, Dorothy .. ..... LA J 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Richman, Dorothy . ...... LA So. 1, 2 West Hartford, Conn. 
Rickard, Dorothynell ..... LA So. 1, 2 Valparaiso, Indiana 
Risto, Herbert . .......... p J 1, 2 Wanatah, Indiana 
Rittmann, Eugene . . ...... LA F 1, 2 Holdingford, Minn . 
Rittmueller, Lillian ....... LA 1.2 Addi on, Illinois 
Rodda, William .......... LA 1, 2 Hammond, Indiana 
Roedel, George . . ........ p 1, 2 aginaw, Michigan 
Rohlfsen, Wilbert ....... . LA 1, 2 Watertown, Minn. 
Rohn, William ........... E 1, 2 t. Jo eph, Michigan 
Rooney, John ............ LA 1, 2 Chesterton, Indiana 
Rose, Martha . .. ......... LA 1, 2 Valparai o. Indiana 
Ro el, C. Ruth .... L 1, 2 t . An gar, Iowa 
Ro enthal, Martin ....... LA 1 We t Alii , Wi con in 
LA 2 
Ro enthal , Robert ........ LA 1, 2 rystal Lake, lllinoi 
Ruecklo , Irene . . . . ..... LA 1, 2 Blo mington, Illin i 
Rucin ki, Albert ......... LA 1 Eat hica~o. Ind. 
Ruehr, arl ............. E 1, 2 C hicago, lllin i 
Rug~. John .. . .... L. 1, 2 Valparai o, Indiana 
Ruth E thel 0 ............ LA 1 T Wh ler, Indiana 
alamone, Frank ......... 1 T hicago, Illinoi 
alchow, Walter ......... 1, 2 . orth Ea t, Pa. 
allach, Irvin .. 1.2 Etna. Penn ylvania 
alvnor. Arnold . 1. 2 attinaw. Michi~~;an 
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Samuelson, Marjorie . . .. . . LA So. 
Sautter, Edward . . . . . . . . . LA J 
Savage, James . . . . . . . . . . . L 2 
Scheck, Norman . . . . . . . LA F 
Scheer, A. G. . . . . . . . . . . . . LA U 
Scheidt, Louis . . . . . . . . . . . LA F 
Schenck, Harold . . . . . . . . . LA F 
Scherer, Emily . . .... .. . . . LA J 
Scherf, Paul .. . . . . . . . . . . . E J 
Schilke, Harry. . . . . . . . . . . LA J 
Schimmel, Thomas . . . . . . . LA U 
Schmutzler, Marion. . . . . . LA J 
Schnake, Elroy . . . . . . . . . . E So. 
Schoenherr, Magnus...... L 2 
Schramm, Cornelia . . . . . . . LA F 
Schroeder, Margaret. . . . . LA S 
Schroeder, Maria. . . . . . ... LA So. 
Schroeder, Martha . . . . . . . LA F 
Schroeder, Raymond .. ... LA So. 
Schroeder, Vietta . . .. .... . LA S 
Schultz, Wilbert . . . . . . . . . LA So. 
Schuth, John . . . . . . . . . . . . LA J 
Schwan, Clifford . .. . ..... LA S 
Schwan, Margarette . . . . . . LA J 
Schwan, Theodore . . . ..... LA F 
Schwandt, Bernhard . . . . . . P J 
Schwartz, Irving . . . . . . . . . P J 
Schwulst, Carl. . . . . . . . LA F 
Scully, Harold . . . . . . . . . . . LA So. 
Shelksohn, Oliver . . . . . . . . LA S 
Sheviak, Frances . . .. . .... LA U 
Siebert, Renotta . . . . . . . . LA J 
Sievers, Ada.. . . . . . . . . . . . LA U 
Sieving, Alfred. . . . . . . . . . . E S 
Skirmont, Ellen. . . . . . . . . . LA J 
Slivinske, Wilmer . . . . . . . . L 3 
Smedman, Melvin . . . ..... LA J 
Smith, Alan . . . . . . . . . . . . . E F 
Smith, Stella . . . . . . . . . . . . P J 
Spear, Lester . ... . . . ..... LA S 
Springsteen, Robert . . . . . . LA F 
Stauss, Jean. . . . . . . . . . . . . LA So. 
Stelter, Gerhardt . . . . . . . . . LA U 
Stevens, Charles . . . . . . . . . E F 
Stevens William . . . . . . . . . LA S 
Stiegemeyer. Kenneth . . . . LA F 
Stodden, Karl . . . . . . . . . . . P F 
Stoaer, James .. . . . . . . . . . LA F 
Stoner, Janet. . . . . . . . . . . . LA So. 
Stowers, ChadE>s . . . . . . . . . LA So. 
Streit. Arthur . . . . . . . . . . . . E F 
Struck, Peter . . . . . . . . . . . . L 2 
Sudrow, John .. . . . . . . . . . . L 3 
ullivan, Edward . . . . ..... LA So. 
Sveggen. Edward ....... LA F 
Swartzel. Geraldine.. . .... LA U 
wartzeJ, Lawrence. . . . . . . LA J 






























































Bay City, Michigan 





South Orange, N. ]. 
Freeport, Illinois 
Middletown, Conn. 
Michigan City, Ind. 
Pewaukee, Wisconsin 
St. Peter, Illinois 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Farmington, Missouri 
Grafton, Wisconsin 
Coal Valley, Illinois 
Coal Valley, Illinois 
Grosse Point, Mich. 
Wall Lake, Iowa 
Chicago, Illinois 
Freeport, Illinois 






















Michigan City, Ind. 






Norwood Park Ill. 
Michigan City . Ind. 
East Chicago, Indiana 
Sheridan, Wyoming 
Logan port, Indiana 
La Porte, Indiana 
Elkhart, Indiana 
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NAME OF STUDENT c y ATTENDANCE HO~IE ADORE ' 
--------------------I--------1------------·I-----------------
Tamm, Norma . . . . . . . . . . . LA So. 1, 2 
Tamm, Richard . . . . . . . . . . E F 1, 2 
Tatman, William. . . . . . . . . E F 1, 2 
Taylor, Melvin. . . . . . . . . . LA F 1, 2 
Tetzlaff, Louis. . . . . . . . . . . P So. 1, 2 
Tewes, Donald. . . . . . . . . . . LA J 1, 2 
Tewes, Norman.. . . . . . . . . LA So. 1, 2 
Thaney, Paul . .. . . . ...... LA U 1ST 
Thober, Herbert. . . . . . . . . E F 1, 2 
Thober, William . .. ...... P J 1, 2 
Thomas, Mrs. Florence G. . LA U 1ST 
Thompson, Robert . . . . . . . LA F 1, 2 
Tigar, Aline . . . . . . . . . . . . . LA Au 1 
Tio, James . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P So. 1, 2 
Toepel, Robert ...... . ... LA J 1, 2 
Tozer, William . . . . .... . .. LA F 1, 2 
Truman, Grace . . . . . . . . . . LA F 1, 2 
Tuber, Julian. . . . . . . . . . . . LA F 1 
LA So. 2 
Uban, Chester ........... P J 1, 2 
Ulbrich, Roy. . . . . . . . . . . . LA F 1, 2 
Ungrodt, Ruth . .. . . . . . . . . LA So. 1, 2 
Unseth, Theodore . . . . . . . . LA J 1, 2 
Urschel, Elizabeth.. . . . . . . LA F 1, 2 
Von Fange, Alfred . . . . . . . . LA U 
Waaler, Thelma .... ...... LA So. 
Wachholz, John .. . ....... E F 
Wachholz, Paul .......... LA J 
Wagner, Hans . . . . . . . . . . . LA F 
Waitman, Bernard ....... LA F 
Waitman, Margaret . . . . . . LA F 
Waldschmidt, Melvin ... . . L 1 
Wald chmidt, Victor . . . . . . LA U 
Walton, David .... . . . . . . . E J 
Weber, Waldemar ..... . .. LA F 
Wefel, Paul. .. .. .. E F 
Wehrenberg, Ruth ...... LA F 
Wehr pann, Donald . . . . . . LA So. 
Wenger, Alwin . . ........ E So. 
We el, Christian ........ E 
Wheeler, Polly .. . . . . . LA F 
White, Leo . . . . . . . . . . . . LA F 
Witte, Paul. .... . . . . . . LA U 
Wieggel, Walter. . . . . . . . LA U 
LA J 
Winkler. Augu t . . . . E F 
Wolf. Edward ... L F 
Wolff. Raymond L 3 
Wood, Carl . . . LA F 
Wood , Betty . . . LA 
Wright, Eldon L 
Wuka ch. Harold L 
Yel ik. William . 
Yonke. Eug ne . . . 
















































Crown Point, Indiana 
La Porte, Indiana 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Marseilles, Illinoi 






Wauwatosa, Wi . 
Waterville, Iowa 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Wauwato a, Wi . 
Flint, Michigan 
Milford Center, Ohio 
Milford Center, Ohio 
New Ulm, Minneota 
Monroe, Michigan 
Monroe, Michigan 
Grand Haven, Mich. 
Chicago, Illinoi 
turgi , Michigan 
Racine, Wi con in 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
Otto en, Iowa 
pringfield, Illinoi 
Vincenne , Indiana 
alparai , Indiana 
Valparai , Indiana 
Aur ra, Illin i 
Valparais . Indiana 
B nton Harbor, Mich. 
H peria, Michigan 
Elgin, Illinoi 
Valparai , Indiana 
Valparai • Indiana 
. Manch t r, Ind. 
hica . Illin i-; 
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Zersen, Rudolph .. . . .. ... LA So. 1, 2 Itasca, Illinois 
Ziehlsdorff, Margaret . .. .. LA F 1, 2 Augusta, Wisconsin 
Zieroth, Werner. .. .. . .... LA F 1, 2 Chicago, Illinois 
Zimmerman, Alfred . .. . . .. p So. 1, 2 Randolph, Wisconsin 
Zimmerman, Walter. .. . . . LA s 1 Meriden, Connecticut 
Forms of Bequest 
BECAUSE of the constantly increasing tendency on the part of our friends 
to provide for the growing needs of the University by bequests and the many 
inquiries received each year as to the proper wording thereof, there are 
given below forms for the convenience of those who plan to remember 
Valparaiso in their wills. 
(GENERAL) 
I give and bequeath to the Lutheran University Association, a corporation 
existing under the laws of the State of Indiana, and located in the City of 
Valparaiso, in said State, --------------------------------------- --- dollars, 
to be used at the di cretion of the Corporation of said Association. 
(SPECIFIC) 
I give and bequeath to the Lutheran University Association, a corporation 
existing under the law of the State of Indiana, and located in the City of 
Valparaiso, in said State, ------------------------------------ ------ dollar , 
and direct that the income therefrom hall be used for the purpo e fol-
lowing, that is to say: 
(Here specify in detail the purpo e ) 
A in orne tates a beque t for charitable purpo e i void unle the will 
is executed at least a certain length of time (varying in different· t a tes) 
before the death of the te tator, and i atte ted by two or mor credibl 
and at the arne time di intere ted witne e , it i advi able to a certain the 
requirement of the law in the stat in which the te tator re ide , and to be 
careful that uch requirement are complied with. 
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GENERAL INDEX 
A 
A. B . Degree _________________ 33, 36 
Academic Year ----------------- 3 
Accountancy -------------------- 44 
Accreditation of University______ 4 
Accredited High Schools _________ 28 
Activities, Extra-Curricular _____ 23 
Activities, Religious ------------- 20 
Administration, Officers of_______ 7 
Administrative Assistants _______ 7 
Administrative Committees ------ 8 
Admission Requirements-
General ---------------------- 28 
College of Liberal Arts ________ 28 
College of Engineering _________ 73 
College of Pharmacy----------- 89 
School of Law _________________ 95 
Advanced Standing-------------- 29 
College of .Liberal Arts ________ 29 
College of Engineering--------- 29 
College of Pharmacy----------- 29 
School of Law ---------------- 96 
Advisers, Special ---------------- 37 
Advisers, Reports from ---------- 32 
Aid, Student -------------------- 21 
Aims of the University----------- 16 
Altruria Hall ------------------- 19 
Amendments of Rules and 
Regulations ------------------ 34 
American Association of Colleges 
of Pharmacy _______________ _4, 8 
American Bar A ociation________ 4 
Amount of Work Allowed ________ 30 
Application for Aid, Method of_ __ 23 
Application for Admis ion ________ 2 
Applied Music Courses-
Orchestral Instrument -------- 64 
Piano ------------------------ 62 
' ' iola ------------------------ 64 
' iolin ------------------------ 63 
Violoncello ------------------- M 
Voice ------------------------ 65 
Ensemble --------------------- 67 
A i tant , tudent ___________ 13, 22 
As ociation of Am rican Law 
School _____________________ 4, 94 
ociation Lutheran ~niver ity_ 7 
Athletic A ociation, Women'S---- 24 
Athletics ----------------------- 24 
Intercollegiate ---------------- 24 
Intramural ------------------- 2 
ttendanc ummar of_ ________ 104 
uditor F e -------------------- 1 
ward , tudent Aid ____________ 22 
B 
Bachelor of Arts Curriculum _____ 36 
Bequest, Forms of_ _______________ l16 
Biology Club ____________________ 39 
Biology, Department of_ _________ 39 
Major ------------------------ 41 
Board -------------------------- 18 
Board of Directors_______________ 6 
Standing Committees of________ 6 
Botany, Section of_ ______________ 42 
Courses ---------------------- 42 
Minor ------------------------ 41 
B. S. in Pharmacy--------------- 89 
Buildings and Equipment_ _______ 17 
Bureau of Recommendations _____ 34 
Business Management, Department 
of ---------------------------- 43 
Courses --------------------44, 45 
Major and Minor ---------- - -43, 44 
c 
Calendar for 1937-1938----------- 2 
Calendar, University ------------ 3 
hange of Program ______________ 29 
Fee -------------------------- 20 
Chapel Exercises ---------------- 20 
Chemical Engineering ________ _47, 75 
Curriculum ------------------- 75 
h mistry lub ----------------- 46 
Chemistry- omm rce ----------44, 47 
Chemistry, Department of_ _______ 46 
ours s --------------------47 4 
Major and Minor ------------- 47 
hoir ------------------------25, 67 
burch Attendance -------------- 21 
ivil Engineering D partment 
of -------------------------16, 2 
our e ----------------- 2, 3, 84 
urriculum ----------------16 77 
la llonor -------------------- 34 
1 rganizations ------------- 24 
Ia ification a Fre hman pho-
re, Junior, nior ----------- 32 
la ification of our ---------- 32 
ollege of En in rin ----------- 71 
Admi ion ------------------13 74 
our ---------------------- 2ff urricula _________________ 73, 75ff 
D gr ---------------------- 74 n ral Informati n ___________ 7. 
raduati n ------------------- 74 
11 g f ib ral r ---------- 3fi 
ccr itm nt f r T ach r 
1 rainin ------------------- 4 
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Admission -------------------- 28 
I>egree ----------------------- 33 
I>egree Requirements _______ 36, 37 
Departments of Instruction-
Biology -------------------- 39 
Business Management and 
Economics ---------------- 43 
Chemistry ------------------ 46 
Education and Psychology___ 48 
English Language and 
Literature ---------------- 51 
Foreign Languages and 
Literatures --------------- 52 
Geography and Geology------ 56 
Mathematics and Phy ics ____ 58 
Music ---------------------- 60 
Religion and Philosophy----- 67 
Social Science -------------- 68 
Graduation ------------------- 33 
Objectives -------------------- 36 
College of Pharmacy------------- 7 
Admission -------------------- 89 
Courses --------------------91, 92 
I>egree ----------------------- 89 
General Information ----------- 8 
Graduation ------------------- 89 
Combined Program. ------------ 40 
ommencement, Pt·e. ence aL _____ 33 
ommerce lub ----------------- 43 
ornmerce-Chemistry ----------44, 47 
ommercial Engineering --------- 77 
urriculum _________________ 78, 79 
omposition Cour in __________ 51 
Concet·t , Lecture and ___________ 24 
ondition Examination ---------- 31 
Fee -------------------------- 20 
Condition Grade ---------------- 31 
onduct Student --------------- 21 
o t of Attending the Univer ity_ 1 
redit Hour, The ________________ 30 
redit in Year our ---------- 32 
r dit Per Seme ter ------------ 30 
Credit R quirement ------------- 33 
red it. in Mu, ic ----------------- 62 
ritic TeaC'hers ------------------ 12 
urdcula-
hemical Engineerin~ _______ 75 76 
ivil EnO'in ering ___________ 76, 77 
omm rcial Engineering ____ 7 79 
Ele<·trical Engine ring ______ 79, 0 
Law -------------------------- 96 
. Iechankal Engin ring ______ _ 
Preparation for: 
Denti try ------------------- 41 
Law ----------------------- 39 
)Iedi ine ---------~--------- 40 
Pharmacy, Four Y ar --------- 9 
Public chool Mu i _________ 60, 61 
D 
I>ays of Registration ----------- 3 
I>ebate ------------------------- 25 
I>egrees ------------------------ 33 
Application for --------------- 33 
College of Liberal Arts _________ 33 
College of Engineering _________ 74 
College of Pharmacy----------- 89 
School of Law----------------- 96 
Requirements, General --------- 33 
I>egrees Conferred, 1935-1936 ___ 102 
I>egrees "in Absentia" --------- 33 
I>egrees "With I>istinction" ---- 34 
Directors, Board of______________ 6 
I>ismissal, Honorable ------------ 31 
I>ormitories --------------------- 19 
I>ramatics ---------------------- 25 
I>rawing, Courses in Engineering__ 2 
E 
Economics, Courses in ____________ 46 
Educ ·1tion and P ychology, 
I>epartment of -------------- 48 
Education Club ----------------- 24-
Education, Courses in ________ -49, 50 
Minor ------------------------ 49 
Elective ----------------------- 37 
Electrical Engineering, 
I>epartment of ____________ 79, 4 
our e. ---------------------- 84 urriculum _________________ 79, 0 
Engi!1eering, ollege of ---------- ~1 
En()'hsh Club -------------------- -4 
Engli h Language and Literature, 
I>epat·bnent of -------------- 51 our e. ____________________ 51, 52 
Majors and Minor ------------ 51 
En embl 67 
Entranc R~q-.;i~~;;~t-_i--73:--9, 95 
Entrance Unit ----------------- 2 
Equipment, Building and _______ 17 
Examination ------------------- 31 
Examination Fee ondition and 
Sp ial --------------------- ~O 
Exp n e at the Univer ity __ . ___ l , 19 
Extra-Curricular Activitie ------ 23 






pe ial ----------------------- 20 
Lahorator our 
:\-Iu . ic ---------------------- 1 
P art-time tud nt: ------------ 1 
tudent ouncil --------------- 20 
Tuition ----------------------- 1 
GENERAL INDEX 119 
Foreign Languages and Litera-
tures, D epartment of -------- 52 
Forensics ----------------------- 25 
French, Section of_ ______________ 53 
Courses ____________________ 53, 54 
~ajor and ~inor ______________ 53 
Freshman-
Boarding --------------------- 18 
llonors ----------------------- 34 
Residence of ------------------ 19 
Freshman Days ----------------- 29 
G 
Gamma Delta ------------------- 21 
General Information ------------ 15 
Geographical Distribution of 
Students · -------------------105 
Geography-Geology, Department 
of -------------------------- 56 
Courses ----------------------- 57 
~ajor and ~inor ___________ 56, 57 
Objectives -------------------- 56 
German, Section of ------------- 54 
Courses --------------------54, 55 
~ajor and ~inor -------------- 54 
Grade Reports ------------------ 32 
Grading System ----------------- 31 
Graduation-
General ---------------------- 33 
College of Liberal Arts -------- 33 
College of Engineering -------- 74 
College of Pharmacy ---------- 89 
School of Law ---------------- 96 
Graduation Fee ----------------- 20 
Grounds and Buildings ---------- 17 
H 
llalls of Residence ______________ 19 
IIealth and Phy ical Education 
General ---------------------- 23 
llealth Education --------------- 41 
High School Teacher' License-
R equirement for ------------- 49 
History, Section of -------------- 68 
Course --------------------6 69 
~ajors and ~inor ------------ 6 
Hi tor and Aim of the 
Univer ity ------------------ 16 
Hi tor , Colleg of Engineering-- 72 
Hi tory, College of Pharmac ----
History, School of Law __________ 94 
Honorable Dismi aL------------ 31 
Honorarv Societi -------------- 24 
Honor , ·cia s ------------------- 34 
llonorable ~ention -------------- 34 
I 
Ind p nd nt Work our 37 
Indiana Intercolle ·at nfer n · 24 
Instruments, Orchestral --------- 64 
Intercollegiate Athletics --------- 24 
Intramural Athletics ------------ 24 
J 
Journali m, Adviser ------------- 37 
Journalism, Courses In --------- 51 
Journalism, Preparation for ------ 51 
Junior, Classification as ___________ 32 
Junior Scholars ----------------- 34 
L 
Languages-
English ----------------------- 51 
French ----------------------- 53 
German ---------------------- 54 
Latin ------------------------ 55 
Language Requirements _______ 36, 53 
Late Registration Fee ___________ 20 
Latin, Section of ---------------- 5.5 
Courses --------------------55, 5 ~) 
Minor ------------------------ 55 
Law Courses-
First Year ------------------97, 98 
Second and Third Year--98, 99, 100 
Law Lectures ------------------100 
Law Library ------------------- 95 
Law-Liberal Arts Program, 
Six-Year --------------- ____ 96 
Law, School oL----------------- 93 
Admission -------------------- 95 
Curriculum ------------------- 96 
Degree ----------------------- 96 
Graduation ------------------- 96 
Lectures and Concerts, SpeciaL __ 24 
Lembke Hall ------------------- 19 
Lib ral Arts College ------------ 35 
Liberal Arts-Pre-Prof s ional 
Programs ------------------- 3 
Liberal Arts-Law Program, 
Six-Y at· com bin c1 ---------- f<J 
Library-
General ---------------------- 17 
Law ------------------------- 95 Library ience, Advi er for _____ 31 
Lit ratur Cour es in ________ 51, 52 
I ,iterary and Scientific Societie -- 24 
Living Accommodation --------- 1. 
LL.B. D r ________________ iJ3, 95 
Loan., tud nt ------------------ 23 
Locati n of th niv r ity ------- 16 
Lutheran .,.nin•r. ity . . ·o<'iation__ 7 
M 
Major ---- - --------------------- 37 
fak: -up " aminati< n 2 
Markin r t m ---------------- 31 
Math mati". and Ph ic. 
D partm nt of ------------- !5 
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~athematics, Section of --------- 58 
Courses --------------------58, 59 
~ajor and ~inor ------------- 58 
~atriculation Fee --------------- 20 
~atriculation, Routine of_ _______ 20 
~aximum Registration ---------- 30 
~echanical Engineering, 
Department of ____________ 73, 85 
Courses ---------------------- 85 
Curriculum ------------------- 81 
~edicine, Preparation for ------- 40 
~inimum Costs, Table of -------- 19 
~inimum Registration ---------- 30 
~inor -------------------------- 37 
~usic, Department of ----------- 60 
Courses -----------------65, 66, 67 
~usic Fees --------------------- 18 
~usic, General ~ajor ----------- 62 
~usic, ~ajor for Secondary 
Teachers ------------------- 61 
~usic, Unit of Credit_ ___________ 62 
~usic Organizations ___________ 25, 67 
N 
Natural Science Requirements ____ 37 
Non-Resident Students-Residence 19 
North Central Association of Col-
leges and Secondary Schools-4, 94 
0 
Objective , Liberal Arts College __ 36 
Office Assistants ---------------- 7 
Officers, Admini trative ---------- 7 
Orchestra --------------------25, 67 
Organizations-
Class ------------------------- 24 
Debate ----------------------- 25 
Dramatic Art ---------------- 25 
Honorary -------------------- 24 
Literary and Scientific _________ 24 
Musical ----------------------- 25 
Student ---------------------- 23 
p 
Part-Time Student , Tuition and 
Fee for -------------------- 1 
Pa ing Grade ------------------ 31 
Pay ------------------------ -- 20 
Pharmacy, College of ------------ 7 
Admi ion -------------------- 9 
our e --------------------91 92 
urriculum ------------------- 9 
Degree ----------------------- 9 
neral Information ----------
Graduation -------------------
Pharmac utica} A o iation ------
Pharmacogno y, our e in _______ 92 
Philo ophy Department of 
ReliO'ion and ---------------- 67 
Philosophy, Section of ----------- 67 
Courses --------------------67, 68 
~inor ------------------------ 67 
Physical Education, Health and __ 23 
Physics, Department of 
Mathematics and ------------ 58 
Physics, Section of -------------- 59 
Courses --------------------59, 60 
~ajor and ~inor -------------- 59 
Piano Courses ------------------- 62 
Points, Quality ----------------- 31 
Political Science, Division of _____ 70 
Courses ----------------------- 70 
Practice Court ------------------ 95 
Pre-dental Adviser -------------- 37 
Pre-dental Program ------------- 40 
Pre-legal Adviser --------------- 37 
Pre-legal Program ------------38, 95 
Pre-medical Adviser ------------ 40 
Pre-medical Program ----------- 40 
Pre-pharmacy ------------------ 89 
Preparatory for-
Dentistry -------------------38, 41 
Journalism ------------------- 51 
Law ------------------------- 38 
~edicine --------------------- 38 
Professional Degrees in 
Engineering ---------------- 74 
Program, Pre-Profe sional ------ 38 
Programs, Combined-
Liberal Arts-Law ------------ 39 
Liberal Arts-~edicine ------- 38 
Liberal Arts-Nur ing -------- 41 
Psychology, Courses in ________ 50, 51 
Publications, Student ----------- 24 
Public School ~usic Curriculum 60,61 
Public Speaking, Courses in ______ 52 
Q 
Quality Point ----------------- 31 
R 
R ading Cour e -
Law -------------------------100 
Refund -------------------~---- 20 
R gi ter of Students 1936-1937 ___ 106 
R gi tration -------------------- 2 
Regi tration Fee, Late ---------- 20 
Regi tration, Routin of --------- 29 
R p;ulation, , Amendm nt of ______ 3-t 
Relip;ion and Philo ophy • 
Department of ------------- 67 
R ligion ction of ------------- 67 
67 
_o 
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Requirement-
Degrees and Graduation ------- 33 
Entrance --------------------- 28 
English Language and 
Literature ------------------ 36 
Foreign Language ____________ 36, 53 
Individual Health --------------- 37 
Natural Science ---------------- 37 
Religion ---------------------- 36 
Social Science ----------------- 37 
Residence Requirements --------- 33 
Rooming Houses ---------------- 19 
Room Rent --------------------- 19 
Routine of Registration _________ 29 
s 
Schedule, Approval of ----------- 37 
Scholars: Freshman, Sophomore, 
Junior, Senior -------------- 34 
Scholarships -------------------- 22 
School of Law------------------- 93 
Admission -------------------- 95 
Courses ---------------------- 97 
Curriculum ------------------- 96 
Graduation ------------------- 96 
Scientific Societies, Literary and __ 24 
Secretarial Training, 
Course in -------------------- 45 
Senior, Classification as --------- 32 
Senior Scholars ----------------- 34 
Six-Year Combined Liberal Arts-
Law Program -------------- 39 
Social Science, Department of____ 68 
Social Science Requirements ----- 37 
Societies, Honorary ------------- 24 
Sociology, Section of ------------ 70 
our e ----------------------- 70 
Major and Minor ------------ 7o 
Sophomore, Classification as ----- 32 
Sophomore Scholar ------------- 34 
Special Examination or Make-up 
Fee ------------------------ 20 
Special Fee -------------------- 20 
Sp cial Student , Admi ion a --- 2 
Standing, Advanc d ------------- 29 
tanding ommittees of the Board 6 
Standing of Stud nt ----------- 32 
Student id -------------------- 21 
Student Aid Award ------------ 22 
Student i tant -------------- 22 
Student onduct ---------------- 21 
tudent ouncil ----------------- 23 
Student uncil Fe ------------ 20 
Student Loan ------------------ 23 
Student Organization ---------- 23 
Student Publications ------------ 24 
Students-
Classification of --------------- 32 
Geographic Distribution _______ 105 
Register of _________________ 106ff 
Summary of Attendance ________ 104 
Supervi ed Teaching ------------ 49 
T 
Table of Minimum Costs -------- 19 
Teacher Training --------------- 49 
Teacher's License, High SchooL __ 49 
Teaching Staff ------------------ 9 
Theory of Music, Courses in ______ 65 
"Torch" ------------------------ 24 
Transfer to Another Program ____ 29 
Tuition Fee -------------------- 1 
u 
"Uhlan" ------------------------ 24 
"Uhlan" Fee -------------------- 20 
Units Recommended for 
Admi sion ------------------ 2 
v 
Viola, Courses in --------------- 64 
Violin, Courses in --------------- 63 
Violoncello, Courses in ___________ 6IJ, 
Visitors, Attendance on Courses as 30 
Voice, ourse in --------------- 65 
w 
Wind In trument -------------- 64 
Withdrawal from Cour e ------- 29 
Withdrawal from the Univ r ity _ 30 
Worn n's Athletic Association ____ 24 
Worn n Students, Re idence of_ ___ 19 




ction f ------------- 42 
--------------------42 43 
and Minor ------------- 41 





